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Introduction
"To the media, we offer this challenge:
convex lenses must become concave."
—Rev. Jesse Jackson(l)
Boston, Massachusetts, the birthplace of liberty, has a profoundly troubled history of
race relations. Open hostility to blacks, as evidenced by Ku Klux Klan-style cross burnings
and episodes of white-on-black violence, is part of the city's legacy. For many black residents,
the vigorous and sometimes bloody opposition to court-ordered school integration that marked
the 1970s only punctuated a longstanding pattern of discrimination that surfaces in myriad
forms throughout the city. A 1985 report by the University of Massachusetts* Institute for the
Study of Black Culture documented deeply entrenched inequities in housing, education, and
employment for blacks—inequities that, in the words of MTT city planner Dr. Philip L. Clay,
have placed black Bostonians "on the downside of a slippery slope."(2) As one local black
woman explained to the Boston Globe, "People think this is the South Africa of America."(3)
In their efforts to report on the forces that affect Boston's racial climate, the local media
have typically focused on the more obvious institutional actors: businesses, city hall, school
boards, churches, the courts, neighborhood groups. Rarely have the media themselves been
subjected to the same scrutiny. This study represents one such effort It is an analysis of the
images of Boston's black community that are conveyed through the local news media. It asks
the question: If a Bostonian relied solely on the local news for information about local blacks,
1) what impressions would he or she be left with, and 2) how representative of reality might
those impressions be?
Given Boston's housing patterns, the question is far from academic. Much of the city is
made up of tightiy segregated neighborhoods, places where white residents might have little or
no meaningful contact with blacks. Similarly, Boston's suburbs have failed to follow a national
pattern of modest gains in black residents. People who do not interact with blacks would
seem particularly vulnerable to media images whose accuracy they can neither verify nor
reject on the basis of their personal experience. And yet all of us, no matter where we live,
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tend to internalize the messages we receive through the media. To the extent that those mes-
sages contradict racist attitudes about blacks or reinforce them, the local media stand as agents
for positive social change or unwitting perpetuators of racism.
To better understand how the local media portray Boston's black community, I moni-
tored news reports from a sample of newspapers and radio and television stations for one
month during the summer of 1986. I noted the roles blacks played, the activities blacks were
shown to be engaged in, and the events that brought blacks into the news. By comparing the
portrayal of blacks in Boston's major media with portrayals in the black media, I sought to
understand the criteria that reporters and editors use to judge the newsworthiness of items
relating to the black community, and to understand whether (and if so, why) the images
broadcast about blacks may be unrepresentative.
This report is in five sections. The following section gives background information on
racism and the media. It constructs a framework for considering the racial dimensions of local
news coverage. The three remaining sections explain how the study was designed, present the
findings, and offer conclusions.
Background
During the summer of 1981, TV Guide magazine offered a rare glimpse into the plight of
black network news reporters.(4) The magazine surveyed such luminaries as ABC anchor
Max Robinson, CBS correspondent Ed Bradley, and PBS reporter Charlayne Hunter-Gault for
their views on the networks' sensitivity to racial issues. The consensus was that the networks
were guilty of unconscious racism—the notion, instinctively held but never verbalized (and if
suggested, vigorously denied)—that blacks are inferior to whites. According to these report-
ers, unconscious racism was stifling the participation of blacks in network affairs. As a result,
blacks felt considerable personal frustration at what they viewed as second-class treatment at
the hands of white network executives. They also identified instances in which the networks'
insensitivity to racial matters resulted in sins of omission and commission—either important
stories about blacks that received no coverage, or stories that won coverage only to
misrepresent blacks.
The personal disenchantment that these news veterans voiced came from years of being
reminded that their talents were less valuable than those of their white colleagues. Reporters
spoke of being excluded from the upper ranks of network management, where key decisions
to cover stories are made. They spoke of being persistently denied a presence on the presti-
gious Sunday morning public-affairs programs, presumably out of the conviction that black
reporters would have little to add to the discussion. And they resurrected painful memories of
being stereotyped by their own colleagues, as when black students invited to CBS executive
Fred Friendly's back yard for an informal broadcasting seminar were served fried chicken
and watermelon. While Friendly's menu may have been merely intended to help the students
feel welcome, it undoubtedly prompted them to wonder how many other stereotypes about
black people the CBS executives were laboring under. In short, the black presence at the net-
works has not translated into black influence. As Randy Daniels of CBS put it, "We're
on the team, but we're not playing."(5)
As frustrating as incidents such as these are for the lives and careers of black reporters,
they reflect only half the picture. According to these reporters, racism at the networks is also
reflected in the stories that air about blacks, the stories that never air, and the images of
blacks that do and do not appear on the screen. Reporters complained about the network per-
ception that blacks should be restricted to covering "black" stories—civil rights, housing, wel-
fare. In Washington, D.G, the running joke among black reporters is that rather than making
lunch dates to see all your friends, you need only await the next press conference at the Dept
of Housing and Urban Development Like many black reporters, Randy Daniels is sensitive
to the mental images that viewers make between certain issues and black Americans. Com-
menting on a recent story he produced about food stamps, Daniels said, "For me to go out and
find some black lady reinforces an image that I'm opposed to. There are other people on wel-
fare."^) Of course, even if all stories about so-called minority issues featured white faces, the
fact that the stories were being produced by black reporters might lead a viewer to reason that
blacks do not have the expertise to talk about anything else.
A second problem that gained frequent mention was the bona fide news story about
blacks that failed to make it on the air. Paul Good, author of The Trouble Fve Seen: White
Journalist/Black Movement, found in a random check of 16 months of network news during
1975 and 1976 "a consistent failure to cover minority stories."(7) A report in The New York
Times, for example, revealed that plans to increase minority hiring had been approved at only
31 of 1300 eligible colleges nationwide—this at a time when affirmative action programs were
being widely denounced as being unfair to whites. Another report chronicled an impossible
logjam of 125,000 discrimination cases at the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion. The report emerged the day after MIT economist Lester Thurow warned that despite
the appearance of progress, "Nothing has changed in the past thirty years to narrow the
income gap between blacks and whites." These were two of the dozens of minority-oriented
stories of national importance that failed to appear on network news.(8) Former Federal
Communications Commissioner Benjamin Hooks agrees that the networks pay scant attention
to minority news. "The complaints to me are incessant from blacks and Hispanics, that news
content in relation to them is practically nil. My own personal impression—and this isn't
scientific—is that the networks don't make any conscientious effort at minority coverage."(9)
Finally, critics say the minority stories that the networks do cover tend to reinforce
negative stereotypes about blacks. Tony Batten, now a producer for 60 Minutes, remembers
how he approached the executive producer of WNET-TV news in New York City to suggest a
feature on the behind-the-scenes preparations for "Bubbling Brown Sugar." At the time, the
play about life in Harlem was rumored to be Broadway's next hit The producer was disap-
pointed by the dress rehearsal he sat through—it had no book, no score, no lyrics worth
remembering—but told Batten that the play had given him another idea: a news feature on the
drug trade in HarlemilO) "Bubbling Brown Sugar" had nothing to do with drugs, but the play
had tapped into what the producer knew about blacks—that blacks are drug abusers. The
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anecdote illustrates the common complaint among black reporters that news executives often
select stories that fit white perceptions of who black people are—perceptions that may not be
accurate. PBS reporter Charlayne Hunter-Gault says the networks have a history of covering
blacks only in moments of crisis. There are about as many nice, ordinary, everyday human-
interest stories about black people on television as there are black brides on The New York
Times society page."(l 1) Indeed, one survey found that although blacks appeared in nearly
25% of network television news reports in the early 1970s, they were mostly in non-speaking
roles in stories related to busing, desegregation, and other civil rights issues.(12)
Many observers agree that the single largest reason for the networks' poor coverage of
racial news is related to the racial makeup of the networks' own staffs. Until the mid-1960s,
there was but a handful of black faces at the networks. By the early 1970s, a national sensi-
tivity to civil rights that was bringing change to other institutions had affected the networks as
welL For black reporters, it was a time of easier hires and even active recruitment But the
door never opened very wide. By the time the hiring enthusiasm chilled in the mid-1970s,
blacks comprised only 3% of the network news correspondents, according to a Federal Com-
munications Commission survey.(13)
If the percentage of blacks in the newsroom does not reflect their presence in the real
world, the executive suites are even whiter. Blacks currently account for 12% of the US.
population. But according to Operation PUSH, the Chicago-based black-empowerment group,
only 5% of the 9,700 top officers and managers of the three major news networks are black.
Operation PUSH has called for a black boycott of CBS, citing the network's particularly poor
hiring record for minorities and inattention to black-oriented news. At CBS's annual meeting
in April, PUSH National President Rev. Jesse Jackson offered the following statistics to sta-
tion executives: Today, there are zero black or Hispanic station managers at CBS Zero
black or Hispanic news directors. Zero black or Hispanic program directors. Zero black or
Hispanic executive producers." Jackson continued, Three wars [arc] being waged on the con-
tinent right now: Libya, Angola, and South Africa. More than one-eighth of the human race,
more than thirty million Americans are of African heritage. Yet CBS has no news bureaus
between the Sahara and the Cape of Good Hope."(14)
The hiring record of the print media is comparable. In 1967, before the rush to hire
minority newspaper journalists, fewer than 5% of the editorial staffs in the news business were
black. For editors and supervisors, the figure was less than 1%, and most of them worked for
black-owned organizations.! 1 5) In 1985, the number of minority newspaper journalists in the
United States stood at 5.7%. That figure represented a slight decline from the year before,
despite a stated goal of newspaper editors to integrate newsrooms by the year 2000.(16) It is
clear that, despite incremental gains, the magnitude of minority participation in the newspaper
business has not changed significantly in the past twenty years.
The racial composition of the people who bring us the news is crucial to understanding
the images of blacks that the news projects. While many of the rules of the news business are
clear-cut and easy to articulate—codes of ethics for journalists, for example—the rules that
govern the selection and presentation of news are much more subjective. Interviews with
reporters and editors have consistently shown that the often-mentioned commodity known as
"news sense" is amorphous. "We are not talking about a science or a technique," concluded
one study on television news reporting. "tl]t is really an art which is at the fingertips of the
practitioner. It depends on many thousands of personal judgements, moods, and feelings.N(17)
Much of what a fledgling reporter learns about developing a sense of what is or is not
newsworthy is picked up unconsciously from newsroom veterans. In time, says Harold Evans,
editorial director for US. News and World Report, "so many of the judgements become so rou-
tine that we forget we are making them,"(18)
Because the decision of what is news involves subjective and often subconscious judge-
ment, the depiction of blacks can be defined by the expectations of white news managers.
Analyses of reports of race-related news in the United States and Britain suggest not only a
tendency for news professionals to place events within a framework of familiar images and
stereotypes, but the even more disturbing practice of judging the newsworthiness of a story
depending on whether it fits those expectations. In Racism and the Mass Media, mass com-
munications experts Paul Hartmann and Charles Husband suggest that current events that
conform to a reporter's preconceived notions stand a better chance of making the news than
those that challenge those notions, and that subsequent events may be interpreted in terms of
existing images even when those images are no longer appropriate^ 19) Thus, while a Broad-
way play about Harlem's artistic heritage was an illogical inspiration for a news story about
drugs, the news producer who made the suggestion was fitting the play into a set of prevailing
images about blacks—even as he sat and witnessed evidence that the images were inappropri-
ate.
Hartmann and Husband go on to explain that what is newsworthy to reporters is inexor-
ably coupled with what is newsworthy to their audience. "Given the situation in the United
States, where the major news media are staffed by white personnel and serve a mainly white
audience, it follows that the 'public' which dictates newsworthy events is a white public."(20)
Indeed, as far back as 1967, when President Johnson convened a national advisory commis-
sion to investigate the role that the news media played in the racial disturbances of the 1960s,
the group found that despite real efforts to present factual accounts, the media's portrayal of
violence was exaggerated, and there was a consistent failure to report on the underlying
causes of racial problems. One reason was the racial makeup of the media, which presented
the news from a white perspective: The world that television and newspapers offer to their
black audience is almost totally white, in both appearance and attitude."(21)
Hartmann and Husband offer another reason for the media's inattention to the root
causes of racial problems. They argue that the condition of blacks is not a primary concern of
whites until blacks threaten the status quo. Boycotts, demonstrations, teen pregnancy, violent
crime—these issues all cross thresholds of newsworthiness for the white media, despite that
they are but manifestations of deeply rooted conditions for blacks—conditions that the media
rarely explore—and that when such news reports emerge as the sole portrayals of black Amer-
icans, the audience receives little impression of the richness and diversity of the black com-
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munity.(22)
To understand how the media project distorted images of blacks, it is not necessary to
invoke the racism of individual reporters. The very forces that underlie news production con-
stitute a built-in tendency to present news that reinforces stereotypes and discourages serious
discussion of racial issues.(23) One obstacle to balanced reporting is the tendency of the
media to focus on negative stories, which means that news of racial harmony is less likely to
be covered than racial violence. It also means that black achievement is less likely to be
covered than black failure.(24)
Another impediment is the media's attraction to stories that are easy to cover. Stories
with action and excitement, those that involve easily recognized key figures, and those with
straightforward plots stand a greater chance of being covered than less dramatic stories of
subtlety and complexity. For example, here is how CBS vice-president William Small rebuts
the charge that the network's failure to cover black issues reflects racism: "This operation
does not have a built-in bias nor could it Still it's obvious that the civil rights movement as
such is not the story it once was. [Emphasis added] In the sixties, you had the charisma of the
leadership, the force of the personalities of men like Dr. King. There are very few of those
today [1977]."(25) Small's response suggests that in the eyes of the media, the newsworthiness
of a story is directly related to how easy it is to report This can work against an issue such as
modern-day racism, which has become more subtle and complex since the 1960s, but is no less
important today.
Racial issues do not always satisfy the media's criteria for the ideal news story, all neat
and packaged, but that does not mean that the issues are unworthy of coverage. When news
executives such as Mr. Small do not realize that their news decisions are inexorably guided by
their own color—as is true for people of ail races—the dangers of presenting the news from a
single perspective become clear. Thus the need to open the ranks of the media's decision
making positions to representative numbers of minorities. As Rev. Jesse Jackson puts it
"Since the media cannot attain absolute objectivity, it must press for fairness."(26)
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This issue of fairness is the overriding reason for this study. As the news media flash
images of Boston's residents, is the city's black community represented fairly? To what extent
does local news suffer from the same problems that hinder fair coverage of black issues at the
national television networks—typecasting of black reporters, neglect of black-related news,
reinforcement of negative stereotypes about blacks? To answer these questions, a sample of
local news reports was taken to form a representative collection of images of the black com-
munity as seen through the eyes of the media. The design of the study is outlined in the fol-
lowing section.
Study design
This study used a sample of local news reports to obtain a representative collection of
images of Boston's black community. The major features of the study are outlined below.
News outlets
Of the dozens of media outlets in the metropolitan Boston area, eleven were selected for
the study: five newspapers, three television stations, and three radio stations. Without expla-
nation, one of the radio stations later declined after initially agreeing to participate, bringing
the total to ten. Six of these are major media outlets:
Newspaper Television Radio
Boston Globe (daily) WGBH (10:00 pm) WBCN-FM
Boston Herald (daily) WBZ (6:00 pm) (5:57-9:00 am)
WCVB (11:00 pm)
These outlets were selected primarily on the basis of their size. The
Boston Globe and the Boston Herald are New England's first and second largest selling news-
papers, with daily circulations of 514,000 and 355,000, respectively.(27) WBZ and WCVB
were ranked first and second in commercial television ratings for 1985, with average daily
audiences of 1,209,000 and 1,129,000, respectively.(28) Public broadcasting station WGBH
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rates fourth among UHF stations in New England, with a daily audience of 40,000.(29)
WBCN-FM, a 50,000-watt, contemporary format station, was the second most popular radio
station during the study period, according to Arbitron ratings.(30)
Four media outlets in Boston are owned and operated largely by blacks:
Newspaper Radio
Bay State Banner (weekly) WILD-AM
Boston Greater News (weekly) (5:50-1 1:20 am)
Roxbury Community News (monthly)
The newspapers have a combined circulation in excess of 20,000; the radio station ranks
fifteenth in the Boston market, broadcasting to an estimated 24,000 daily listeners.(31) These
four outlets are primary sources of information about the city's black community.
The staffs of the black media outlets are virtually 100% black. At the major media
outlets, the number of black employees varies. The best available estimates indicate that these
six media outlets employ 69 blacks on news staffs that total 699 employees, for an overall
black presence of 9.9% (Table 1).
The 8.0% average for blacks at the two newspapers is above the current national average
of 5J%.(32) Likewise, the 15.1% average for the four broadcast stations is higher than the
current national average of 8.7%.(33) None of the local figures, either individually or in com-
bination, reflect black employees in numbers representative of the 22% black population of
Boston proper (34), though several approximate or exceed the 15.6% black population of the
larger metropolitan area from which the news was drawn.*(35)
Scope of News
The study encompasses news reports for the period June 9, 1986, to July 9, 1986.
Because some news outlets do not operate on weekends, only weekday news reports were
•The 15.6% figure represents a weighted average of the number of black residents in the communities
appearing on the local news. Calculation is given in footnote on page 29.
"11"
included. The beginning and ending dates were selected arbitrarily.
Local media offer regional, national, and international news as well as news from the
immediate locality. For the purposes of this study, local news was defined as news that i)
took place in the city of Boston or within a thirty-mile radius of the city, or 2) involved local
people or institutions, regardless of where the actual event took place.
The first criterion allowed for the inclusion of local reaction to regional, national and
international news; the second for out-of-town deaths of area residents, results of out-of-town
sports contests involving local teams, and actions of Massachusetts' elected officials in Wash-
ington, D.C.
Following these criteria, a portion of every newspaper and news broadcast was excluded
from the study. Among these items were news reports from neighboring states and central and
western Massachusetts without a local "hook"; editorials, commentary, and syndicated
columns; letters to the editor; general interest stories and special sections (such as science or
food) without a local news angle.
S3
Data Collection
Newspapers were home-delivered, scripts of radio newscasts were supplied by the sta-
tions; television broadcasts were recorded on a videocassette recorder.
Data Recording
Each local news item was summarized according to the format in Table 2. Codes for the
geographic location of a news story and for the category of news it represents are given in
Tables 3 and 4.
The same item appearing in two different media outlets was treated as two separate
stories; news stories repeated within the same outlet (as with a radio station's repetition of the



































Total 69 699 9.9
*A Pulitzer Prise-winning aches of report* published in the Boston Globe in 1983 revealed widespread
discrimination and rampant underutilisation of blacks in the workplace. The newspaper included itself in
its survey of Boston businesses and industries, and found that working conditions for blacks at the most
influential newspaper in New England were not much better than anywhere else in the city. Reporter
Jonathan Kaufman wrote, "When the senior editors of the Boston Globe meet at 10:30 every morning to
plan the next day's paper—deciding which stories to cover and which are likely to run on page one—nine
persons attend. None is blade." (37)
At the time, 6,3% of the 331 newsroom positions at the paper were black, twice the national average of 3.1%.
Editor Thomas Winship acknowledged that although the paper ranked among the top half dosen newspapers
nationwide on minority hires, "that in itself is distressing because our own record is so disappointing." (38) Today,
blacks occupy 10% of the newsroom positions at the newspaper, thanks in part to an agreement the Globe signed
with a group of black ministers who approached it shortly after the publication of the 1983 article. The paper agreed
that one out of every four new part-time and full-time employees would be black. One of those new hires is a
national editor who now sits in on the Globe morning planning meetings, (39)
**The Boston Herald declined to disclose its employment figures, but a veteran Boston journalist who requested
anonymity said the paper employs one black copy editor and one reporter on a news staff of 120. In 1983, the then-
current employment figures for the Herald were quoted in the Globe articles on black employment. At the time,
there was one black news employee on a staff of 100. The Herald had been recently purchased by Rupert Murdoch.
Robert Page, the new publisher, told the Globe : "It's a bad situation, but we inherited it." (40)
fBlack employees at WBZ-TV include one of two executive producers.
%WCVB-TV declined to furnish information on the number of blacks in its news operation, but said the overall
percentage of blacks in the company stands at 13.8%. If this figure is representative of the news department, which
numbers approximately 75 employees, it would bring the number of black news employees to 10. Given the
disproportionate presence of blacks on office and clerical staffs at many stations, this estimate could be high.
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TABLE 2
FORMAT FOR DATA RECORDING
DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHKARY 8 M y CONTEXT COMMEMTS
06/09/86 StOBE BOS SPO
06/09/84 SIQBE BOS DTD
06/09/86 6L0BE QUI SPO
CELTICS CHANPI0NSHIP-8IRD SHINES
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS




For each news story, the date (DATE) and source (OUTLET) were recorded. Each story was
assigned a two-, three-, or four-letter code describing the geographic location of the story
(CITY) and the category of news the story represents (TYPE). These codes are given in
Tables 3 and 4. The three stories above appeared in the June 9, 19S6, edition of the Boston
Globe, took place in Boston and Quincy, and involved sports and downtown development
Each news item was briefly summarized (SUMMARY). The race of the persons in the story
was recorded according to whether the item included blacks (B), other minorities (O), whites
only (W), or whether the race of the subject(s) was unspecified or otherwise unclear (U). If a
story mentioned blacks or other minorities, the context (CONTEXT) of these mentions was




CODES FOR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
ACT Acton HAV Haverhill PAR Paris (France)
ALL Allston HOL Holliston PEA Peabody
AND Andover HOP Hopkinton PEM Pembroke
AH Arlington Heights HUD Hudson
ASH Ashland HUL Hull QUI Quincy
ATT Attleboro HP Hyde Park
AYE Ayer RAN Randolph
IPS Ipswitch REA Reading
BALT Baltimore (Md.) REV Revere
BED Bedford JP Jamaica Plain RKL Rockland
BEL Belmont ROCK Rockport
BEV Beverly LAW Lawrence ROS Roslindale
BILL Billerica LIN Lincoln
BOS Boston LIT Littleton SAL Salem
BOX Boxford LOW Lowell SJ San Juan (P.R.)
BXB Boxborough LYN Lynn SAU Saugus
BRA Braintree SCI Scituate
BDW Bridgewater MAN Manchester SOM Somerville
BRI Brighton MNS Mansfield SB So. Boston
BRK Brockton MAR Marblehead SE So. End
BRO Brookline MBO Marlborough SS So. Shore
BUR Burlington MRS Marshfield STO Stoneham
MAT Mattapan STL St. Louis (Mo.)
CAN Canton MED Medford STU Stoughton
CND Canada MDY jdway SUD Sudbury
CAM Cambridge MEL Melrose SWP Swampscott
CHR Charlestown MET Methuen
CLM Chelmsford MFD Millford TEW Tewksbury
CHL Chelsea MIL Milton TOR Toronto (Canada)
CH Chestnut Hill MH Mission Hill
CGO Chicago (111.) MON Montreal WAB Waban
CHI Chinatown MWK Milwaukee WLP Walpole
CLI Clinton WKF Wakefield
COH Cohasset WAL Waltham
CP College Park (Md.) WAT Watertown
CON Concord NAH Nahant WAY Wayland
NKT Nantasket WEL Wellesley
DAN Danvers NAT Natick WH Wellesley Hills
DC Washington, DC NEE Needham WNT West Newton
NBR New Braintree WR West Roxbury
EB East Boston NEW Newton WEST Westborough
ENGL England NC Newton Center WES Weston
ESX Essex NFK Norfolk WWD Westwood
EVE Everett NAN North Andover WEY Weymouth
NE North End WIL Wilmington
FRAM Framingham NS North Shore WCR Winchester
FRAN Franklin NOR Norwood WTP Winthrop

















FIN Finance (includes banking news and personal finances)
GOS Gossip (newspaper gossip column)
HOU Housing
INTL International news (local reaction)
IV Interview (individual or person-on-the-street)
JUS Justice (includes court rulings not necessarily
associated with crime)
MD Medicine
MED Media (reviews, programming notes, media personalities)
MISC Miscellaneous
NAT National (local reaction)
ND Natural disaster
OBIT Obituary
POL Politics (political races only)
POP Popular culture
PROA Profile: author, athlete, artist
PROC Profile: consumer, celebrity, community leader
PROE Profile: educator, entrepreneur
PROI Profile: inspirational









Information on each local news story was entered into a personal computer (Leading
Edge, model DR.- 1240) and analyzed using a dBASE III computer program. This program
allows a user to enter disparate data and to generate lists of all data sharing similar charac-
teristics. The computer program used for this study is given in Appendix A.
Results
Major Media vs. Black Media
Information was collected on a total of 3,215 local news stories.* Of these, 2,125 stories
(69%) originated within the city of Boston; the remainder took place in outlying communities
or beyond. The major media accounted for 2,898 stories (90%); the black media for 317
(10%). (See Appendices B and G) The print media accounted for 2,501 stories (81%); the
broadcast media for 569 (19%).
Determining the race of people in the news was an inexact science. With television
news, race was usually obvious. Only when a television story was accompanied by a
reporter's or anchor's voice and a background illustration instead of actual news footage was
race not clear. For newspapers and radio, with fewer visual clues, race was more difficult to
determine.! People were counted as "black" if they were a well-known local black figure
(such as Mel King, candidate for the 8th District Congressional seat, or Jim Rice, a member of
the Boston Red Sox baseball team); if they were identified by race in an article; if they were
shown in a photograph; or if their names were accompanied by the words "black" or "blacks"
(as in "black neighborhood residents"). The same criteria were used for whites. For minorities
other than blacks, surnames (such as Martinez, Li, or Nkomo) were used as clues in addition
to the above criteria. The racial composition of a geographic area was not considered when
deciding the race of the people in news taken from that area.
•Technical problems with the videocassette recorder resulted in the Iocs of 11 of 69 newscasts in their
entirety, as well as occasional brief (5-minute) losses in the closing minutes of a half-hour broadcast. The
impact, if any, of these misled segments on the results of the study is not known.
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Because many news mentions contained no clue as to race, the numbers for blacks,
whites, and minorities other than blacks given below are most certainly underestimations. For
example, the actual number of news items that mention blacks includes the figure given under
the category "blacks" plus an indeterminable number of mentions classified as "unclear."
In the major media, blacks were mentioned in 477 (16%) of the news stories. Minorities
other than blacks were mentioned in 100 (3%) of the news stories. (Hispanics and Asians
appeared most frequently.) In 534 stories (18%), no minorities were mentioned. In 1,817
stories (63%), the race of the persons in the news item was unclear. (Because blacks and other
minorities were occasionally mentioned in the same news story, the above numbers total
2,928—101% of the news items emerging from the major media.)
In the black media, persons identifiable as black appeared in 1 12 (35%) of the news
stories. Minorities other than blacks were mentioned in 7 (2%) of the news stories. Twenty-
four stories (8%) featured all whites. The remaining 174 mentions (54%) were unclear.
There were noticeable similarities in the types of news covered by the major media and
the black media. In both cases, news about crime, sports, and city and state government were
among the most often mentioned items. Table 5 summarizes the fifteen most frequentiy
appearing news categories for both the major and black media. A complete breakdown of all
news categories for both media is given in Table 6.
News from the black media was dominated by WILD-AM radio, which accounted for
nearly half (47%) of the news items. WILD relies heavily for news on the Boston Globe, the
Boston Herald, and other major outlets.(43) The station is the only black media outlet to
engage in this practice.
fThe stylebook for the Boston Globe dictates that race b« specified "only when it is pertinent or when
giving a physical description of an individual" that includes such details as a person's height, weight, a
description of clothing, etc.(41) The policy is evident throughout the news stories collected for this study.
Race is mentioned in the Globe if it is important to the sense of a story, as with this example from June 13,
1986; "Although there was no charge of racism. Smith, who is black, and other witnesses said that
Maclsaac, who is white, had referred to Smith as 'Captain Midnight'." Race is also specified in descriptions
of crime suspects wanted by the police. Policies similar to that of the Globe are evident at other media
outlets as well. This represents reform from earlier years when the media commonly specified the race of
criminals if they were black, but not if they were white. (42)
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TABLE 5
TOP FIFTEEN NEWS CATEGORIES
BY FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE
MAJOR MEDIA
Rank Category Number of Percent of
mentions all stories in
major media
BLACK MEDIA





1 Sports 516 17.8
2 Crime 401 13.8
3 Obituaries* 278 9.5
4 Business 229 7.9
5 State govt 217 7.4
6 Entertain. 209 12
7 Politics 160 5.5
8 City govt 116 4.0
9 Education 88 3.0
10 Media 82 18
11 Misc. 54 1.8
12 Housing 53 1.8
13 Accidents 50 1.7
14 Pop. Culture 50 1.7




4 State gov. 28










13 . Dwnm. Dev. 6
14 ' Media 6
15 Arts 5

















•Ranking influenced by large number of relatively brief announcements
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TABLE 5
TOP FIFTEEN NEWS CATEGORIES
BY FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE
MAJOR MEDIA BLACK MEDIA
Rank Category Number of Percent of Rank Category Number of Percent of
mentions all stories in mentions all stories in
major media bL med.
1 Sports 516 17.8 1 Crime* 58 18.3
2 Crime 401 13.8 2 Sports 44 13.9
3 Obituaries* 278 9.5 3 Education 29 9.1
4 Business 229 7.9 4 State gov. 28 8.8
5 State govt 217 7.4 5 City govt 26 8.2
6 Entertain. 209 12 6 Misc. 21 6.6
7 Politics 160 5.5 7 Politics 16 5.0
8 City govt. 116 4.0 8 Accidents 12 3.8
9 Education 88 3.0 9 Business 12 3.8
10 Media 82 2.8 10 Obituaries* 10 3.1
11 Misc. 54 1.8 11 Entertain. 9 2.8
12 Housing 53 • L8 12 Housing 9 18
13 Accidents 50 1.7 ' 13 . Dwntn. Dev. 6 1.9
14 Pop. Culture 50 1.7 14 ' Media 6 1.9
15 Dwntn. Dev. 42 1.4 15 Arts 5 1.6
Total 2,499 85.7% 291 92.6%
Ranking influenced by largei number of relaterely brief announcements
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TABLE 6
PROFILE OF NEWS ITEMS
BY FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE
]MAJOR MEDIA BLACK MEDIA
Category Number of Percent of Category Number of Percent of
mentions all stories in
major media
mentions all stories in
bL med,
Accidents 50 1.7 Accidents 12 3.8
Arts 21 0.7 Arts 5 1.6
Business 229 7.9 Business 12 3.8
City govt 116 4.0 City govt 26 8.2
Crime 401 13.8 Crime 58 18.3
Dwntn, Dev. 42 1.4 Dwntn. Dev. 6 1.9
Education 88 3.0 Education 29 9.1 -
Entertainment 209 72 Entertainment 9 2.8
Environment 29 0.9 Environment 0.0
Finance 32 1.1 Finance 1 03
Gossip 36 \2 Gossip 0.0
Housing 53 1.8 Housing 9 2.8
International 24 0.8 International 4 13
Interview 24 0.8 Interview 4 13
Justice 37 12 Justice 0.0
Medical 26 0.8 Medical 4 13
Media 82 2.8 Media 6 1.9
Miscellaneous 54 1.8 Miscellaneous 21 6.6
National 38 13 National 2 0.6
Nat Disaster 2 0.0 Nat Disaster 0.0
Obituary 278 93 Obituary 10 3.1
Politics 160 53 Politics 16 5.0
Pop. Culture 5 .17 Pop, Culture 0.0
Pro: Auth 42 1.4 Pro: Auth 0.0
Pro: Cons 7 0.2 Pro: Cons 0.0
Pro: Edu 27 0.9 Pro: Edu 5 1.6
Pro: Insp 8 0.2 Pro: Insp 1 0.3
Pro: Pol 6 0.2 Pro: Pol 1 03
Religion 9 03 Religion 2 0.6
Restaurant 8 0.2 Restaurant 0.0
Science 9 03 Science 0.0
Society 14 0.4 Society 0.0
Sports 516 17.8 Sports 44 13.9
State govt 217 7.4 State govt 28 8.8
Total 2,898 1002% 317 992%
(Percentages do not total 100 due to rounding.)
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TABLE 7
TOP FIFTEEN NEWS CATEGORIES
BY FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE
EXCLUDING WILD-AM RADIO
MAJOR MEDIA BLACK MEDIA
(excluding WILD-AM radio)
Rank Category Number of Percent of Rank Category Number of Percent of
mentions all stories in mentions all stories in
major media bL med.
1 Sports 516 17.8 1 Crime* 31 18.0
2 Crime 401 13.8 2 Education 25 14.5
3 Obituaries* 278 9.5 3 City govt 19 11.0
4 Business 229 7.9 4 Misc. 16 9.3
5 State govt 217 7.4 5 Obituaries 10 5.8
6 Entertain. 209 7.2 6 Politics 9 5.2
7 Politics 160 5.5 7 Business 7 4.1
S City govt 116 4.0 8 Entertain. 6 3.5
9 Education 88 3.0 9 Arts 5 2.9
10 Media 82 2.8 10 Housing 5 2.9
11 Misc. 54 1.8 ' 11 • Profllesf 5 2.9
12 Housing 53 1.8 12 Media 5 2.9
13 Accidents 50 1.7 13 State govt 4 2.3
14 Pop. Culture 50 1.7 14 Interview 4 2.3
15 Dwntn. Dev. 42 1.4 15 Dwntn. Dev. 4 2.3
Total 2,499 85.7% 155 89.9%




PROFILE OF NEWS ITEMS
BY FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE
EXCLUDING WILD-AM RADIO
MAJOR MEDIA BLACK MEDIA
(excluding WILD-AM radio)
Category Number of Percent of Category Number of Percent of
mentions all stories in
major media
mentions all stories in
bL med.
Accidents 50 1.7 Accidents 3 1.7
Arts 21 0.7 Arts 5 2.9
Business 229 7.9 Business 7 4.1
City govt 116 4.0 City govt 19 11.0
Crime 401 13.8 Crime 31 18.0
Dwntn. Dev. 42 1.4 Dwntn. Dev. 4 2.3









Finance 32 1.1 Finance 1 0.3
Gossip 36 1.2 Gossip 0.0
Housing 53 1.8 Housing 5 2.9
International 24 0.8 International 3 1.7
Interview 24 0.8 Interview 4 2.3
Justice 37 L2 Justice 0.0
Medical 26 0.8 Medical 2 1.2
Media 82 18 Media 5 19
Miscellaneous 54 1.8 Miscellaneous 16 9.3
National 38 1.3 National 0.0
Nat Disaster 2 0.0 Nat Disaster 0.0
Obituary 278 9.5 Obituary 10 5.8
Politics 160 5.5 Politics 9 5.2
Pop. Culture 5 .17 Pop. Culture 0.0
Pro: Auth 42 1.4 Pro: Auth 0.0
Pro: Cons 7 02 Pro: Cons 0.0
Pro: Edu 27 0.9 Pro: Edu 5 19
Pro: Insp 8 0.2 Pro: Insp 1 0.6
Pro: Pol 6 0.2 Pro: Pol 1 0.6
Religion 9 0.3 Religion 2 1.2
Restaurant 8 02 Restaurant 0.0
Science 9 0.3 Science 0.0
Society 14 0.4 Society 0.0
Sports 516 17.8 Sports 4 13
State govt 217 7.4 State govt 4 2.3
Total 2,898 100.2% 172 99.8%
(Percentages do not total 100 due to rounding.)
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TABLE 9
NUMBER OF STORIES FROM ROXBURY
AND MATTAPAN BY NEWS CATEGORY
MAJOR MEDIA BLACK MEDIA BLACK MEDIA
(excluding WILD-AM radio)
Crime 27 Crime 23 Crime 15
Accidents 5 City govt 9 City govt 7
City govt 4 Misc. 7 Education 6
Dwntn. Dev. 4 Education 6 Misc. 5
Politics 2 Business 4 Business 4
Obituary 2 Dwntn. Dev. 3 Arts 2
Business 2 Arts 2 Dwntn. Dev. 2
Obituary 2 Obituary 2
Sports 2 Sports 2
Religion 2 Religion
Housing 2 Housing




Total 46 66 49
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the major media and the black media. Brief summaries of each story are given in Appendix
D. In the major media, 85% (39 of 46) of the news items reinforced negative stereotypes
about blacks:
NEWS
Drug seizures and arrests,
other drug-related crime (12 stories)
Teacher arrested for robbery gets pay (6/12/86)
Man convicted in funeral home thefts (6/25/86)
Armed robber receives sentence (6/26/86)
Residents protest neighborhood
trash dumping (6/19/86)
Sears workers strike (6/20/86)
Residents sue city over development plans
(6/12/86)(4 stories)
Roxbury voters decide on secession (6/12/86)(3 stories)
STEREOTYPE REINFORCED




Man wanted for assault on girl (6/27/86)
Scuffle leads to gunshot wound (6/13/86)
Child falls three stories from window (6/23/86)(2 stories)
Man shot in family feud (6/16/86)
Man who rec'd tax sentence had shot police officer (7/9/86)
Teen shot accidentally (6/12/86)(3 stories)
Commuter train collision kills woman
(6/18/86)(2 stories)
Youth dies in scooter crash (7/9/86)
Man killed in stabbing (7/2/86)
Man slays wife with baseball bat (6/24/86X2 stories)
Blacks live violent lives...
...and die violent deaths
Only 22% (10 of 46) of the stories contradicted prevailing assumptions about blacks.
(Some stories both reinforced and challenged stereotypes.) The scarcity of news stories that
challenge stereotypes of blacks is consistent with the observation by Hartmann and Husband
(see pp. 6-7) that news personnel are more likely to report stories that align with their precon-
ceptions of blacks than they are to report stories that challenge those preconceptions.
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NEWS
Residents sue over development plans (6/12/86)
(3 stories)
Suit charges illegal land disposal (6/12/86)
Program aids minority entrepreneurs (7/7/86)
Roxbury voters decide on secession (6/12/86)
(4 stories)
Activist to run for state representative
(6/16/86)
STEREOTYPE CHALLENGED





In contrast, a significant number of the news stories reported by the black media chal-
lenge negative expectations about blacks. At least 31 of the 66 stories (47%; these stories are
marked with asterisks in Appendix D) reveal aspects of the black community that are both
*
positive and rarely portrayed on the major news media: a thirst for educational achievement,
eagerness to remedy living conditions poisoned by poverty and bureaucratic neglect, advance-
ment in the worlds of business and finance. When news from WILD radio is excluded, the fig-
ures are even higher (27 of 47 news stories, or 57%).
Many of these stories went unreported by the major media. Table 10 gives news from
Roxbury and Mattapan that was carried by the black media but not reported by major news
outlets.
Tables 9 and 10 suggest that the major media news about Roxbury and Mattapan is
biased in the direction of commonly held stereotypes about blacks and about the poor. Stories
featuring crime and violence predominate, even in the presence of newsworthy stories that
reveal aspects of the black community that defy these stereotypes.
Roxbury and Mattapan appear in only 1% of the news carried by Boston's major media.
As a result, these two communities do not dominate any one category of news. But because
the news that does emerge from these black enclaves is heavily weighted toward crime and
violence—and away from education, entrepreneurship, art, community pride, and other
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TABLE 10
NEWS STORIES FROM ROXBURY AND MATTAPAN
















Roxbury Multi-Service Center announces annual clothing
give-away.
Program for children titled "Say No To Drugs" is held
as part of national campaign at Strand Theater.
29 year-old Roxbury native who gave up his medical career
to become a priest is ordained. He becomes the
first black native Bostonian to join the priesthood.
Alumnae discuss tour of black colleges. (One says: "Without
the tour, I would have never been able to go to Tuskeegee.
In the Boston public schools, they don't give out much
information about the black colleges.")
Gannett Foundation honors community service groups.
Collagist displays her cross-cultural mixed media creations.
Children thrive in community arts program that "stresses
the development of self-discipline and self-confidence."
All-scholastic basketball and football star dies of
heart attack while playing a pickup basketball game.
Masons reward student efforts with annual banquet Local
black newswoman attends, 250 others. Five students were
singled out "for their significant contributions to social
uplift and for their lives of selflessness."
By running for state auditor, Boston City Counselor
Charles Yancey "makes Massachusetts Democratic party
history" by being the first black person to qualify for
a statewide ballot
Mel King condemns harrassment of Central American
Solidarity Association as "political terrorism" and
"a situation intolerable in this democracy," and calls
for an FBI investigation of local break-ins.
"New Edition" singing group wins unusual court case
over exclusive right to use their name.
Politicians break ground for elderly and mixed income
housing. "It will uplift our community," one resident
remarks.















Student captains three sports, works a job* receives good
grades, was first in family to graduate from college.
Awarded "Female Athlete of Year" by peers at Curry
College.
Program opens to assist elderly stroke victims.
Tradition and Conflict Images of a Turbulent Decade,
1963-1973" opens at Museum of the National Center of
Afro-American Artists.
Tony Brown's Journal explores black men as scapegoats
of black feminist writers, [preview]
Local man named president of Lincoln University.
"Which Way. for Black Empowerment?" community forum held.
Among the speakers: Shirley Owens-Hicks, Vice-Pres.,
Boston School Committee; Minister Don Muhammed, Nation
of Islam; Michael Hardy, National News Ed^ National
Alliance newspaper; Fred Clark, Ed/Pub., Boston Greater
News newspaper
State senator Gerry D'Amico, candidate for It gov.,
meets with black businesspersons to discuss his "vision
for the minority community."
City Council Pres. Bruce Boiling commits the council
to careful consideration of school dept budget after
receiving information on its approval ("The budget
must reflect specific programs that address the tremen-
dous drop-out rate within our high schools and the
remedial problems at all levels at the system.")
150 Columbia Point residents march on downtown Bos-
ton to protest a tax plan that would leave developers
without enough funds to finish the SI 80 million
project Protest results in tax plan changes.
Jamaica-born artist wins Museum of Fine Arts award
for her work in glass.
Black fraternity convention spotlighted in Tony Brown's
Journal, [preview]
Temple holds talent and scholarship pageant to award
local youth.
Minister leaves country with youngsters for missionary
trip to Haiti They plan to construct a preschool and
work on improving food distribution.





Local bank president engineers profit turnaround in two years.
Work gains the bank the distinction of being named
"Bank of the Year" by Black Enterprise magazine.
Teen wins statewide Miss Black Massachusetts Teen contest
A high school junior, she says her educational
plans (Duke Univ., Wharton School of Business) are firm.
Mel King calls for State Dept protection of Winnie Man-
dela. In letter to George Shultz, he expresses fear
that the So. African government might imprison the activist





Mayor responds to community complaints of trash-filled
lots with a $50,000 clean-up program. (One observer says
the campaign "marks a significant change in the percep-
tion of this area~as a dumping ground.")
Franklin Park brings jobs to youths. Much of success
program is due to head of Franklin Park coalition
who credits "obnoxious persistence" for his fund-
raising success. ("I live across the street from the
park. Pm spoiled. I want this park to be perfect
and will do everything possible to insure°that it
looks perfectly clean.")
Woman expands her fabric store after one year in bus-
iness. (She had been working for DuPont, said "I need
a change", enrolled in a small business development pro-
gram, and watched her business grow.)
7/3/86 BUS Jobs Fair attracts 60 residents.
7/3/86 ART Realist painter displays work at Museum of the National
Center of Afro-American Artists.
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positivc concepts—the typical news consumer might easily associate these negative images
with inner-city blacks. For example, 93% of the crime reported in the major media occurred
outside Roxbury and Mattapan. But 59% of the news from these two neighborhoods con-
cerned crime. The unspoken message is that all criminals may not be black, but most blacks
are criminals.
Black Mentions in the Major Media
Table 1 1 is a numerical profile of the stories in the major media that mentioned blacks.
For each category of news, Table 1 1 shows the total number of stories (Column A); the
number and percentage of stories that mentioned blacks (Columns B and C); and the percen-
tage of all major media stories represented by the numbers in Column B. For example, there
were 50 stories about accidents. Blacks appeared in 7 of them (14%), which is 0.2% of all the
stories that appeared in the major media.
Column C of Table 1 1 gives an indication of how "black" different categories of news
appear to be. This column was rearranged in order of the frequency of black mentions (Table
12). Assuming an overall black population of 15.6% in the communities from which the news
was drawn*, eight categories of local news featured a higher percentage of blacks than actu-
ally live in the greater Boston area. These categories are profiles of politicians and performers
(50.0%), sports (44.9%), education (39.7%), international news (29.1%), interviews (25.0%),
entertainment (24.4%), miscellaneous news (18.0%), and media (15.8%).
In some categories, the apparent frequent appearance of blacks was caused by factors
that belied the true representation of the local black community. For example, one black man,
Boston City School Superintendent Laval Wilson, accounted for 14 of the 35 education stories
that mention blacks. Were it not for these mentions, blacks would be featured in only 24% of
the education news rather than the present 40%. Similarly, much of the entertainment news
*The 15.6% figure represents a weighted avenge of the number of black residents in the communities
appearing on the local news. Of the 2,898 news stories in the major media, 1,971 or 68% were from a
community in the city of Boston, which is approximately 22% black. Most of the remaining 32% of the




BLACK MENTIONS IN THE MAJOR MEDIA
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Category Total stories Number Percent of Percent of
mentioning black mentions all stories
blacks w/in category
Accidents 50 7 14.0 .20
Arts 21 1 4.7 .03
Business 229 5 2.1 .17
City govt 116 5 43 .17
Crime 401 36 8.9 1.2
Dwntn. DeveL 42 4 9.5 .13
Education 88 35 39.7 1.2
Entertainment 209 51 24.4 1.7
Environment 27 2 7.4 .06
Finance 32 0.0 0.0
Gossip 36 2 5.5 .06
Housing 53 6 11.3 .17
International 24 7 29.1 .20
Interview 24 6 25.0 .17
Justice 37 3 8.0 .10
Media 82 13 15.8 .44
Medical 26 0.0 0.0
Miscellaneous 54 10 18.0 .34
National 38 4 10.5 .13
Nat Disaster 2 0.0 0.0
Obituary 278 4 1.4 .13
Politics 160 19 11.8 .65
Pop. Culture 50 0.0 0.0
Pro: Auth 42 6 14.2 .21
Pro: Cons 7 2 28.5 .06
Pro: Edu 27 1 3.7 .03
Pro: Insp 8 1 115 .03
Pro: Pol 6 3 50.0 .10
Religion 9 0.0 0.0
Restaurant 8 0.0 0.0
Science 9 0.0 0.0
Society 14 1 7.1 .03
Sports 516 232 44.9 8.0
State govt 217 11 5.0 .38
Total 2,898 477 16.9
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TABLE 12
BLACK MENTIONS BY NEWS CATEGORY
IN THE MAJOR MEDIA


































































Represents 3 of only 6 news items
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featured such nationally known artists as Bill Cosby and Patti Labelle, who performed in and
around Boston during the time of this study. If this category were modified to include only
local talent, black mentions would fall from 24% to a mere 7%. Finally, crime news was dom-
inated by a celebrated sex abuse case involving a day care center in suburban Boston. (The
case involved no blacks.) This case alone accounted for as many crime stories (35) as all those
mentioning blacks combined. If such a major news event were excluded from the analysis, the
proportion of crime stories involving blacks would rise.
Racial Themes in the News
In addition to examining individual categories of news, as in the section above, much
can be learned by considering themes that cut across category lines. Scrutinizing the 2,898
news items that emerged from the major media brought insights into such overarching issues
as how blacks are portrayed, how whites are portrayed in relation to blacks, and how the
media report on news stories that touch on racism. These questions are examined below.
For an overall impression of how Boston's black community is seen through the eyes of
the major media, news stories were reviewed for the roles that blacks (including black report-
ers) played, the activities blacks were shown pursuing, and the events that brought blacks into
the news.
In contrast to their network counterparts, black television reporters in Boston covered a
wide array of stories, not just those involving civil rights or other traditionally "black" issues.
In fact, television news (the only medium for which the race of the reporter was evident)
showed black reporters almost exclusively handling non-black stories (business, politics, state
and city government, the environment, etc.). This suggests that black reporters in Boston have
been able to escape the assumption that their skills are limited to addressing issues associated
with their race.
As objects of news reports, blacks in a number of stories were shown in positive roles or
engaged in nonstereotypical activities. Black people were shown as possessing special exper-
tise in law Oudge* attorney, expert on sexual harrassment, special prosecutor hand-picked by
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Governor Dukakis); in medicine (physician's assistant, rescuer in auto accident); and in law
enforcement (police officer, police recruits). They were shown devoted to solving community
problems (neighborhood activists, director of a cocaine addiction center), and aspiring to art
(dance students). In a season of successful basketball and baseball teams, the talents of black
athletes won consistent praise.
Perhaps even more important, blacks were occasionally shown as ordinary people: life-
guards, airline passengers, school children and teachers. This is significant because most of
the blacks featured in major media news stories were celebrities of one sort or another. As
Column B of Table 1 1 indicates, blacks were mentioned most frequently as athletes, enter-
tainers, criminals, and as visible figures in education and politics. These five categories alone
accounted for 78% of the news items that mentioned blacks. When an ethnic group is repeat-
edly portrayed in certain roles and activities, the group seems more homogeneous than it
really is. It would be natural for a Bostonian to come away from the news with the impression
that most blacks were accomplished athletes, talented entertainers, or dangerous criminals.
But pigeonholing blacks in this way denies the diversity of the black community, diversity that
lets blacks be seen as individual human beings instead of categories. Offering a balanced view
of who black people really are—people—can help erode stereotypes that for both whites and
blacks lead to limited expectations of the black community.
Along similar lines, there were at least two news stories that helped dispel the myth that
most of the recipients of social welfare programs are black. One article on a local Head Start
program was accompanied by a photograph of a white child. Another story on a home for
unwed mothers featured exclusively white faces in a suburban community.
However, a substantial number of stories portrayed blacks as drug pushers, thieves, fail-
ing students, and people either unable or unwilling to fit into mainstream culture. A June 13
story about a mediation service focused on the case of a landlord trying to get a Roxbury
tenant to pay her SI00 overdue rent A June 13 item explained that muggers and rapists had
become so prevalent in Dorchester (a working-class community, 30% black and Hispanic) that
-35-
TABLE 13




6/9/86 Eighth dist. candidates debate
6/9/86 Eighth dist candidates speak*
6/12/86 Candidates discuss insurance
6/13/86 Candidates debate on television
6/16/86 Poll shows Kennedy lead slips
(Georgette Watson)
6/23/86 Sheriffs candidates debate
6/24/86 Sheriffs candidates debate
6/24/86 Sheriffs candidates debate
Order of No. words Range for all
appearance devoted to candidates
in story blk. cand.
9/12 7 6-48 words
4/5 15 13-76 words
4/8 44 13-66 words
i 2/8 8 8-57 words
3/5 23 6-105 words
3/4 15 sec. 10-30 sec.
1/4 201 13-201 words
3/4 48 36-74 words
*King was only candidate whose views were omitted
from an end-of-article summary on social change.
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enforcement, black drug users were shown arrested by white police officers, and a black pol-
ice officer was shown conferring at the scene of a crime with his superior, a white police
superintendent (June 12). In housing, a black tenant gave her view of a public housing con-
troversy; the other three interviewees—a developer, the mayor, and the governor—were white
(June 23). In business, black entrepreneurs and workers were shown being counseled by
white business consultants (July 4,7). In sports, the local medical experts brought in to explain
the sudden death of Leonard Bias, a black basketball player and top draft choice of the Bos-
ton Celtics, were all white (June 19).
Occasionally, even issues that were rooted in race had white spokespersons. When the
Boston public school system released figures showing how black and Hispanic students were
failing disproportionately more than whites, a local television station interviewed white educa-
tion experts instead of black school superintendent Laval Wilson or one of the four black
members of the Boston school committee (June 20). And when the state came under criticism
for underestimating statistics on unemployment, an issue whose disproportionate impact on
the black community is well known, the newspaper carrying the story limited its coverage to a
discussion with the white labor experts whose research suggested the discrepancy (June 9).
All of these portrayals of local black people and the conditions and issues that affect
them are real; that is to say, none were invented. In their actions, activities, aspirations, and
abilities, some blacks do challenge stereotypical ideas about the black community; others rein-
force these notions. Likewise, black Bostonians are severely underrepresented in the city's
power positions. The 1985 report, The Emerging Black Community of Boston^ documents in
rich detail a persistent history of discrimination against blacks in public and private employ-
ment, housing, education, and political institutions.(45)
But as much as the news is a depiction of real events, it is just as undeniably a reflection
of one view of reality—a view that may not represent a significant portion of Boston residents.
By and large, the ways that the major media reported the news during this study period
reflected white, upper-middle class values. We have already seen that media portrayals of
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Boston's black residents often coincided with negative stereotypes, particularly with news
from the city's predominantly black neighborhoods. In addition, local news displayed a bias
in favor of lifestyles and institutions of the relatively affluent. On June 9, for example, the
Boston Globe carried an article about an auction at public television station WGBH, a station
with a reputation for attracting a relatively upscale audience. The article reported that one
viewer paid $861 for a pair of shoes worn by basketball star Larry Bird; another paid $13,000
for a pair of Celtics season tickets. That same day, the Boston Herald wrote in a concert
review that the all-black Modern Jazz Quartet was "the first group in jazz history to bring
respectability to the music," a claim based on the preference of "these tuxedoed gentlemen" for
formal concert halls. The next day, the Globe ran an article on the rising cost of having a
child. Under an illustration of a smiling, pink-skinned baby and a photograph of a white
infant surrounded by her wardrobe, the article listed a collection of expensive accessories
ranging from layette ($123) and changing table ($75) to diaper service ($1560) and bed ($75
cribs to $2,000 antiques). Many other examples fit this pattern. The Boston Globe in particu-
lar tends to feature news of exclusive housing, expensive furnishings, gourmet delicacies,
exotic vacations, ambitious investments, and other items priced far beyond the reach of the
average Bostonian and many blacks.*
. Media coverage of occasional parallel events in the white and black communities also
*One local story supporting the idea that th« news is reported from a whit*, upper-middle elan perspective
suggests that negative events do not become newsworthy until they are noticeable in the black community,
even when they occur simultaneously in the white community. During the last days of June, 1986, two
women were admitted to Boston City Hospital with problem pregnancies. The women were in premature
labor that had been inadvertently induced by cocaine. On June 30, city and state health officials used the
two eases to illustrate the dangers of cocaine use during pregnancy. The announcement was widely
reported by the local media, including four of the six major news outlets monitored in this study.
None of the news stories specified the women's race, although one television station illustrated its coverage by
interviewing a black woman who admitted to using cocaine while she was pregnant. But since the story originated
from a public hospital that primarily serves minorites and the poor, it would have been reasonable for all readers and
viewers to come away with the impression that the issue is largely a black problem.
In reality, the problem is much more widespread. The Boston Globe , in a July 2 follow-up article, recognized
that many pregnant women use cocaine. The paper quoted the chief of obstetrics and gynecology at the New
England Medical Center as confirming, "We see a lot of upper middle class users. It's similar to child abuse where
two years ago we assumed the problem was limited to poor people." Stephen Moss, Boston area regional manager for
the Massachusetts Division of Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation, agrees that overall cocaine use "definitely isn't a
black issue." Moss says that when whites undergo treatment for cocaine abuse, the police and other authorities are
often willing to keep the news quiet out of respect for the abusers and their families. If an abuser is poor or a
minority, the chances of coming under public scrutiny are much greater. (46)
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points to an orientation toward stories that reflect the values of white and/or upwardly mobile
Bostonians. For example, a seven-day, $1,400 a head, fundraising cruise for a local charity
gained a press mention. Yet no major media outlet saw fit to cover, as the black newspaper
Bay State Banner did, a June 7 fundraising cruise around Boston harbor to benefit Boston's
black-oriented radio station, WILD. Similarly, when a white college student was found mur-
dered near her home on July 1, the major media ran four stories, including one soliciting the
help of the community by giving a police description of the alleged assailant Three days
later, an item in the black newspaper, Boston Greater News, marked the four-year anniversary
of the unsolved murder of a sixteen year-old black girl whose body was found in a city park
after she disappeared from a street in Roxbury. The article said that the girl had been
abducted by white Boston police officers and taken to a police athletic club where she was
raped by 6-8 white officers. It went on to cite evidence that a detective pursuing the case has
been rebuffed by the present and former police commissioners and the U.S. Attorney's office.
Black community leaders who have been pressing for a resolution of the case say that news of
the murder and its aftermath has not been widely reported by the major media.(47)
One of the clearest indications of the media's attitudes toward blacks was the reporting
that occurred on stories that directly involved racism. Boston's tempestuous resistance to bus-
ing is legendary, as is its reluctance to integrated neighborhoods. As for employment, the Bos-
ton Globe concluded in 1983 that "Boston is the most difficult city in the United States" for a
black person to hold a job or earn a promotion.(48) Given the magnitude of the problem, the
media's recognition of racism and of racial themes in the news is an important part of their
mission to inform and to educate.
Of the 2,898 news items in the major media, approximately 15 had overt, direct links to
themes of racism and race relations. In six cases, the media dealt with the question of racism
squarely and thoughtfully:
Two stories concerned Boston's Ivory-Ebony basketball league (June 13) and an interra-
cial suburban group (June 30), both of which were formed by community residents to ease
racial tensions.
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One story dealt with how winning sports teams serve to break down racial barriers (June
11).
One story featured local responses to the Supreme Court's July 2 ruling in favor of affir-
mative action programs. The report quoted reactions to the ruling and thoughts about job
discrimination from a broad cross-section of Boston attorneys and activists, and went on to
feature person-on-the-street interviews with eight Boston residents, two of them black (July 3).
Two stories concerned a US. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ruling in
favor of Tommy Harper, a black man and former player and coaching assistant for the Boston
Red Sox organization. Harper was fired from the Red Sox shortly after he acknowledged to a
reporter the club's practice of distributing free passes to an openly segregated Elks Lodge.
The Red Sox, which stopped distributing the passes the day before Harper's statement
appeared in the press, said they were firing Harper because he was incompetent, a claim the
EEOC found "entirely pretextuaL" The EEOC also ruled that there was "sufficient evidence"
that the Red Sox have created and perpetuated a working environment hostile to minority
employees.(49)-
In a thorough, lengthy (42 column-inch) article (July 2), the Boston Globe explored both
sides of the case and went to both the team's management and minority players for their views
on racism within the organization. In a second story, WGBH-TV (July 2) was equally sober in
acknowledging the implications of the EEOC ruling. A black reporter began the story with
these words: There are always certain images that come to mind when people think of the
Boston Red Sox: the 'Green Monster' [Fenway Park's famed left-field wall]; the devoted fans;
and the Sox are known for being unpredictable. And [cut to Harper]: 'Most people think they
are racist And they haven't done a thing to discourage that feeling.'"
In the remaining nine stories, the impact and importance of racism was either not
explored or not acknowledged:
One story on urban youth programs mentioned the complaint of coaches that suburban
children mistreated their teams. No elaboration was given, and the issue was not pursued,
(June 23)
In a playground interview after the championship victory of the Boston Celtics, two
black children steadfastly maintained their support for the Houston Rockets, the basketball
team that the Celtics had soundly beaten. The reporter, who was white, neither pursued the
children's curiously adamant support with his subjects nor explored it with adults (June 9).
(Despite the team's distinction of hiring the first black coach in professional basketball (Bill
Russell in 1966), there is little support for the Celtics in much of the black community. Local
residents say the Celtics' reluctance to showcase black talent— as evidenced by the club's
status as the last predominantly white team in professional basketball, and the only one with
mostly white starting players—is one reason for the longstanding lack of enthusiasm for the
team in the black community.)
Three stories appeared after a June 19 announcement that the math and reading scores
of black and Hispanic children in Boston's public schools were below the national average,
while the scores of white students exceeded the norm. In a city where minority students are
struggling to surmount years of overcrowded school facilities, discriminatory admissions pro-
cedures, and stiff and sometimes violent opposition to school desegregation50), such a news
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story might be placed in a thought-provoking context by inquiring into the root of the
discrepancy of the scores. One story reported without elaboration that the scores were mixed.
Another reported that the scores were divided along racial lines, but did not speculate about
the causes of the differences. A third news story mentioned "blacks and Hispanics" but went
to white education experts for an explanation instead of taking up the matter with representa-
tives of the minority community.
Two stories on the Supreme Court's affirmative action ruling featured reactions from
white Bostonians without polling minorities. The need for such a plurality of viewpoints was
evident in one story, where the only person interviewed was the president of the Boston
Firefighter's Union. He said, "It shouldn't be passed along to me if people were discriminated
against for the past 100 years. I don't feel that we necessarily owe anything to anybody in that
respect I don't think that we have to make up for the sins, if you will, of our forefathers. The
system is in place and the system works." The interviewer offered neither a rebuttal nor an
opposing view (July 2).
In two stories regarding the EEOC ruling in the Tommy Harper case, reporters seemed
reluctant to acknowledge the possibility that Harper's charge of racism might be correct The
Boston Herald's story (July 3) was largely a profile of Harper that recounted his pain of being
discriminated against as a young baseball player in the 1960s and 1970s. As for present-day
racism, the paper did not venture further than this response to Harper's complaint that there
are no black managers in professional baseball: "Of course, managing in the big leagues is pri-
marily a white profession, and cronyism being cronyism..."
In a second story, a WCVB reporter (July 2) placed the Harper case in context by
recounting the fact that the Red Sox passed up the chance to acquire baseball legend Jackie
Robinson because of his race, and that the Red Sox were the last professional baseball team to
integrate (in 1959). He rebutted the team's claim of hiring as many minorities as other teams
by pointing out that the only black staff member in the Red Sox organization is employed in a
minor position. He explained that the team's general manager says he is "well aware" that few
black fans go to Fenway Park but is not sure why. Yet instead of suggesting that these condi-
tions support Harper's contention, or at least the perception of racism, the reporter concluded*
The Red Sox may not be racist today, but their management is not making it easy to forget
the sins of the past" He went on to suggest measures the team might use to polish its image,
including giving away free game tickets to "the underprivileged."
These fifteen items represent news stories whose link with racism was clear-cut Yet
the extent to which reporters portrayed racism as an important social issue was often reminis-
cent of twenty years ago, when President Johnson's advisory commission found that the media
avoided mentioning the issue as a key contributor to the racial violence of the 1960s. Even
when stories dealt with social inequity, including clear disparities in education and employ-
ment and black-community disenchantment most reporters failed to acknowledge racism as
an underlying mechanism. When racism was acknowledged, it was portrayed on three occa-
sions as a historical footnote rather than a continuing tradition. Unlike the words "sexism" or
"ageism", "racism" seemed to be taboo, rarely uttered in the major media unless a story such as
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the Tommy Harper case forced the issue—and sometimes not even then. Euphemisms such as
"disadvantaged students" (June 1 1) or "the underpriviledged" (July 2) suggest a fear of insult-
ing minorities as well as a reluctance to acknowledge who or what is causing the "disadvan-
tage." These tendencies reflect the racial composition and, to an extent, the class orientation,
of the people who bring Boston its news.
Discussion and Conclusions
In the fall of 1985, WEEI-AM, Boston's all-news radio station, added a new program to
its evening lineup of classic radio dramas. The show was "Amos 'n' Andy." It was the same
original radio version, created in 1925 and performed by two blackface vaudeville enter-
tainers, that had portrayed blacks as gullible simpletons and made such lines as Tse regusted"
and "Ain't that sumpin'" popular catch-phrases of the 1930s.(51) In 1966, the television ver-
sion of the program had been cancelled by CBS amid heated protest that it degraded blacks.
Twenty years later, the program was on the air again in Boston.
A group of black clergymen, alarmed at what they viewed as tacit endorsement of
flagrant and demeaning stereotypes, approached the station with their concerns. Their effort
paid off. The station pulled the show, but not before program director Doug Stephan told the
Boston Globe that he would discontinue the program "only if they give me good reason to." He
added, "We haven't received one word or received one telephone call or letter about [the
show] so as far as I'm concerned, this whole thing could be a red herring."(52)
Stephan, who told the Globe he was unaware of the show's controversial history, later
said that the station cancelled the program not because it agreed with the ministers, but
because it feared losing black listeners. He also said that "Amos 'n' Andy" was more popular
"than any other program we were airing. People thought it was funny, entertaining, interest-
ing." When the show was discontinued, the station received "quite a bit" of response from
disappointed listeners.(53)
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For many black Bostonians, incidents such as this only confirm the view that they are
surrounded by a sea of hostility, a situation made more imposing by the insistence of many
whites that racism is largely a vestige of the past Black community leaders say that Boston's
racial climate is defined by more than its neighborhoods, its landlords, its politicians, its reli-
gious and community leaders, its schools and banks and police force. By propagating informa-
tion that fails to reflect the true nature of the black community, the local media, too, serve as
perpetuators of racism.
The principal complaints are that the local media have a narrow conception of what is
newsworthy—a conception rooted on one-dimensional stereotypes—and that events that con-
stitute news in other communities often fail to be recognized by the media when they occur in
the black community, and vice-versa. They are complaints rarely reported in the major
media, but not ignored by the black press. At a June 1 1 groundbreaking for elderly and
mixed-income housing, Rev. Vincent Dailey was quoted by the Bay State Banner as observing
how the new construction would be a welcome psychological lift "We are tired of having our
community slandered in the media for the criminal actions of less than one percent of our
residents."(54) And when the advocacy group Black Women for Policy Action gathered in
June to prepare a slate of common political objectives, state Rep. Saundra Graham of Cam-
bridge opened the event by reminding the assemblage, "We as black women are tired of the
media portraying our images in ways that don't show what we're about"(55) "It's so one-
sided," says Melvin Miller, editor and publisher of the Bay State Banner, in reference to media
coverage of the black community. "Nobody in their right mind would argue that there isn't a
great deal of crime in the black community. But to suggest that crime is all that goes on there
is simply not realistic."(56)
Some black leaders believe that the media's presentation of blacks is flawed only because
the human beings who decide the news are flawed, and that distorted images end up being
broadcast despite the best efforts at evenhandedness. "Their intent is not abusive," offers Mel-
vin Miller of the Banner, "Editors and reports have a certain view of the world, and that con-
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trols the stories they select"(57)
Others say that the misrepresentation of blacks occurs too frequently and too con-
sistently for it to be called accidental. Rep. Graham, for example, is one observer who
believes that the media "have a definite design in mind to keep black people down. White
society does not want to see us for anyone except who they think we are. We're kids having
babies, we're running dope, we're homeless, we're out committing crime. Take all the nega-
tives and put them together that's us."(58) Graham's view is endorsed by Fred Clark, editor
and publisher of the Boston Greater News. "Everything negative we do is what the white
readership wants to read about uc," Clark says. "It's part of an ongoing effort to destroy what-
ever positive images we have in our community."(59)
As they discuss the shortcomings of Boston's major media, black leaders are unafraid to
criticize their own. Some community activists feel that the venerable Bay State Banner, the
largest of the three black newspapers, is too middle-of-the-road. With its emphasis on hard
news, the Banner is seen by some as the Boston Globe of the black community, a label not
intended as entirely complimentary. Similarly, some blacks take issue with the radical flavor
of the Boston Greater News, an opinionated collection of local articles and national reports
from syndicated black columnists, and the equally outspoken neighborhood monthly, Roxbury
Community News.
Community activists reserve their strongest criticism for WILD-AM radio. Critics
charge that the station pays little attention to news within the black community, and they
suspect the station's fear of alienating a growing number of white suburban listeners. Sadiki
Kambon of the Community for Human Rights is one of several black-community representa-
tives to have taken their grievances and suggestions to station owner Kenneth Nash. Accord-
ing to Kambon and others, Nash rejects listener call-in shows, community affairs programs,
and other ideas designed to engage the community in a serious discussion of black affairs.
"He doesn't want"WILD to be perceived as a black station," Kambon says. "He wants it to be
seen as a cosmopolitan station."(60) The problem, as Kambon and others see it, is that by not
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broadcasting more black-oriented news and community affairs programming, WILD loses the
opportunity to help counter widespread negative messages about the black community with a
more enlightened approach.
Kenneth Nash says that WILD's news "tends to center a bit more [than the major media]
on the black community," but says he refuses "to be pigeonholed as an all-black station." Nash
acknowledges receiving requests from older listeners for more news (the station targets 18-34
year-olds with its format of rhythm and blues and urban music), and for more community-
oriented programs. In response, he cites the difficulty of broadcasting a diverse mix of news,
music, and public affairs shows given the station's daytime-only operating hours and the trend
in radio broadcasting toward single-format stations. Nash also believes that WILD does an
adequate job of covering the black community, given the station's limited news staff. "There's
no [black] community news service per se like the UPI wire, and we don't have the ability to
send people charging all over the community to cover every little news story. But I believe
you'll find that we've covered all the significant news events that have occurred in Boston's
black community."(6i) (Appendix C lists the news stories that emerged from all four black
media outlets during the course of this study.)
The concern that Boston's black activists, community leaders, and media managers voice
over news depictions of the black community is supported by sociological studies. Most of the
research on the psychological effects of the mass media has ignored minorities and the poor;
one 1975 analysis of 2,300 studies on the effects of television found that only 7% contained
noteworthy data on these two populations.(62) But the information that is available, much of
it regarding television, suggests that the mass media have a significant impact on an
individual's self-concept and on his or her conception of others.
The socialization begins early. By the time black children reach late elementary and
junior high school, they report that they turn to television expressly to learn how different
people behave, talk, look, and dress.(63) Whether the issue is job roles(64), sex roles(65), or
overall behavior patterns(66), young black adolescents and teens say they derive a substantial
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portion of what they know from the mass media, and often more so than whites, perhaps
partly because blacks on average watch more television than do whites.(67) Black youths
have even reported learning more about black people from television than did their white
peers.(68) Clearly the mass media are but one source of information about the world, a source
that may not exert as much influence as parents, teachers, or friends. Whether or not the
media comprise the primary influences, however, the idea that they play a palpable role in the
lives of black youth seems clear.
The media's impact on white children appears to vary depending on the degree of con-
tact the children have with blacks. For example, in a 1977 study involving nearly 1,000 white
children, some 40% identified television as their main source of information about black peo-
ple. But while 68% of the rural children said television was a major source of information
about how blacks talk, look, and dress, only 20% of the urban children said so.(69) Other
work in the United States and Britain supports the theory that children who cannot compare
media images with their own experiences are vulnerable to whatever reality the media portray
(a point germane to black children as well).(70)
These findings have direct relevance in a city that has resisted the idea of integrated
neighborhoods. Boston features many communities where white residents might have little or
no meaningful personal contact with blacks. Over half of Boston's black residents are concen-
trated in four of the city's sixteen major neighborhoods^? 1) Meanwhile, ten neighborhoods
are 75% white; six of these are 94%-100% white.(72) The situation is similar in the suburbs.
While the number of blacks in the nation's suburbs as a whole has increased modestly from 4%
in 1960 to over 6% in 1980, suburban Boston remains nearly 98% white.(73)
Common sense, too, dictates that the messages we hear from people in positions of
authority influence how we see others, how others see us, and how we see ourselves. We may
not remember the factual details of a news broadcast, but impressions can be unforgettable. It
makes sense that if the news reflects the cultural and racial biases, no matter how subtle, of
the people who produce it, then those who consume the news will be drawn to internalize
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those biases.
Syndicated columnist William Raspberry illustrates this point when he notes the contrast
between the abundance of gifted Chinese table-tennis players and the scarcity of Chinese who
play professional basketball. Raspberry wonders, "Might it be that Chinese youngsters, seeing
no one like themselves doing well on the courts, saddled with assumptions that their talents lie
in other directions, and embarrassed by their awkwardness the first time they try basketball,
simply choose not to compete?"(74) Raspberry's point is that while the expectation of success
will encourage black youngsters to undergo endless hours of sacrifice and drill to hone their
basketball skills, an avoidance of and eventual failure at other forms of competition-
educational, professional, intellectual—is rooted in the expectation that blacks cannot succeed.
And when they do fail, the notion is reinforced for both blacks and whites. Blacks have
become their images. Stereotypes are reinforced. And a new cycle of racism is perpetuated.
It seems clear that the media play a leading role in this cycle. Any parent or teacher
who has watched small children play together amiably, oblivious to their racial differences,
knows that racism is not instinctual. It is a learned behavior. At some point in a person's
development, stereotypical expectations begin to override the natural, intuitive sense that peo-
ple are people, regardless of race. Children or adolescents or adults may feel in their hearts
that people of all races are inherent equals, but when much of what they hear from parents
and friends about a racial group are one-sided, one-dimensional characterizations, they
become less sure of their inner convictions. And when they turn to such authoritative sources
as newspapers, television, and radio, and see editors, reporters, anchors—people respected for
their objectivity—reinforcing the same stereotypes, the conviction dies even more.
What will it take for the major media to represent the black community more fairly?
Will it take meetings between the major media and the black media, so that each side can be
sensitized to the concerns of the other? In Boston, a forum for such a dialogue already exists.
At an annual symposium on ethnic media sponsored by the Jewish Community Relations
Council, representatives of the major and minority media meet to discuss press coverage of
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the city's minority communities. The day-long symposiums offer valuable insights into the
willingness of both sides to accomodate each other. For example, at the first symposium in
1985, black editors complained that major media coverage of the black community was selec-
tively negative. The response was that space and time limitations restricted the number of
stories that can run in the major media. As an associate editor for the Boston Globe remarked,
"If we were to publish ail the material that comes into the Globe, we would have to publish an
additional 125 pages of solid type each day."(75) The black editors were almost certainly less
concerned about the volume of news about the black community than they were about how
balanced the news is. Nevertheless, forums such as these serve as important starting points for
a dialogue between two camps whose views often diverge.
Will it take initiatives by the major media to study the racism that resides within their
organizations? Two years ago, Boston's Gay Community News instituted a racism
awareness/affirmative action plan designed to broaden the perspectives from which its news is
gathered and reported (Appendix £). Under the plan, the newspaper has established stra-
tegies for hiring people of color (including the mailing, with follow-up, of job openings
directly to people of color and their organizations) and for setting concrete numerical goals for
the coverage of minority affairs, based on the percentage of minority residents in Boston.(76)
The results of the present study indicate a pressing need for similar plans at other media
outlets. In-house seminars on racism awareness, requests for critiques of news coverage from
the black community, and vigorous recruitment and training of black staff members might do
much both to improve the quality of local news reports about blacks and to help convince
blacks that the major media's commitment to portray the black community with fairness and
sensitivity is genuine. When WEEI-AM program director Doug Stephan remarked that he had
received no complaints about "Amos 'n' Andy" from the black community, perhaps it was
because blacks were skeptical that their protests would be heard
Will it take the publication of a newspaper that misrepresents the white community in
ways that the major media misrepresent the black community? If a paper contained news that
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reflected one-sided, black-held perceptions of whites, the financial and business section might
span 100 pages ("all whites care about is making money"); the sports section might feature
weekend athletes nursing overtaxed muscles ("all white athletes are awkward and out of
shape"); and the living" section might profile a yuppie couple who point to their collection of
Motown record albums as evidence that they are not racist, while refusing to pay their black
housekeeper more than minimum wage because "she would only spend it foolishly" ("all whites
are blind to their racism"). Reading news based on such oversimplified views of who white
people are and what they do might bring white editors and reporters fresh appreciation for the
frustration that the black community feels over news based on equally unrealistic stereotypes
of black people. Even more important, it might bring an understanding that all misrepresenta-
tion of racial groups springs from similar feelings—fear, distrust, anger—that are rooted in
unfamiliarity, and that by increasing the number of minorities on news staffs, especially in key
decision making positions, the major media gain people whose familiarity with the minority
community makes them less likely to misrepresent it
By whatever mechanism, it is, incumbent on the major media to face this challenge.
Every Bostonian, white or black, adult or child, who is touched by the news comes away from
the experience a changed person. To the extent that reporters, editors, and producers recog-
nize their role in influencing how the city thinks about race, the media can help dismantle one
of Boston's most shameful legacies.
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9 1,1 say "*** ADD UMASS RECORDS PROGRAM ***"
if prev="Y"
» 3,1 say "* EDITING PREVIOUS RECORD # "+str(recno() ,4)+"
*••
else
@ 3,1 say "RECORD # "+str(recno()+l,4)
endi f
@ 5>L say "DATE " get mdate
9 6,1 say "OUTLET " get moutlet
@ 7,1 say "CITY " get mcity
@ 8,1 say "TYPE
N
get mtype
@ 9,1 say "SUMMARY " get msummary
9 10,1 say "BLACKS " get mblacks
9 11,1 say "OTHER " get mother
12,1 say "WHITES " get mwhites
@ 13,1 say "UNCLEAR " get munclear
@ 14,1 say "CONTEXT " get mcontext
9 15,1 say "COMMENTS " get mcomments
17,1 say
M II












replace date with mdate
replace outlet with upper(moutlet)
replace city with upper (mcity)
-55-
replace type with upper(mtype)
replace summary with msummary,blacks with upper (mblacks),other with
upper(mother)
replace whites with upper(mwhites), unclear with upper(munclear)
replace context with mcontext
replace comments with mcomments
endif




















IF opt = "Q" .or. opt* "F"
exit
ENDIF














? "finished adding records"
close data
return
St ruct ure -for d at abase : b : um ass. db-
Number o-f data rec ords : 31
S
Date o-f I ast uddat e : 1 / 1/30
Field Field name Type Width
1 DATE Date 3
•->
Urn OUTLET Character 10
W* CITY Character 4
4 TYPE Character 7
5 SUMMARY Character 40
6 BLACKS Character 1
T OT HER Character 1
3 WHITES Character 1
9 UNCLEAR Character 1
10 CONTEXT Character 25
1 1 COMMENTS Character 20








OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHRARV 3 W U CONTEXT CQHHENTS
06/09/96 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS DTD
06/09/36 GLOBE QUI SPO
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/36 GLOBE BRA BUS
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/09/36 GLOBE MEL BUS
06/09/86 GLOBE NC BUS
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS HED
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS PROA
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS PROP
06/09/86 GLOBE CAR SOC
06/09/36 GLOBE HAT CRI
06/09/86 GLOBE CAN CRI
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLOBE CAM SCI
06/07/36 GLOBE HED SCI
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLGBE BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLOBE WAY CITY
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS HED
06/09/86: GLOBE BUR CRI
06/09/36 GLOBE EVE CRI
06/09/36 GLOBE WAY OBIT
06/09/36 HERALD BUR CRI
06/09/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/09/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/09/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/09/86 HERALD BQS SPO
06/09/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/09/86 HERALD DC INTL
06/09/36 HERALD BGS BUS
06/09/36 HERALD AND GOS
06/09/36 HERALD NEW GOS
06/09/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/09/36 HERALD NIL SOC
06/09/36 HERALD BRI EDU
06/09/86 HERALD MAT CRI
06/09/36 HERALD BOS CITY
06/09/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/09/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/09/86 HERALD BOS cm
06/09/86 HERALD WAY CITY
06/09/36 HERALD CAR CRI
06/09/86 HERALD BQS POL
CELTICS CHAMPIONSHIP-BIRDS SHINES X
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS
BOAT RACES ACROSS ATLANTIC
CELTICS CHAMPIONSHIP
CELTICS CHAMPIONSHIP
CELTICS CHAHPIONSHIP-FOCUS ON WALTON
FOCUS ON SICHTING
CELTICS CHAHPIONSHIP FOCUS ON SAMPSON
CELTICS CHAMPIONSHIP MISC. NOTES
CELTICS CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY PRESENTED
INSURANCE FIRMS DEAL WITH ART THEFT
INSURANCE POLICIES AGAINST TERRORISM
STATE JOBLESSNESS STATS CRITIQUED
JOB FAIR TO ARRIVE
LINDA ELLERBEE LOOKS FOR JOB
SOUTH AFRICAN TENNIS STAR PROMOTES BOOK X
BLACK SINGER DANCER ON RISE X
LOCAL HiSH SOCIETY FUND RAISER
DRUG SEIZURE
OFFICE OF CA AID GROUP VANDALIZED
MARIJUANA SEIZED FROM SHIP
FANS CELEBRATE CELTICS
PROSRESS ON GENETIC HAPPING
ORIGINS OF THE UNIVERSE
RED SOX LOSE X
REPORT ON SOX PITCHERS
HOUSING CHIEF RESIGNS
WG8H AUCTION RAISES M.3H
BURL. MAN CHARGED KITH HOMICIDE .
REVERE MAN CHARGED IN STOLEN-CAR ACCIDEN
WOMAN. ACTIVE IN CAMP FIRE GIRLS, DIES
BUR. MAN CHARGED WITH NES. HOMICIDE
FLYNN HATCHES CELTICS WIN
BOSTIN LATIN KIDS GRADUATE DURING WIN
CELTICS FANS CELEBRATE X
FLYNN DECLARES CELTICS PRIDE DAY
CELTICS INVITED TO WHITE HOUSE
KENNEDY WORKS TO FREE REMAINING CUBAN
CHOC. CO. MAKES CANDY FOR BUSH
KENNEDY SON MISSES GRADUATION
AFFLUENT BONNER COUPLE GETS DIVORCED
JASPER'S RESTAURANT COMPLAINED ABOUT
LAW CLERK WILL TAKE BAR EXAM
NURSES GRADUATE FROR ST. E'S SCHOOL
DRUS RAID ARREST 3 MEN
CITY EMPLOYEES RAPPED FOR LAZINESS
GREGORY HYATT DEFENDS SELF
VIETNAM VETS ATTACK SWITZLER
FIREFIGHTERS HONOR THEIR DEAD
HOUSING CHIEF RESIGNS
CENTRAL AMERICAN AS3T OFFICE HIT

































































































































































































































SUFFOLK UNIV. GRAOS HEAR ADDRESS
KING HUSSEIN SPEAKS AT COMMENCEMENT
CELTS FANS SO CRAZY
PSYCHOLOGIST DISCUSSES BOOK ON FATHERING
SHOW ON POORLY PAYING JOBS
BAD MOVIES FEATURED
VALERIE HARPER SHOW RECOMMENDED
FOUNDER OF BELMONT HERALD DIES
OWNER OF MANY BARS DIES
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN DIES
RETIRED BAKER DIES
ENGINEERING FIRH VP DIES
CIVIC GROUP VOLUNTEER DIES
WIFE OF SPANISH CONSUL GENERAL DIES
SHIP KITH MARIJUANA SEIZED
WRCB NIGHT AT THE BOSTON POPS
MJS CONCEPT
JOE EALY CONCERT
CORPORATE DATA NEEDS MET
BOSTON ACCENT IMPEDIMENT FOR JOB SEEKERS
FIRM HELPS SMALL BUSINESS
BRIDGEWAJER STATE WINS SPORT TROPHY
SUMMARY OF CELTS KIN
CHAMPIONSHIP CELTS SAME
SAMPSON BOMBED
LIZ WALKER SETS HONOR OS.
X
X
X WHITE FAMILY IN PHOTO















ROCKETS HOPE TO REBOUND
FOCUS ON BIRD X
FRIENDS/FAMILY OF CELTICS X
SPOTLIGHT ON WALTON X
CELTICS SEASON RECAPPED X
PRACTICE BEFORE BIG CELTS SAME X
HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS TOURNAMENTS
RED SOX PITCHER HURTS ARM X
SOX LOSE GAME WITH BREWERS X
CELTICS PARADE PLANNED X
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER CHARGED WITH DRINKING .... X
POLICE OFFICER CHARGED WITH STEALING X
POLICE CAPT. TESTIF. ON EXAM CHEATING X
FLYNN ANNOUNCES MONEY FOR POTHOLES X
CENTRAL AMERICAN AID GROUP VANDALIZED X
SCHOOL ADMIN. COMPLAIN ABOUT EVALUATIONS X
HYATT LASHES OUT AT FOES X
FOCUS ON HAIR SALON IN BUSINESS DISTRICT
RESIDENTS OF LODGING HOUSE PROTEST
TEACHERS HAVE STRONGER VOICE
NON-PROFIT H0USIN6 GROUP SITUATES HOUSE X
DAY SCHOOL SEX ABUSE TRIAL CONT'D X
MASS. DOCTORS TO GET MORE INSURANCE $ X
ACCUSED KILLER .OF TAVERN OWNER ARRAIGNED X
2 MEN CHARGED WITH ARMED ROBBERY X
LAWYER/DEVELOPER PLEADS GUILTY TO FRAUD X
LAWYER RECEIVES SENTENCE FOR FRAUD X
















DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/10/86 SLQBE BOS CRI
06/10/86 SLGBE BOS BUS
06/10/36 GLOBE MEL BUS
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS FIN
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS 3US
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS STA
06/10/86 GLOBE 303 BUS
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/10/86 GLOBE SON POP
06/10/86 GLOBE ROX OBIT
06/10/36 GLOBE CAN OBIT
06/10/86 GLOBE NEW OBIT
06/10/86 GLOBE AND ENT
06/10/36 GLOBE SOS ENT
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS EHT
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/10/36 GLOBE UAL ENT
06/10/36 GLOBE ROCK EHT
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE TOR SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE SOS SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE 30S SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE BQS SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE MEM SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE HEW SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE LEX SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/10/86 GLOBE REA SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE MEL SPO
06/10/36 GLOBE MAR SPO
06/10/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD SOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD DOR CRI
06/10/86 HERALD BOS CITY
06/10/86 HERALD BQS OBIT
06/10/36 HERALD ALL CRI
ARSON RING MEMBER SENTENCED
WORKERS ARE STRIKING
HOSPITALS ATTRACT BABIES FOR BUSINESS
HAVING BABIES IS EXPENSIVE
PHOTO OF BUSINESS PROMOTION WINNERS
BOSTON EDISON STRIKERS REACH ASMT.
BOSTON AD AGENCY SOLD
UNISEX INSURANCE RATES DEBATED
METROMEDIA PLANS SALE
FORMER PATRIOT LINEMAN SUES YELLOSPAGES
EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS FOR SUMMER
TUXEDO RENTALS GOING STRONG
PIANIST AND BANDLEADER DIES
MIT PROFESSOR DIES
13YR OLD KIDNEY RECIPIENT DIES
SMOTHERS BROTHERS 5H0H
SINGER GIVES RECITAL
SINGER AND PIANIST GIVE CONCERT
SINGER GIVES PERFORMANCE
SLUEGRASS PERFORMER GIVES SHOW
WIND QUARTET PERFORMS




PITCHER'S DAUGHTER IS AILING
ARTICLE ON PITCHERS
STORY ON FISHING
MISC. AREA COLLEGE SPORTS NEWS
MISC. NOTES ON TV COVERAGE
HORSE RACIN6 NOMINATIONS
JOCKEY WILL RIDE IN FIVE RACES
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS NEWS
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS NEWS
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS NEWS
GLOBE NAMES ALL SCHOLASTIC TRACK TEAM
READING QUARTERFINAL SOFTBALL
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
ST. JOHNS WINS GOLF TITLE
CELTICS WIN
PROFILE ON DENNIS JOHNSON
PROFILE QN DANNY AINGE
PROFILE ON KEVIN MCHALE
PROFILE ON ROBERT PARRISH
PROFILE ON LARRY BIRD
PROFILE ON BILL WALTON
PROFILE ON LARRY SIGHTING
INTERVIEW WITH RED AUERBACH
POLICE CRACKDOWN ON DRUGS
POTHOLE LINE ANNOUNCED
PATIENT JUMPS FROM CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
SEARS STRIKERS ATTACK TRUCJC
ROX. PLANT MENTIONED










H INGHAM & WORCESTER







































































































































































DRUG TRAFFICKERS PLEAD INNOCENT
HYATT COMPLAINS OF CONSPIRACY
SWITZLER IS UNDECIDED ABOUT FUTURE
DUKAKIS KILL USE WORD 'VETERAN'
CELTICS PARADE
FAN GETS CELTIC PLATE
KENNEDY INTRODUCES RESOLUTION ON CELTICS
CH. 25 HAY BE SOLD
RICHARD ATWATER GETS ANOTHER TERM
LAVAL WILSON'S EXEC ASS'T IS LEAVING X
USA CINEMA DENIE5 SALE RUMORS
BUS DRIVER CHARGED IN ACCIDENT
BUS CO. DEFENDS DRIVERS
EMTS REACH AGMT WITH CITY-
STATE OFFICIAL MAY BE IN CONTEMPT
WORKERS DISCV. HUMAN HEADS
JURORS VISIT DAY CARE
METHUEN MAN CHARGED WITH ARSON
JP MAN HELD IN BAROWNER MURDER







CENTRAL AMERICAN GROUP SUSPECTS FBI
HOW BOSTON SHEETS WERE NAMED
CONSUMER. FIGHTS SEARS h WINS




HEAD OF APPLE COMPUTER SPEAKS
BANKS DON'T LIKE LENDING CRACKDOWN
FIRM DEVELOPS ARTHRITIS DRUG
DOWN SHOP SELLS WELL DURING SUMMER
UPSCALE GROCER TO OPEN STORES
LECHMERE OPENS ANOTHER STORE
PURITY SUPREME HAS A SINGLES NIGHT
MISC. CORPORATE NEWS
HIGH TECH STOCK OPTIONS EXPLAINED
STOCK OPTIONS BOUGHT AND SOLD
CRANBERRY FIRM MAY SO THAI
SHIPYARD PEOPLE MEET TO SAVE IT
MISC. BUSINESS NEWS
T.V. SHOWS PREVIEWED





MASS PROPERTY RISES 40I IN VALUE
BLACK PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE PERFORMS
HI6H SCHOOL BASEBALL
MISC. PLAYOFFS VIGNETTES
CHAMPIONSHIP SAME DREW TV AUDIENCE
HOPING FOR ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP
HOUSTON TALKS OF TOMORROW










DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD TOR SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/10/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/09/86 GLOBE QUI BUS
06/09/86 GLOBE CLI CRI
06/09/86 GLOBE DOR EMT
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS EMT
06/09/36 GLOBE WEL EDU
06/09/86 GLOBE CAM REL
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS EDU
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS EDU
06/09/36 GLOBE BOS CITY-
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS POL
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/09/36 GLOBE CAM ENT
06/09/86 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/11/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/11/86 GLOBE CAM CRI
06/ 11/36 GLOBE CAM CRI
06/11/36 GLOBE DC HOU
06-/ 11/86 GLOBE BOS REL
06/11/36 GLOBE DOR BUS
06* 11/36 GLOBE BOS STA
Owl 1/36 GLOBE ALL CITY
06/11/36 GLOBE REV CITY
W 11/86 GLOBE WAY EDU
06**11/36 GLOBE 3QS CRI
06* 11/36 GLOBE BOS HOU
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS CITY
06*11/36 GLOBE BOS ENV
06*11/96 GLOBE PLY BUS
06*' 11/86 GLOBE BOS ENV
06/11/36 GLOBE CAM CRI
06*' 11/86 GLOBE LEX BUS
06*' 11/36 GLOBE BOS STA
06*11/86 GLOBE MED CRI
06/11/36 GLOBE DOR POL
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS POL
06/11/36 GLOBE BOS STA
06/11/86 GLOBE DOR CRI
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS EDU
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/11/36 GLOBE WEST BUS
06/ 11/86 GLOBE BILL CRI
06/11/36 GLOBE BOS PROE





SP0TLI6HT ON K.C. JONES
HON DYNASTY MAS HADE
RECAPPING 15 CHAMPIONSHIPS
PROFILE OF GENERAL MANAGER
PROFILE OF CELTS BENCH
QUINCY WORKERS DEBATE REBIRTH
KAN STABBED IN VIEW OF CROUD
GOSPEL MUSIC SHOW AT STRAPS
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA CONCERT
HUSSEIN SPEAKS AT COMMENCEMENT
MUSIC DIRECTOR OF CHURCH RETIRES
COMMENCEMENT SCHEDULE
SUFFOLK UNIV. HOLDS COMMENCEMENT
DOWNTOWN PROPERTY ZONED





POLICE TEST CHEATING PROBE
HARVARD FINED
COLUMBIA POINT DEVELOPERS LOBBY
CARDINAL LAW NAMED TO PANEL
NURSES END STRIKE AT CARNEY HOSPITAL
LAW ON DOCTGRS BILL IS UPHELD
SENIOR ACTIVISTS MEET ON PED. SAFETY
POLICE SLOW YOUTH LATE NIGHT CRUISING
PARENTS WANT DEPRESSING BOOKS BANNED
INTERPRETERS HELP ASIANS DEAL W/ POLICE
DUKAKIS SEARCHES FOR HOUSING
FLYNN FILES ZONING PETITION
SUBURBAN WILDLIFE THREATENED BY DEV.
PILGRIM OFFICIALS FACE NEIGHBORS
ANT I NUKE FORCES FIGHT PLANT
TWO HD'S FOUND NEGLIGENT
BACK PAY CASE HEARD
GOV'S AIDE BLAMES JUD6ES OPPOSING BILL
JURY SELECTED IN DEATH OF CAMBODIAN
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE CAMPAIGNS
PRO-HYATT PETITION SIGNATURES QUESTIONED
STATE LONERS PROPERTY TAX RATE
DRUNKEN DRIVER HAD PRIOR ARREST
WILSON ASKS FOR SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
MURDOCH HAY BUY CH 25
DATA SEN'L WILL CLOSE 2 PLANTS
SEC CHARGES ROBOTICS FIRM W/IMPROPRITIES
CHINESE DESIGNER PROFILED

























DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/11/86 SL03E BOS PROE ARTS EDUCATOR PROFILED X
06/11/36 3L0BE BOS ENT JAPANESE MUSIC GROUP PERFORMS X
06/11/36 GLOBE BOS ENT JOHN CALI SINGS RIROLL X
06/11/36 GLOBE BOS ENT PANTONINE PLAY REVIEWED X
06/11/36 SL08E BOS ENT SINGER SIN6S X
06/11/36 GLOBE CAM OBIT QUADRIPLEGIC DIES X
06/11/86 GLOBE MAT OBIT CAFE OWNER DIES X
06/11/86 GLOBE NEE OBIT BANK EXECUTIVE DIES X
06/11/36 GLOBE CAN OBIT SPORT OFFICIAL DIES X
06/11/36 GLOBE COH OBIT INVESTOR ADVISOR DIES X
06/11/86 GLOBE SAL OBIT RETIRED ACCOUNTANT DIES X
06/11/86 GLOBE HR OBIT RETIRED SENIOR CHEMIST DIES X
06/11/86 GLOBE BAT OBIT INSURANCE AGENCY FOUNDER DIES X
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS SPO FAN CELEBRATE CELTS * X WHITES CHEER BLACK PLAYRS
06/11/36 GLOBE TOR 3P0 SOX WIN X PLAYERS
06/11/86 &OBE BOS BUS CALBEVISION WANTS SOX X
06/11/36 GLOBE TOR SPO SOX NOTES X
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS SPO FANS PARADE X PLAYERS
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS CRI BOOTLEG BELTS SOUVENIRS SEIZED X
06/11/36 GLOBE HAL SPO BOYS HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS X
06/11/36 GLOBE MEL SPO GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS X
06/11/86 GLOBE HOP SPO GIRLS SOFTBALL X
06/12/36 GLOBE HULL NO FIRE DESTROYS OLD INN X
06/12/86 GLOBE DOR CRI STATE SHUTS DRUG RIDDEN STORE X BLACK POLICEMAN IN PHOTO
06/12/36 GLOBE ROX DTD RESIDENTS SUE CITY OVER DEVELOP. PLANS X
06/12/86 GLOBE SAU Cin RESIDENTS & POL I Tl CANS TALK ROAD SAFETY X
06/12/36 GLOBE BQS CITY MBTA AWARDS AD CONTRACT X
06/12/86 GLOBE SON ACC BUS-CAR CRASH X
06/12/36 GLOBE TEW CRI LAWYER GETS PRISON SENTENCE X
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS HOU BOSTON SETS NO NEW HOUSING FUNDS X
06/12/86 GLOBE BRK CRI YOUTH WHO KILLED FATHER NOT JAILED X
06/12/36 GLOBE DOR EDU SCHOOL PARENTS WANT RACIAL BALANCE X LAVAL WILSON MENTIONED
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS EDU STUDENTS SET 2ND CHANCE AT READING TEST X
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS SPO SOX WIN i
06/12/36 SLQSE BOS SPO CELTS CONSIDER DRAFT X LEN BIAS CONSIDERED
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS SPO CELTS CONSIDER BUY INS BRUINS X
06/12/36 GLOBE MED SPO LOCAL 30Y MAKES IT BIS IN BASEBALL X
06/11/86 GLOBE BOS SPO BIRD ON MVP X
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS SPO MISC. SOX NOTES • X TEAMMATES
06/12/36 GLOBE HP SPO PROFILE OF GOLF COURSE X
06/ 12/36 GLOBE
"
KEY SPO BOYS LACROSSE ACTION X
06/12/36 GLOBE HIN SPO BOYS TENNIS X
06/12/86 GLOBE HIN SPO BOYS TENNIS X
06/12/86 GLOBE MET CRI BLDG. OWNER ACCUSED OF ARSON X
06/12/36 GLOBE BOS CRI ARSONIST COMPLAINS OF JAIL TERM X
06/12/36 GLOBE DOS STA SENATE REJECTS BENEFITS CHECK MOVE X
06/12/86 GLOBE 30S 3TA GOV WANTS STATE TO TAKE OVER JAIL X
06/12/36 GLOBE SB CRI SHOOTING OF SB TEEN PROBED X
06/12/36 GLOBE MED CRI JURY QUITS IN POLICE SUIT X
06/12/86 GLOBE LYNN CITY PIT BULLS REGISTERED X
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS FIN SEC OFFICIAL GIVES ADVICE X
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS BUS WXNE TV AGREEMENT REACHED X
BLACK PERFORMER
LIN-SUDB u WESTON
H INGHAM k WORCESTER
HQPKIMTON k HOLSROGK
BINGHAM VS SREYLOCK
HING. VS MT SREYLOCK
Pace Mo.
09/08/86 -63-
DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHHARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/12/36 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/12/36 SLOBE BOS BUS
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS FIN
06/12/36 GLOBE WR OBIT
06/12/86 GLOBE HP OBIT
06/12/86 GLOBE BR I OBIT
06/12/36 GLOBE CAH OBIT
06/12/36 GLOBE NEE OBIT
06/12/36 GLOBE MFD OBIT
06/12/86 SLOBE BOS CRI
06/12/86 SLOBE HAL CRI
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS JUS
06/12/36 GLOBE BOS MED
06/12/36 GLOBE QUI BUS
06/12/36 GLOBE BOS PROA
06/12/86 GLOBE BOS PROC
06/12/86 SLOBE BOS PROA
06/12/86 GLOBE B05 ENT
06/12/86 SLOBE CAM ENT
06/12/36 SLOBE BOS EMT
06/12/36 SLOBE BOS POL
06/12/86 SLOBE SOS POL
06/12/36 GLOBE ROX CITY
06/11/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/11/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/11/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/11/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/11/86 HERALD BOS 503
06/11/36 HERALD EVE POL
06/11/36 HERALD PLY ENV
06/11/86 HERALD BOS CRI
06/11/86 HERALD BOS CRI
06/11/36 HERALD REV CITY
06/11/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/11/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/11/86 HERALD DOR BUS
06/11/86 HERALD CAH CRI
06/11/36 HERALD WAL CITY
06/11/86 HERALD BOS CITY
06/11/36 HERALD ROX DTD
06/11/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/11/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/11/86 HERALD BOS SFO
06/11/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/11/86 HERALD BOS EHT
06/11/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/11/86 HERALD WEST BUS
06/11/86 HERALD BILL CRI
06/11/86 HERALD BRA BUS
06/11/86 HERALD BR I EDU
06/11/86 HERALD HOB BUS
BOSTON ED STRIKE SETTLED
SHAWMUT MILL PURCHASE BANK
UNION PAINTERS KANT TO REPAINT LANDMARK
N. ENS LIFE FACIN6 HARD QUESTIONS
FIRE DEPT.OFFICIAL DIES
VOLUNTEER WORKER WITH BLIND DIES
UNION OFFICIAL DIES
CLOTHING STORE OWNER DIES
INTERIOR DECORATOR DIES
PHYSICIAN DIES
ANGIULO SON GAINED ENTREE WITH NAME"
SEX ABUSE TRIAL TO CONTINUE
JUDGE RULES DETENTION OF AfSHAN OK
COSBY SHQH PROFILED
WELDERS TEACH CRAFT
WRITER TALKS ABOUT VIETNAM BOOK
LINKS SPEARHEAD CHANGE IN BLACK COMMUN.
NEWBURY ST. ARTISTS TAKE ON NYC
CHANGE OF DIRECTORS AT PLAY
SUN RA PERFORMERS
ROCKABILITY GROUP PLAYS
SWITZLER CAN'T DECIDE WHAT TO DO
3TH CONS. CAND DISCUSS INSURANCE
FALL VOTE LET COHM DECIDE ON CITY STATUS
CELTS PARADE
VENDORS DON'T SELL MUCH
FANS SO CRAZY
6TH DIST. CAND. ACCUSED SI6NATURE FORSE
JORDANIAN QUEEN VISITS COPLEY PLACE
CITY HALL HEETINS DISRUPTED
ANTINUKER RAPS PLYMOUTH
BUS DRIVER HAD DRUNK DRIVIN6 RECORD
TEACHER TOOK HEROIC ACTION IN BUS MISHAP
CITY TO REDUCE PARKING ON REVERE BEACH
8TH DIST CANO'S RAP KENNEDY HEALTH FAIR
BACHRACK WANTS A PROGRESSIVE RUNOFF
STRIKING NURSES VOTE
HARVARD GETS NUKE FINE
PUBLIC HEALTH DIR WANTS HEAD DISPOSAL
FLYNN WANTS TO DISPOSE OF LINKASE LAW
RESIDENTS SUE OVER DEVELOPMENT PLAN
SWITZLER WEISHTS DRAMATIC COMEBACK
PROPERTY TAX RISE
FANS HURT IN MELEE
ANECDOTES ABOUT CELTS FANS
PLAY EXPLORES WOMEN'S ROLES
MAS5 RANKS MIDDLING ON BUSINESS ATTRAC.
DATA GENERAL ANNOUNCES LAYOFFS
ROBOTICS SETS HIT BY SEC
DEVELOPER SEEKS SHIPYARD
SENIOR WINS COMPUTER CONTEST










OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT C0W1EMTS
06/11/86 HERALD 6L0 WISC BUSINESSMEN BARBECUE ON FATHER'S DAY
06/11/86 HERALD BOS NED TV REVIEWS
06/11/86 HERALD BOS NED WGBH AUCTION ENDS
06/11/86 HERALD ROX OBIT BANDLEADER DIES
06/11/36 HERALD NRS OBIT RETIRED NEWSPAPER NAILER DIES
06/11/86 HERALD SB OBIT WOMAN DIES
06/11/86 HERALD REV OBIT PAINTER UNION REP DIES
06/11/86 HERALD DUX OBIT SE EMPLOYEE DIES
06/11/36 HERALD NE OBIT TAILOR DIES
06/11/86 HERALD SOS EDU WILSON THREATENS TO CLOSE SCHOOLS
06/11/86 HERALD BOS EDU SCHOOL COMMITTEE EXTENDS WK FOR STUDENTS
06/11/86 HERALD BOS REL LAW NAMED TO PANEL
06/11/86 HERALD TOR SPO SOX WIN
06/11/36 HERALD ' TOR SPO SOX PITCHERS BLURBS
06/11/86 HERALD TOR SPO BOSSS HURT IN FALL
06/11/86 HERALD BOS SPO CABLEVISION SETS SET SACK
06/11/36 HERALD WES SPO BOYS TENNIS
06,11/86 HERALD BOS SPO BOYS BASEBALL
06/11/86 HERALD BOS SPO SIRLS SOFTBALL
06/11/86 HERALD SOS HED TV COVERAGE OF CELTS RALLY
06/11/36 SLOBE TOR SPO SOX SAME
06/11/36 SLOBE BOS SPO FANS HUSE ON VICTORY
06/11/36 SLOBE SOS SPO FANS CELEBRATE
06/12/36 HERALD HULL ND FIRE DESTROYS MANSION
06/12/36 HERALD TEW CRI LAWYER IS SENTENCED
06/12/36 HERALD BOS CRI NU ATHLETE CHARSED WITH ATTACK
06/12/86 HERALD BOS NAT US INVESTIGATES PHONE BILLS
06/12/36 HERALD BOS CITY TRASH DISPOSAL AFTER CELTS DAY COST i%
06/12/36 HERALD BOS POL PILGRIM NUKE LEAK INVESTIGATED
06/12/36 HERALD CAN CRI HARVARD FINE STIRS ACTION
06/12/86 HERALD LYNN CITY PIT BULLS BANNED
06/12/86 HERALD HAL WISC HEADS BURIED
06/12/36 HERALD CAM POL BOOK DUE ON 8TH DIST RACE
06/12/86 HERALD BOS HED CH. 7 PREPARES FOR STRIKE
06/12/36 HERALD BOS ENT POPS CONCERT SET
06/12/86 HERALD STO CRI SUSPENDED LAWYER READMITTED TO BAR
06/12/86 HERALD BOS POL SW1TILER UNDECIDED
06/12/86 HERALD BOS POL JUDGES DISMISS SOP CHALLENSE
06/12/36 HERALD ALL POL CANDIDATE CRITICIZES OPPONENT
06/12/36 HERALD 3AU POL WASTE PLANT EDITORIAL
06/12/36 HERALD DC POL KENNEDY WANTS CHILEAN SHIP BANNED
06/12/86 HERALD ROX CITY ROXBURY VOTERS DECIDE ON SECESSION
06/12/36 HERALD ROX CRI TEACHER ARRESTED FOR ROBBERY -SETS PAY
06/12/86 HERALD BOS EDU SCHOOL BOARD COMM. ON BUDGET
06/12/36 HERALD HH CRI SCHOOL BUS FIRED UPON
06/12/86 HERALD NEE ACC TRACTOR TRAILOR CRASHES
06/12/86 HERALD DC . POL KERRY WANTS CONTRAS INVEST I SATED
06/12/86 HERALD LOU CRI MAN STEALS INFANT WITH CAR
06/12/86 HERALD HAL CRI DAY CARE SEX OFFENDER SETS REPRIEVE
06/12/86 HERALD DOR CRI DRUG MARKET PADLOCKED
06/12/86 HERALD BOS NAT LOCAL RX TO SUPREME COURT DECISION
06/12/86 HERALD DOR CRI CITY EMPLOYEE CHARSED IN CHECK SCAM




ANT I -SAMPSON BANNERS
ANT I SAMPSON BANNER
LIN-SUDB i WESTON




























DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHRARY B W U CONTEXT :OMMENTS
06/ 12/86 HERALD DOR POL
06/12/36 HERALD BOS STAP
OL
06/12/36 HERALD DC NAT
06/12/86 HERALD OED EDU
06/12/36 HERALD BOS FROE
06/12/36 HERALD 30S PROP
06/12/86 HERALD BOS ART
06/12/86 HERALD BOS ENT
06/12/86 HERALD BOS ENT
06/12/86 HERALD BOS DTD
06/12/36 HERALD BOS DTD
06/12/86 HERALD ROX DTD
06/12/86 HERALD BOS PROC
06/12/86 HERALD BOS PROE
06/12/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/12/36 HERALD BOS MED
06/12/86 HERALD AND PROC
06/12/36 HERALD QUI OBIT
06/12/36 HERALD 30M OBIT
06/12/36 HERALD HAR OBIT
06/12/86 HERALD DOR OBIT
06/12/36 HERALD FAL OBIT
06/12/36 HERALD HP OBIT
06/12/36 HERALD COM OBIT
06/12/86 HERALD DOR PROC
06/12/86 HERALD BOS BUS
06/12/36 HERALD SAU BUS
06/12/86 HERALD JP EDU
06/12/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/12/36 HERALD BOS SPQ
06/12/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/12/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/12/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/12/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/12/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/12/36 HERALD SOS SPO
06/12/36 HERALD FOX SPO
06/13/36 HERALD BOS CRI
06/13/36 HERALD CAM CRI
06/13/36 HERALD ROX CRI
06/13/86 HERALD MS ENT
06/13/86 HERALD SRI ACC
06/13/36 HERALD DC POL
06/13/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/13/36 HERALD UAL RISC
06/13/36 HERALD DC POL
06/13/86 HERALD BUR HISC
06/13/36 HERALD BOS (1ED
06/13/36 HERALD BOS CRI
06/13/86 HERALD SOU CRI
06/13/36 HERALD BOS CITY
CONGRESSMAN SETS MONEY FOR MINE VISIT
PROPERTY TAX LOWERED FOR POOR AND HDCP'D
KERRY PROTESTS SECRECY ON TAX REFORM






OFFICE SPACE DEMAND IS STRONG
ZONING RESTRICTIONS SET
SUIT CHARGES ILLEGAL LAND DISPOSAL
CELEBRITY READING NOOKS
WOMAN AND ELEPHANTS
STORE SELLS PHONE DIALERS AND OLD MAPS
FAMILY TIES RECOMMENDED




UNION OFf ICIAL DIES
FARM OWNER DIES
LIMO SERVICE EXEC DIES
ANTIQUE SHOP OWNER DIES










BIRD ON HIS SUMMER
NOTES ON SOX
BERRY GETS NEW CONTRACT
THIEVES SHALL GET PENSIONS
CENTRAL AMER. SP MEETS W/ POL ICE
TEEN ARRESTED FOR DRUG TRAFFICKING
GREAT WOOD AMPHITHEATER UNDER CONST.
CAR WRECK
MEL KING CRITICIZES KENNEDY
GOP TELLS SWITZLER TO DECIDE SOON
STATE TO EXAMINE HEADS
SOP DEALS W; SWITZLER EMBARRASSMENT
MOM GIVES DAUGHTER KIDNEY
MISC MEDIA NEWS.
TAVERNS RETURNED TO OWNERS
POLICE EXAM CHEATING
FLYNN URGES HOUSING FOR POOR
WEST INDIAN PLAYWRIGHT RACIAL THEMES
MUSIC IS AFRO-CUBAN









BLACK PERFORMERS IK PHOTO











DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 8 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/13/36 HERALD BOS DTD
06/13/S6 HERALD BOS DTD
06/13/86 HERALD CHL CRI
06/13/86 HERALD QUI CITY
06/13/86 HERALD LOU CRI
06/13/86 HERALD MAL CRI
06/13/36 HERALD PLY STA
06/13/86 HERALD DC POL
06/13/36 HERALD MH CRI
06/13/36 HERALD 3UD CRI
06/13/86 HERALD SE EDU
06/13/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/13/86 HERALD BOS BUS
06/13/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/13/86 HERALD MAY BUS
06/13/36 HERALD LEX CRI
06/13/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/36 HERALD MNS ENT
06/13/86 HERALD BOS ENT-
06/13/86 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/86 HERALD BOS ART
06/13/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/13/36 HERALD CAM REST
06/13/36 HERALD BOS MED
06/13/36 HERALD BOS MED
06/13/86 HERALD DOR OBIT
06/13/36 HERALD QUI OBIT
06/13/36 HERALD SUM OBIT
06/13/86 HERALD MAT OBIT
06/13/36 HERALD DOR OBIT
06/13/86 HERALD NEE OBIT
06/13/86 HERALD NE OBIT
06/13/86 HERALD 30K OBIT
06/13/36 HERALD BOS EDU
.06/13/86 HERALD BOS EDU
06/13/86 HERALD MED CRI
06/13/86 HERALD BOS STA
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/36 HERALD CAH SPO
06/13/86 HERALD SOS SPO
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/86 HERALD SOS SPO
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/13/86 HERALD BOS SPO
WATERFRONT RULINS DELAYED
BRA HIRES AUDITOR FOR MINORITY HIRES
TEEN ADMITS CALL WAS FALSE
SHIPYARD MEASURE FAILS
SEX OFFENDER SENTENCED
DAY CARE SEX OFFENDER CASE UPDATE
BOS ED DOUBTS NUKE STUDY
KERRY SU6SESTI0NS SAIN STEAM
TEEN ACCIDENTALLY SHOT BY FRIEND
TV ACTOR TALKS TO KIDS ABOUT DRUGS
KIDS DRAW FATHERS DAY PICTURES
HMO MILL MERGE
BU GROUPS SAYS FIRMS RETURN TO BASICS
MASSPORT EASES TRAFFIC PROBLEMS
DIGITAL SETTLES SUIT
MAN CHARGED KITH BANK FRAUD
LOCAL THEATERS MENTIONED FOR PLAYS
GREAT WOODS PREPS TO OPEN
MDC ANNOUNCES FREE CONCERTS
NEW HAVE A CAPELLA REV I EM
BOSTON ART SHOW REVIEWED
SHAKESPEARE COMPANY OPPOSES SALE
STEVIE WONDER WILL PLAY BOSTON
ROCK AND ROLL REVIEWS
PANTONINE FHOTO
BOSTON GROUP SETS BRITISH REVIEW
RESTAURANT REVIEW
TV RECOMMENDATIONS ON HIJACKING




COMPUTER CO. SUPERVISOR DIES
SCHOOL AIDE DIES
TELEMARKETING DIRECTOR DIES
SMOKE SHOP OWNER DIES
CABINET MAKER DIES
FLYNN DISCUSSES SCHOOL DROFOUT RATE
WILSON BUDGET RAPPED
POLICE OFFICERS GET AWARD FROM JURY
EDISON STRIKE ENDS












PICTURE OF BLACK FRIEND










MAN 'BORN IN PORTUGAL'
X












OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/13/86 HERALD BOS SPO CLEMENS FOCUS X
06/16/86 HERALD CAM POL POLL SHOWS JOE KENNEDY IS SLIPPING X KING IS MENTIONED
06/16/86 HERALD BOS MISC FIREWORKS SHOW X
06/16/86 HERALD MAT CRI MAN SHOT IN ONGOING FAMILY FEUD X
06/16/86 HERALD BOS SOS J. KENNEDY -MOST ELIGIBLE BACHELOR LIST X
06/16,36 HERALD BGS IV AREA WOMEN ASKED ABOUT KENNEDY SELECTION X 1 BL WOMAN OF 7 IV
D
06/16/86 HERALD BOS POL SWITILER WILL DECIDE SOON X
06/16/86 HERALD BOS STA BOSTON ED WANTS RESTAURANT TO PAY BILL X
06/16/36 HERALD BOS POL POLITICANS TO APPEAR IN PLAY X
06/16/86 HERALD BOS POL KEVIN WHITE'S SON TO RUN FOR OFFICE X
06/16/36 HERALD BOS ENT ROCK NEWS x.
06/16/86 HERALD QUI MISC DAD GETS NEW 3ABY ON FATHERS DAY X
06/16/86 HERALD BOS POL SUN LOBBY HITS BEACON HILL X
06/16/36 HERALD ROX POL ACTIVIST TO RUN FOR STATE REP X RES I MA PLACE
06/16/36 HERALD MH CRI TEEN ACCIDENTALLY SHOT DIES X
06/16/36 HERALD CKR MISC BUNKER HILL DAY PARADE X NO BLACKS IN PHOTOS TWQ-PA6E SPREAD
06/16/56 HERALD CHR POL POLITICAL BREAKFAST HELD X AKEEN OLAJUWON MENTIONED
06/16/36 HERALD BOS ART MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS HOSTS GALA X
06/16/86 HERALD BOS PROA BOOK ON BREAST CANCER AUTHOR INTERVIEW X
06/16/86 HERALD GW ENT JULIAN LENNON SHOW REVIEWED X
06/16/36 HERALD sw ENT SYMPHONY SHOW REVIEWED X
06/16/36 HERALD GW ENT BOSTON BALLET REVIEWED X
06/16/36 HERALD BOS ENT FOLKS SINGER PERFORMANCE REVIEWED X
06/16/36 HERALD SUD OBIT SALESMAN DIES *
06/16/36 HERALD MEL OBIT AUTO FARTS DEALER DIES X
06/16/36 HERALD STO OBIT PLUMBING CO. OWNER DIES X
-
06/16/36 HERALD SOS OBIT NURSE DIES X
06/16/36 HERALD BR I OBIT NURSES AIDE DIES X
06/16/36 HERALD CON OBIT TEACHER DIES X
06/16/86 HERALD L¥M OBIT PASTOR DIES
II
i,
06/16/36 HERALD HAV OBIT PSYCHIATRIST DIES X SHE 5IA3 ARGENTINIAN
06/16/36 HERALD LEX OBIT TEACHER DIES X
06/16/36 HERALD CHI CRI ROBBERS HOLD UP ILLEGAL CARD SAHE X CHINESE CARD PLAYERS
06/16/86 HERALD BOS PROE DETECTIVE AGENCY FOUNDERS PROFILED X
06/16/36 HERALD BOS MED TV PROFILES X
06/16/36 HERALD BOS MED CH. 56 TO AIR CONTROVERSIAL SHOW X
06/16/86 HERALD CAM PROE HARVARD ENTREPREN. DEVELOP TRIVIA GAME X
06/16/36 HERALD BOS SPO SOX LOSE X TEAMMATES
06/16/86 HERALD SOS SPO SOX NEWS X TEAMMATES
06/16/36 HERALD SOS SPO SPOTLIGHT ON PITCHER X TEAMMATES
06/16/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX NEKS X TEAMMATES
06/16/86 HERALD LOU SPO HS BASEBALL X N READINGS LYNN
06/16/86 HERALD SOS SPO CELTS DRAFT X LEN BIAS MENTIONED
06/16/36 GLOBE BOS CRI MD MALPRACTICE X
06/16/86 GLOBE CHI CRI THIEVES ROB ILLEGAL GAMBLING HOUSE X
06/16/86 GLOBE 5L0 MISC BANDSTAND DEDICATED X
06/16/36 GLOBE NOR CRI INCOMPETENT DOCTOR SUED X
06/16/36 GLOBE GLO CRI INCOMPETENT MD GN LOOSE X
06/16/36 GLOBE BOS SOC YUPPIES CONVERGE FOR CANCER SOCIETY FETE X
06/16/86 GLOBE BOS MISC AIDS BENEFIT HAPPENS X
06/16/86 GLOBE NYC SPO SOX LOSE X TEAMMATES




DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 8 M U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/16/86 SLOBE BOS SPO
06/16/86 GLOBE NYC SPO
06/16/86 SLOBE FOX SPO
06/16/86 SLOBE MIL SPO
06/16/86 SLOBE MIL SPO
06/16/86 SLOBE LOU SPO
06/16/86 SLOBE NQR PROE
06/16/86 SLOBE WEST PROE
06/16/86 GLOBE BED BUS
06/16/86 SLOBE DOR BUS
06/16/36 SLOBE BOS CRI
06/16/86 SLOBE BOS MED
06/16/86 GLOBE BOS STA
06/16/86 GLOBE BOS EDO
06/16/36 GLOBE NEW ACC
06/16/36 GLOBE BOS POL
06/16/86 SLOBE SE REL
06/16/36 SLOBE WAT POL
06/16/36 SLOBE CHR MISC
06/16/86 GLOBE BOS POL
06/16/86 SLOBE EB CRI
06/16/86 SLOBE LOW REL
06/16/86 SLOBE BOS REL
06/16/86 SLOBE SE STA
06/16/36 SLOBE BOS MISC
06/16/36 GLOBE CAN CRI
06/16/36 SLOBE BOS ART
06/16/36 SLOBE m ENT
06/16/36 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/16/36 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/16/86 GLOBE BOS HED
06/16/36 GLOBE BOS SCI
06/16/36 GLOBE LEX OBIT
06/16/36 SLOBE CHR OBIT
06/17/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/17/86 HERALD DC ENV
06/17/36 HERALD BOS CITY
06/17/36 HERALD UAL MISC
06/17/36 HERALD SOS CRI
06/17/36 HERALD BOS IV
06/17/86 HERALD JP IV
06/17/86 HERALD BRO CRI
06/17/86 HERALD BOS INTL
06/17/86 HERALD DC INTL
06/17/36 HERALD CAR CRI
06/17/36 HERALD DOR ACC
06/17/86 HERALD BOS BOS
06/17/86 HERALD BOS ENT
06/17/36 HERALD BOS PRO
06/17/86 HERALD LYH CRI
06/17/86 HERALD EVE EDU
06/17/86 HERALD SB CRI
FOCUS ON PR PHILLIES PITCHERS
B0G6S INJURY




BUSINESSMAN INVENTS BEER FOR WOMEN
BUSINESSMAN STARTS EMPLOYEE LEASINS
FIRM OFFERS JOB ASSISTANCE
STRIKING EMPLOYEES SUNBATHE
HEARING TO DECIDE MOBSTERS FATE
GLOBE PHOTOGRAPHERS HONORED
GUN LOBBY ACTS
COMPUTERS HELP HANDICAPPED PEOPLE
GIRL SWEPT OUT TO SEA
SEX ISSUES IN POLITICS
CHURCH REOPENS AFTER RENOVATIONS
TROLLEY SERVICE DEBATED
BUNKER HILL PARADE HAPPENDS
BUDGET BILL IS SLOWLY MOVING
VIOLENT DISPUTES CAUSE INJURIES
CHURCH REOPENS
CHURCH REMAINS A SANCTUARY
STATE-PAID HOMEMAKERS DISPUTE PAY
FIREWORKS ENJOYED
POLICE SEARCH FOR RAPIST
ART EXHIBIT OPENS
JULIAN LENNON SACKED
NOTES ON IRISH FESTIVAL
FILM FESTIVAL BEGINS
TV REVIEWS




MARKEY WILL HOLD HEARING QN PILGRIM
HOUSING INSPECTORS WILL PICKET FLYNN
HEADS WILL BE BURIED
CHINATOWN VICTIM RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL
FAMILY LOVES DOG
FAMILY LOVES CAT
SEX ABUSE SUSPECT SURRENDERS
GROUPS (INCL. MAYOR) RAP S. AFRICA
KENNEDY RAPS PRETORIA
SUNMAN PLEADS SELF DEFENSE
POLICE OFFICER HURT IN CAR CRASH
DANNY KAYE IN FORM
PLAY OPENS
DUKAKIS MOTHER PROFILED
MAN BITES POLICE DURING ARMED ROBBERY t
MERCHANT MARINE SRAD SETS LOWEST SPA


























LYNNFIELD k ST. MARY
N READING* LYNN TECH
NO SLACKS PICTURED
ALL 3 IN PHOTO ARE BLACK
FREE SOUTH AFRICA REP.




DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B M U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/17/36 HERALD DOR CRI
06/17,86 HERALD BOS CRI
06/17/36 HERALD BOS CRI
06/17/36 HERALD BOS EDU
06/17/36 HERALD BOS JUS
06/17/36 HERALD BOS CRI
06/17/36 HERALD BOS CRI
06/17/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/17/36 HERALD BOS IV
06/17/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/17/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/17/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/17/36 HERALD BOS ENT
06/17/86 HERALD sw ENT
06/17/36 HERALD BQS ART
06/17/36 HERALD WEL BU5
06/17/36 HERALD BQS BUS
06/17/36 HERALD 305 BUS
06/17/86 HERALD BOS PROE
06/17/36 HERALD BOS MED
06/17/86 HERALD MEL OBIT
06/17/86 HERALD CHL OBIT
06/17/86 HERALD LYH OBIT
06/17/86 HERALD HP OBIT
06/17/36 HERALD ARL OBIT
06/17/36 HERALD MAL CRI
06/17/36 HERALD ASH BUS
06/17/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/17/36 HERALD BOS SPQ
06/17/36 HERALD BOS MED
06/17/36 HERALD NYC SPO
06/17/36 HERALD NYC SPO
06/17/86 HERALD NYC SPO
06/17/86 SLOBS BOS CRI
06/17/36 5L0BE BOS POL
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS POL
06/17/86 GLOBE •HIM PROE
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/17/36 GLOBE BRO BUS
06/17/36 GLOBE JP CRI
06/17/86 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/17/36 GLOBE COH MI5C
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS DTD
06/17/86 GLOBE BOS JUS
06/17/86 GLOBE ALL CITY
06/17/36 GLOBE .PEM CITY
06/17/86 GLOBE CAN CITY
06/17/86 GLOBE BQS EDU
06/17/86 GLOBE LYN CRI
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS DTD
06/17/86 GLOBE BOS CITY
COMMENTARY ON A SHOOTING
LANDLORD TO BE SENTENCED
POLICE RECRUITS SHORN IN X
BOSTON TEACHERS RETURN TO CONTRACT TALKS X
COURT ISSUES NUKE OPINION
POLICEMAN DISMISSAL UPHELD
MOB LEADER TO SET BAIL
SWITZLER BODY LANGUAGE ANALYZED
RESIDENTS INTERVIEWED RE: SWITZLER
HYATT ASKED FOR REACTION
REACTION OF OTHER POLITICIANS
SOP STATUS REVIEWED
DANCE COMPANY MILL PERFORM
KENNY ROGERS REVIEWED
ART SCENE REVIEWED
HIGH TECH FIRM IN SLUMP
SHOPiSTOP LOSES EARNINGS
RETAILERS REACT TO AD RESTRICTIONS
INTERVIEW W/ HEALTH PLAN EXEC
TV PICKS
SALES DIRECTOR DIES
SHOE CO^ EMPLOYEE DIES
LITTLE LEAGUE FOUNDER DIES
FIREFIGHTER DIES
WOMAN DIES
TESTIMONY IN DAY CARE SEX ABUSE CASE
RADIO SHACK STARTS DRESS CODE
CELTICS GO FOR DRAFT X
DRAFT DAY X







STUDENTS DEVELOP NUKE SAME
BAD MDS OFTEN LEAVE STATE
SOME MDS FAIL TO REPORT SUITS
FOCUS ON DELICATESSEN
DRUNK DRIVER SOES TO JAIL
POLICE OFFICER RETURNS DISPUTED CHECK
TOWN READIES FOR WITCH FILM
CENTRAL ARTERY FUNDS UNDECIDED




WILSON MANDATES CERTAIN SCHOOL BUSES X
HAN BITES POLICE
'
FLYNN ASKS FOR BLDG. REPAIR HONEY
FLYNN ASKS FOR HELP WITH PRISONS













































HATE outlet city type summary B U U CONTEXT COMMENTS
0&/17/36 SLOBE BG3 STA GOV CONFRONTS SEABROGK X
06/17/36 SLOBE DC ENV MARKEY PLANS HEARINSS ON PILGRIM X
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS CRI BOSTON POLICE RECRUITS SRADUATE X BLACK RECRUITS PICTURED
06/17/36 SLQBE BOS POL SUN CONTROL ADVOCATE ARGUES X
06/17/86 SLOBE BOS STA SUN LOBBY UANTS BILL X
06/17/36 SLOBE HAV STA SOTHA CONCEDES 35 NAMES ON NOMI. PAPERS X
06/17/86 SLOBE BOS DTD FOCUS ON MARKETPLACE X
06/17/86 GLOBE ALL ART Y0UN6 DANCERS PERFORM . X BLACK PERFORMERS SHOWN
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS ENT BSO ANNOUNCES JULY 4 PROGRAM X BLACK PERFORMERS MENT'D
06/17/36 SLQSE NF ENT KENNY ROGERS REVIEW X
06/17/36 SLQBE BQS ENT NEW MUSIC PERFORMED X
06/' 17/36 GLOBE BOS ART PHOTOGRAPHY REVIEWED X
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS BUS REAL ESTATE MOGULS IN TROUBLE X
06/17/36 GLOBE BQS BUS AIDS IN THE UORKPLACE
u
06/17/36 SLOBE BOS BUS BUSINESS NOTES I
06/17/86 GLOBE BOS BUS STQPiSHOP PROFITS FALL X
06/17/36 SLOBE WES OBIT COACH DIES X
06/17/86 SLQBE BR I OBIT PHARMACY OWNER DIES X
06/17/36 GLOBE HP OBIT FIRE DEPT. MACHINIST DIES 1
06/17/86 GLOBE WEL OBIT INSURANCE AGENT DIES i
06/ 17/36 GLOBE DUX OBIT ATTORNEY DIES .1
06/17/86 SLOBE CAM CRI SUN OWNER PLEADS SELF DEFENSE X
06/17/86 SLOBE BOS STA GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES AIDS RELIEF X
06/17/36 SLOBE BOS CRI POLICE OFFICER LOSES COURT APPEAL X
06/17/36 SLQBE SB CRI INQUEST INTO POLICE OFFICER SHOOTING X
06/17/36 GLOBE BOS CRI ANSUILO DAD CRITICIZES SON ON TAPE X
06/17/36 SLOBE BOS CRI MOB BOSS TQ BE RELEASED X
•36/' 17/36 SLOBE NYC SPO FOCUS ON SOX PITCHERS X PLAYERS
06/17/86 SLQBE NYC SPO SOX WIN X TEAMMATES
06/17/36 SLQBE BOS SPO CELTICS DRAFT X BIAS MENTIONED
06/17/36 SLOBE BOS SPO BOGSS INJURY X TEMMATES
06/17736 SLOBE BOS HED SOX TV C0VERA6E X
06/17/86 SLOBE RKL SPO HS BASEBALL X
06/17/86 SLOBE WKF SPQ HS BASEBALL X
06/17/86 GLOBE MEL SPO HS BASEBALL X
06/17/86 SLQBE WIL SPO HS SOFTBALL X
06/17/86 SLOBE BQS CITY' FLYNN ARSON PANEL CRITICIZED X
06/17/86 SLOBE BQS JUS JUD6E SELECTS JURY IN CIVIL TRIAL X
06/18/86 HERALD BQS SPG WADE BOGSS MOTHER DIES X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS STA DUKAKIS CALLS FOR SEX SCANDAL PROBE X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS EDU PARENTS TAKE MERSER PLAN TO COURT X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS CRI BOMB THOUGHT DIRECTED AGAINST POLICE X
06/13/36 HERALD UAL MISC HEADS TO BE BURIED X
06/18/86 HERALD MAT ACC COMMUTER TRAIN COLLISION KILLS WOMAN X
06/18/36 HERALD NE IV ITAL.-ANERICANS POLLED ON SCALIA APPT. X
06/' 18/36 HERALD BOS SOS DISAGREEMENT AT DOWNTOWN RESTAURANT X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS BOS DRESS DESIGNER WILL DO IOCCOCCA WEDDING X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS CRI TOP LANDLORD FINED X
06/13/36 HERALD BOS PROE PROFILE OF BROUN (LANDLORD) X
06/18/86 HERALD B05 CRI COMMENTARY ON BROWN DECISION X
06/13/86 HERALD BQS CRI MAFIA BOSS TO BE FREED X
06/18/86 HERALD SOM CITY POLICE FIGHTING SKIN INFECTION X








QATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/18/36 HERALD MAL CRI WORKERS AT DAY CENTER SAN NO SEX ABUSE X
06/13/86 HERALD BOS POL TEACHERS ASSN BACKS BACHRACH X
06/18/86 HERALD SOS POL SWITZLER SQE5 INTO SECLUSION X
06/18/86 HERALD PLY ENV FEDS LAUNCH PROBE OF PILGRIM PLANT X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS STA GOV CRITICIZED FOR SEX SCANDAL DELAY X
06/' 18/36 HERALD HNS ENT POINTER SISTER SHOW X
06/' 13/36 HERALD MS ENT PLAY SPOOFS MUSICAL X
06/18/86 HERALD BOS BUS AD AGENCY WINS AWARD :<
06/18/86 HERALD WIL BUS COMPUTER TYPESETTING FIRM SETTLES SUIT X
06/ 18/36 HERALD HOP BUS FIRM WORKING ON SCREEN FOR LEUKEMIA X
06/18/36 HERALD BOS BUS COPLEY SQUARE FARMERS MARKET X
06/18/36 HERALD WES OBIT COACH DIES S
06/ IS/' 36 HERALD SOH OBIT WOMAN DIES X
06/18/36 HERALD CHL CRI TEEN CHANGES COAST GUARD PRANK PLEA X
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO DRAFT NEWS (NBA) X
06/ 18/86 HERALD BGS SPO DRAFT NEWS X
06/13/36 HERALD BOS SPO LOCAL PLAYERS IN B-BALL DRAFT X
06/13/86 HERALD SOS MED COVERAGE OF NBA DRAFT X
06/13/86 HERALD BOS SPO BIAS AND DRAFT X
06/ 13/ 36 HERALD MEL SPO HS BASEBALL X
06/13/36 HERALD MIL SPO HS SOFTBALL X
06/ 13/86 HERALD NY SPO CLEMENS tfGCUS ON) X
06/13/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX WILL NOT BE MOVED X
06/18/86 HERALD MED SPO SOX 3RD BASEMAN'S GRANDMOTHER IS FEISTY X
06/18/36 HERALD NYC SPO SOX BEAT NY X
06/18/86 HERALD NYC SPO SOX PITCHERS X
06/18/36 HERALD NYC SPO SOX NOTES X
06/13/86 GLOBE BOS CRI OFFICER COMPENSATED DESPITE LEAVE X
06/13/36 SLOBE SOS CITY TRAFFIC OFFICERS PROPOSED X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS DTD FOCUS ON DEVELOPER X
06/' 13/86 SLG3E BOS SPO BRUINS WILL NOT BE SOLD X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS SPO BERRY SETS CONTRACT X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS SPO PARRISH TRADE RUMOR UNTRUE X
06/' 13/36 GLOBE BOS SPO FOCUS ON CLEMENS X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS SPO CABLE BATTLES X
06/' 13/ 86 SLOBE KIN SFO GOLFING NEWS X
06/13/86 SLOBE CAN SPO GUINNESS ROWING RECORD SET X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS SPO ANECDOTE ABOUT PATRIOTS KICKER X
06/13/86 GLOBE BOS DTD WATERFRONT ZONING DECISION DEFERRED X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS FIN FOCUS ON BOSTON INVESTOR X
06/13/36 SLOBE AND BUS COMPUTER CO. WILL LAY OFF 60 X
06/13/86 GLOBE CAN CRI BURGLARIES INVESTIGATED AT CHURCH X
06/' 13/36 SLOBE LOU CRI NAN SENTENCED FOR CHILD RAPES X
06/13/86 SLOBE BOS MED CH. 56 TO AIR 3TH DISTRICT CANDIDATES X
06/' 13/36 GLOBE QUI OBIT TEACHER DIES X
06/' 13/86 GLOBE RUS OBIT PLUMBER DIES X
06/13/36 GLOBE AND OBIT BANK EXECUTIVE DIES X
06/' 13/86 GLOBE CAN OBIT SIRL SCOUT VOLUNTEER DIES X
06/13/36 GLOBE OOR CRI ACORN WANTS MORE POLICE FOR COMMUNITY X
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS SOC POPS FUNDRAISER FOR BNAI BRITH X
06/13/86 GLOBE DC ART MARKEY DISPLAYS LOCAL ART X
















OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B H U CONTEXT 30MMEMTS
06/11/36 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS ENT
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS ENT
06/13/86 SLOBE GW ENT
06/13/86 SLOBE BGS ENT
06/13/86 SLOBE BOS HOU
06/13/86 SLOBE BOS CRI
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS POL
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS STA
06/13/36 SLOBE ALL DTD
06/13/36 SLOBE HP DTD
06/13/36 SLOBE DOR HOU
06/13/36 SLOBE SOS CITY
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS EDU
06/13/36 SLOBE SOH HOU
06/13/86 SLOBE BGS EDU
06/13/86 SLOBE BOS EDU
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS EDU
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS POL
06/13/36 SLOBE HED CRI
06/13/36 SLOBE HAL CRI
•06/13/36 GLOBE SQS STA
06/13/56 SLOBE BED CRI
06/13/36 SLOBE m CRI
06/13/36 GLOBE HE CRI
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS DTD
06/13/36 SLOBE BOS CRI
06/13/36 GLOBE BOX CRI
06/13/36 SLOBE LOW STA
06/18/36 SLOBE BOS HD
06/13/36 aOBE BC STA
06/13/36 GLOBE SOS STA
06/18/36 SLOBE 3J STA
06/13/86 SLOBE uC INTL
06/18/36 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/13/86 SLOBE BOS CRI
06/18/36 SLOBE OCR ACC
06/13/36 SLQ3E BOS POL
06/13/36 SLOBE DOR BUS
06/18/36 SLOBE DOR HOU
06/18/36 SLOBE mal CRI
06/13/86 SLOBE HP ACC
06/13/86 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/13/36 GLOBE BQS CRI
06/18/86 SLOBE BOS CRI
06/18/86 GLOBE LAW CRI
06/18/86 SLOBE BOS POL
06/13/36 GLOBE BOS HOU
06/13/86 GLOBE NYC SPO
06/13/86 SLOBE NYC SPO
















FLYNN ASKS FOR LOW INCOME H0USIN6
6 T WORKERS SOT PENSIONS RIGHTFULLY
BEACON HILL FAILS TO ENDORSE CANDIDATES X
CHANCELLOR SEARCH SETS FEISTY
CONDO PLAN REVISED
DEVELOPERS BATTLE ACTIVIST
H0USIN6 BESINS FOR POOR AND ELDERLY
LOSAN PARKINS RATES INCREASE
LATIN SCHOOL RENOVATION TO START X
LANDLORD TENANT MEDIATION PROGRAM WORKS
FLYNN Siy£S SCHOOL AN F FOR DROPOUTS X
WILSON NAMES SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PANEL X
WILSON RELEASES BUDSET X
SOP DISCONTENT
POLICE OFFICER AWARDED DAMASE3 X
DAY CARE SEX CASE UPDATE
STATE SURTAX REPEAL OK
LAWYER ARGUES FETAL DEATH ISN'T MURDER
SCUFFLE LEADS TO SUNSHOT WOUND X
MEN ARRAIBNED FOR FATAL SHOOTING X
OFFICER SAYS NO EXCESSIVE FORCE USED X
BRA BOARD QUERIES DEVELOPER X
BANKER DOESN'T CONTEST TAX CASE X
DRUS DEALER ARRESTED X
SOV WILL DECIDE GN 5EABR00K X
MALPRACTICE ARTICLE X
PILGRIM PLANT TAX X
GOV ASKS FOR WE3TFIELD ST. COLLESE PROBE X
TAX OFFICIAL CITES THRIVING ECONOMY X
TIP Q'NEIL ON SOUTH AFRICA X
LANDLORD IS FINED X
CITY COUNSELOR DENIES BRIBE X
WOMAN KILLED IN T ACCIDENT X
HYATT ASKS FOR SUPPORT X
TAXI CO. CLOSES AFTER 40 YRS. X
RESIDENTS PROTEST HOUSING DELAY X
SEX ABUSE TRIAL CONTINUES
TRAIN STRIKES MAN
SERVICE TO HONOR SLAIN POLICEMAN
MOB LEADER FREED
RIFLE FOUND AT LOSAN
PRINCIPAL GUILTY IN SEX ABUSE CASE
TEACHERS ENDORSE BACHRACH









BLACK VICTIM IN PHOTO
CHINESE MAN HURT
BLACKS PICTURED















































































































































































MURDOCH TO BUY CH. 56
BONUSES
PLASTICS BUSINESS BOUGHT
COKPUGRAPHIC WILL CHARGE MORE
JOHN HANCOCK TO EXPLORE
GAS UTILITY TO UP PAYOUT
OBIT STATE REP DIES
OBIT STATE REP DIES
MED PREVIEW OF CHURCHILL SHOW
OBIT SBA EXEC DIES
KOU PUBLIC HOUSING HAS A NEW LOOK
MED COMMUNITY TALENT SHOW WILL END
ENT POINTER SISTERS SHOW
PROA PAINTER PROFILED
ENT MUSICAL REVIEWED
ART PHOTO EXHIBIT REVIEWED
CITY DAY CARE CHECK CGNTESTED
OBIT SCHOOL DESESRATOR DIES
OBIT MANUFACTURER DIES
OBIT REPUBLICAN LEADER DIES
OBIT ATTORNEY DIES
OBIT MANUFACTURER DIES
OBIT POSTAL WORKER DIES
DTD CITY COUNSELOR WANT NEW ARENA
CRI ATTY SEN'L CLEARED 10K CHECK TO STUDENT
STA GOVERNOR WANTS DRUG EDUCATION
ACC MAN STRUCK BY CAR
CITY FLYNN: MORE WOMEN, MIN. IN CONSTRUCTION
CRI WOMAN HELD IN COCAINE BUST
EDU SCHOOL MERGER LAW UNLAWFUL
CRI LANDLORD SIGNATURES WERE F0R6ED
BUS CH. 7 EMPL. DISGRUNTLED BY MANAGEMENT
60S TED KENNEDY JR. GET AWARD
50C DEVELOPER'S DAUGHTER MARRIES
EMV PILGRIM EVACUATION PLAN DEBATED
BUS PAINTERS UNION AND BOSTON GAS DISPUTE
CRI SAYS ROBBED, KILLED
BUS CITY CONSIDERS BUYING OUT MEAT PLANT
CITY SOUNDPROOFING MONEY FOR LOGAN
CRI SEX ABUSE CASE NEWS
STA TAX CUT BILL OK
STA GOV URGES SENTENCE REFORM
ACC GAS STATION WORKER KILLED
CRI MOBSTER'S RELEASE STALLED
ACC FIREMAN REVIVES BABY AFTER FIRE
MISC GOOSE FINDS HOME
EDU HEAD START PROGRAM HONORED BY PARADE
ENT JEFFREY OSBORNE TO PERFORM

























ONE ATTACKER WAS BLACK




DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B U U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/19/86 HERALD BOS ENT AFRICAN MUSICIANS REVIEWED X
06/19/36 HERALD CAN ENT UACS PLAY DOSSED X
06/19/86 HERALD BOS BUS T ADVERTISER THREATEN TO SUE X
06/19/86 HERALD MUD BUS COMPUTER FIRM'S EARNINGS DROP X
06/19/86 HERALD BOS BUS COMPUTER FIRM IS SR0UIN6 X
06/19/86 HERALD UAL BUS COMPANY TO SPLIT X
06/19/86 HERALD NEW BUS DISITAL SPEAKS AT JOB FAIR X
06/19/86 HERALD NOR BUS COMMUNICATIONS FIRM UILL OFFER STOCK X
06/19/86 HERALD FOX OBIT TEACHER DIES X
06/19/86 HERALD CLM OBIT STATE REP DIES X
06/19/36 HERALD BOS OBIT HOTEL OWNER DIES X
06/ 19/86 HERALD CAM OBIT WOMAN DIES X
06/19/86 HERALD DOR OBIT REPUBLICAN LEADER DIES X
06/19/86 HERALD QUI OBIT INSURANCE SALESMAN DIES X
06/19/86 HERALD REV OBIT WOMAN DIES X
06/19/36 HERALD SB OBIT UOMAN DIES X
06/19/86 HERALD UAL NISC HEADS FINALLY BURIED X
06/19/36 HERALD BOS SPO PROFILE ON BIAS X
06/19/86 HERALD BOS SPO DRAFT NEUS X
06/19/86 HERALD BOS SPO SATCH SANDERS ON SHETTO BALL X SANDERS IS BLACK
06/19/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX NEUS X PLAYERS
06/19/36 HERALD BOS SPO BOSS'S MOM'S FUNERAL X
06/19/36 HERALD SOS SPO SOX UIN- X PLAYERS
06/19/36 HERALD MEL SPO HS BASEBALL X PLAYERS ACT0N-5GX8
06/19/86 HERALD RKL SPO KS BASEBALL X
06/19/86 6L08E BOS CRI MALPRACTICE REHEDIE3 i
06/19/86 8L0BE BOS POP CHEAP PARKINS IS FUN X
06/19/36 SL08E BOS STA SOVERNOR SAYS PILSRIM MUST BE SAFE X
06/19/36 SLOBE LOU CRI HOUSING APPROVAL INVEST I SATED X
06/19/86 5L0EE BOS STA SENTENCING BILL FALTERS X
06/19/86 SLOBE JP HOU JP PROTESTS FRATERNITY IN NEI6HB0RH00D X BL FRAT BROTHER IN PHOTO
06/ 19/86 SLOBE DOR PROC UOHAN WINS AUARD FOR UGRK UITH KIDS X VILNA BUSB
06/19/86 SLOBE BRA CRI DOCTOR'S LICENSE SUSPENDED X
06/19/36 SLOBE BRK HOU NEW HOME FOR UNUED MOTHERS X WHITE WOME!
06/19/86 SLOBE BOS FIN EVOLUTION OF INVESTMENT FIRM X
06/19/86 SLOBE BQ5 FIN TIPS FOR NOVICE INVESTORS X
06/19/86 SLOBE BOS CRI INVESTOR DIVERTED 300K X
06/19/86 SLOBE UAL BUS ELECTRONICS IS SPLIT IN TUO X
06/19/86 SLOBE UUD BUS COMPUTER FIRMS PROFITS DROP X
06/19/86 SLOBE NEE BUS COMPUTER FIRM S0E3 PUBLIC X
06/19/36 SLOBE SB CRI WITNESSES TESTIFY IN TEEN SHOOTINS X
06/19/86 SLOBE BUS CRI POLICE SEEK ID OF STABBINS VICTIM X
06/19/36 SLOBE BUS CRI MOB BOSS'S RELEASE DELAYED X
06/19/36 SLOBE BOS EDU JUDGE DERIDES SCHOOL MERSER PLAN XX BLK & HISPANIC PLAINTIFFS
06/19/36 SLOBE BOS E2U HEAD START PARADE HAPPENS X
06/19/36 SLOBE BOS CRI STOLEN CAR WON'T LEAVE X
06/19/86 SLOBE CAN HOU BLDG. COMMISSIONER MOVES ON CONTROVERSY X
06/19/36 SLOBE BOS HOU TENANTS PROTEST FOR H0USIN6 RELIEF X
06/19/36 SLOBE LOU CRI TRIAL CONTINUES ON BEATIN6 DEATH X 'OF CAMBODIAN IHMISRANT'
06/19/86 6L0BE BOS CRI SOV UARNS ABOUT CRACK COCAINE X
06/19/36 SLOBE NYC SPO SOX UINS X PLAYERS






DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
04/19/84 &OBE 5QS SPQ
04/19/S4 SLOBE NYC SPO
04/19/86 SLOBE MEL SPQ
06/19/84 SLOBE MEL SPO
04/19/84 SLOBE RKL SPO
04/19/84 SLOBE WKF SPO
04/19/84 SLGBE WIL SPO
04/19/86 SLGBE MIL SPQ
06/19/86 SLOBE BRK SPQ
06/19/86 SLOBE CAH SPQ
06/19/86 SLQBE CAN SPO
06/19/36 SLQBE LYN OBIT
06/19/86 SLOBE CAH OBIT
06/19/86 GLOBE HAL CRI
06/19/86 SLOBE CAH HOU
06/19/86 SLOBE ROX CITY
06/19/36 SLOBE ROX CRI
06/19/86 SLOBE BOB SOC
06/19/36 SLOBE DOR ACC
06/19/86 SLOBE BOS CITY-
06/19/86 SLGBE BQS POL
06/19/86 SLGBE BOS CITY
06/19/36 SLQBE CLN EDO
06/19/86 SLOBE 305 POL
06/19/36 SLOBE BOS PRQA
06/19/36 SLQBE SH ENT
06/19/86 SLQBE BQS ENT
06/19/86 SLQBE BQS ENT
06/19/86 SLQBE BQS ENT
06/19/36 SLQBE BQS ENT
06/19/36 SLQBE BOS ART
06/09/86 CH 4 OQR CRI
06/09/36 CH 4 BOS CRI
06/09/86 CH 4 HAT CRI
06/09/36 CH 4 BG5 SPO
06/09/86 Ot 4 BQS POL
06/09/86 CH 4 BQS CITY
04/09 .'86 Ctt 4 BOS IV
06/09/86 Of 2 BQS POL
06/09/36 CH 2 DQR CRI
06/09/36 CH 2 SOS SPQ
06/09/36 CH 2 BOS NAT
06/09/36 CH 2 BOS PRQA
06/09/86 CH 4 BQS SPQ
06/09/36 CH 4 BQS SPQ
06/09/86 CH 4 DOR BUS
06/09/36 CH 4 PLY ENV
06/09/86 ZH 4 BQS CRI
06/09/86 CH 4 EOS EDU
06/09/36 CH 4 BOS FIN
06/09/84 CH 4 BQS SPO
04/09/86 CH 4 TOR SPQ
SIRLS SOFTBALL
SOX WIN







FANS WATCH WORLD COP
HIT SAILOR PROFILED
TEACHER DIES
AIR FORCE OFFICER DIES
DAY CARE SEX ABUSE TRIAL NEWS
RESIDENTS PROTEST HOUSE FOR RETARDED
RESIDENTS PROTEST NEIGHBORHOOD DUHPINS
DRUS TRAFFICKER ARRESTED
CRUISE NETS HONEY FOR HOMELESS
FAMILY OF FOUR INJURED IN FIRE
T ADVERTISERS PROTEST DECISION
JOE KENNEDY FUNDRAISERS IN CAL.
WORKERS MAY SET PAID LATE
STUDENTS" PROTEST CUTBACK




KIDS DANCE AT OPERA HOUSE









LOCAL JEWISH REACTION TO WALDHEIM WIN
SOP REACHES FOR GOVERNOR'S CANDIDATE
BUS DRIVER ARRESTED
PLAY6R0UND REACTION TO CELTS WIN
REACTION TO SHUTTLE COMHISSION REPORT
SLQBE WRITER AND HER BOOK
CELTS FANS CELEBRATE
FANS CELEBRATE
CARNEY' NURSES ON STRIKE
PILSRIH PLANT CRITICIZED
BUS DRIVER ARRESTED -RECAP)
SEX ED CLINICS IN SCHOOLS









READ INS & DARTMOUTH
LYNNFIELD & MEDFIELD
STONEHAH & APPONEQU.

















X BLACK LABGRERS SHOWN
X X BLXS & HISP ARRESTED
X PLAYERS
X




PLAYERS & COACH 4 wHITE FANS IVC
REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK*
DRIVER IS BLACK






OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B U U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/09/86 CH 2 BOS SPO
06/09/86 CK 2 BOS POL
06/09/86 CH 2 BOS POL
06/09/36 CK 2 BOS HOU
06/09/86 CK 2 CAN CRI
06/09/86 CK 5
06/09/86 CK 4 BOS ACC
06/11/86 CK 4 BOS CITY
06/11/86 CH 4 BOS SCI
06/11/86 CK 4 SAU CITY
06/11/86 CK 4 BOS SPO
06/11/86 CK 4 TOR SPO
06/11/86 CH 2
06/11/86 CK 5
06/12/36 CK4 BOS POL
06/12/86 CK 4 BRA STA
06/12/36 CK 4 LOW STA
06/12/36 CK 4 OOR CRI
06/12/36 CK 4 ROX CRI
06/12/36 CK 4 HNS ENT
06/12/36 CK 4 TOR SPO
t»6si2iSa In 4 BOS SPO
06/12/36 CK 2 LOU STA
06/12/86 CK 2 BOS STA
06/12/86 CK 2 CAM CRI
06/12/86 CK 2 BOS ENT
06/12/36 CK 5
06/13/36 CK 4 BOS JUS
06/13/36 CH 4 BOS POL
06/13/36 CK 4 MNS ENT
06/13/86 CH 4 BOS BUS
06/13/36 CH 4 BOS RISC
06/13/36 CH 4 BOS ENV
06/20/36 GLOBE CP SPO
06/20/86 SIOBE DC DTD
06/20/36 GLOBE BOS EDU
06/20/86 GLOBE RED CRI
06/20/36 GLOBE ASK ENV
06/20/86 GLOBE LYN EDU
06/20/36 6LDBE BOS POL
06/20/36 GLOBE ATT PROE
06/20/86 GLOBE BOS MS
06/20/36 GLOBE BOS STA
06/20/86 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/20/86 GLOBE' BOS EDI
06/20/36 GLOBE BOS SOC
06/20/86 GLOBE HAT PROE
06/20/36 GLOBE HIM OBIT
06/20/86 GLOBE MAY OBIT
06/20/36 GLOBE SY OBIT
06/20/86 GLOBE NOR OBIT




RESIDENTS FEAR ROOMING HOUSE EVICTION
HARVARD FINED FOR CARELESS NUKE WORK
MISSED
TRUCK' ACCIDENT ON BELTWAY
TRUCKS COLLIDE W/STORROW UNDERPASS
DRUG WORKS AGAINST HEART FAILURE






BOSTON ED SRIKE VOTE
GOV'S MEET TO DISCUSS ENERGY NEEDS
FUGITIVE S8UAD GOES AFTER CRIMINALS




GOV'S DISCUSS NUCLEAR SAFETY
BOSTON ED CONTRACT VOTING
POLICE INVESTIGATE CHURCH BREAKINS
NEW ENGLAND VAUDEVILLE FESTIVAL
MISSED
AFGHAN REFUGEE DEPORTED
SWITZLER KILL SOON DECIDE
CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES




FEDS OK ARTERY MONEY
SCHOOL MERGER DECIDED
MAN FOUND GUILTY IN DEATH OF CAMBGDIAN
WATER SHORTAGE
GIRLS SET TO TRY SCIENCE
HOSPITAL EXPANSION RULES PUSHED
COMMUTERS START NEWSPAPER
HEALTH OFFICIAL DISCUSSES AIDS
TAXES ARE PRODUCTIVE
MOB BOSS MUST STAY IN PRISON
MATH AND READIN6 SCGRES RELEASED
CRUISE FOR THE HOMELESS















VICTIM SHOWN TO BE BLACK
PLAYERS




REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK
X
X































































GLOBE GED OBIT PHONE CO. MANAGER DIES
SL03E WCR OBIT GLOBE SPORTS WRITER DIES
GLOBE MRS OBIT RECTOR DIES
GLOBE BOS POL HYATT ACCUSED OF FRAUD
GLOBE CAH POL SOCIALIST CANDIDATE RAPS BALLOT LAWS
GLOBE BOS POL WARD 5 ENDORSES CANDIDATES
GLOBE BOS CITY COMMITTEE LIKES NEW ARENA
GLOBE BOS POL SHERIFF CANDIDATES SPAR OVER JAIL
GLOBE BOS POL LAROUCHE RECORDS SU8P0ENAD
GLOBE SON CRI MOTHER OF POLICE OFFICER RESISTS COURT
GLOBE BOS STA CHANCELLOR SEARCH NARROWS
GLOBE MAL CRI PSYCHIATRIST TESTIFIES IN TRIAL
GLOBE BOS STA MALPRACTICE RATES 3ILL FAU
GLOBE BOS SPO REACTION TO BIAS
GLOBE CP SPO REACTION TO BIAS
GLOBE BOS SPO DOCTOR'S REACTION TO BIAS
GLOBE BOS SPO COLLEAGUES REMEMBER SPORTS WRITER
GLOBE BOS MED COVERAGE OF SPORT >SEN'L)
GLOBE BOS SPO SOX NEWS
GLOBE BOS SPO SOX NEWS
GLOBE BOS SPO HIGH SCHOOL TOURNAMENT
GLOBE BOS SPO FISHING NEWS
GLOBE BOS PROA PROFILE -OF BIAS
GLOBE BOS SPO MEMORY OF ANOTHER ATHLETE STRUCK DOWN
GLOBE BOS SPO FANS REACT TO BIAS
GLOBE BOS ENT BLANKS PLAY REVIEWED
GLOBE SOU ENT TEX-MEX MUSIC REVIEWED
GLOBE BOS ENT ROCK AND ROLL SHOWS
GLOBE BOS ENT 9UILTERS PLAY REVIEWED
GLOBE
•
CAH ENT JAZZ SHOW REVIEWED
GLOBE BOS ENT ROCK CONTEST
GLOBE BOS ENT MISC. NOTES
GLOBE ROX BUS SEARS WORKERS STRIKE
GLOBE CAM BUS SHOE CO. REJECTS OFFER
GLOBE BED BUS DEFENSE CONTRACTORS SET CONTRACT
GLOBE WES HOU ALTERNATIVES FOR THE ELDERLY
HERALD CP SPO BIAS DEATH
HERALD BOS CRI HOB CHIEF NOT RELEASED
HERALD BOS CRI SAY STABBING VICTIM ID'D
HERALD DC DTD TUNNEL FUNDS AFPROVED
HERALD WOB BUS SUPERMARKET ATTRACTS SINGLES
HERALD WWO MISC MAN WINS NEWSPAPER CONTEST
HERALD BOS SPO REACTION TO BIAS
HERALD CP SPO DOCTORS TRIED TO SAVE BIAS
HERALD BOS PROA PROFILE OF BIAS
HERALD BOS 80S MISC. GOSSIP
HERALD MAL CRI SEX TRIAL CONTINUES
HERALD BOS POL CONSULTANT TO ROOSEVELT QUITS
HERALD BOS POL SHERIFF'S CANDIDATES TRADE JABS
HERALD BOS POL LAROUCHE RECORDS SUBPOENAD
HERALD MED CRI KILLER OF CAMBODIAN MAN CONVICTED











X BLACK BOXERS MENTIONED
X PLAYERS
X PLAYERS





















DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY









































































































BOS EDU WILSON OFFERS MERGER PROPOSAL
BOS EDU BLACK STUDENTS FAIL DISPROPORTIONATELY
BOS PROE FOCUS ON NEWBURY STREET TAILOR
BOS BUS HEALTH CARE PLAN DISPUTE
BED BUS DEFENSE FIRM WINS CONTRACT
LOW BUS NANS ANNOUNCES NEW SOFTWARE
DED FIN BANK MAY BE IN BUSINESS DEAL
CAM BUS SHOE CO. TURNED DOWN OFFER
BOS ENT LOCAL MUSIC NOTES
FOX ENT IRISH FESTIVAL
BOS ART STUDENT FILMS ON DISPLAY
BOS ENT OUILTERS PLAY REVIEWED
BOS ENT CARLA BLEY JAZZ REVIEW
BOS ENT JAZZ REVIEW
BGS ENT JAZZ REVIEW
BOS ENT TEXAS FOLK MUSIC FESTIVAL
LIN ART ART SHOW
BOS ENT ROCK 'N' ROLL BAND PROFILED
BOS MED TV REVIEWS
RAN OBIT TEACHER DIES
LAW OBIT STATE REP DIES
SON OBIT RESTAURANT OWNER DIES
CHL OBIT MASON DIES
PLY OBIT FUNERAL HOME DIRECTOR DIES
CAM OBIT MEATPACKING FOREMAN DIES
ARL OBIT SCHOOL EMPLOYEE DIES
SAU OBIT MAN DIES
LEX OBIT WOMAN DIES
WIN OBIT GLOBE SPORTSWRITER DIES
DUX ACC TEEN INJURED IN BOMB BLAST
BOS CITY COUNCIL TO ACT ON BUDGET
BOS SPO HOOP PLAYERS IN TOURNEY
BOS SPO HORSE RACING NEWS
303 MED NETWORKS AND RED SOX
C? SPO BIAS REACTION
BOS SPO SOX NOTES
BOS SPO BRUINS DRAFT NOTES
BOS SPO SOX ITEMS ARE HOT COMMODITIES
BOS IV RX TO BOTHA-LENGTHY IV W/NYT REPORTER
BOS JUS AFGHAN MAN LOSES ASYLUM BID
BOS POL SWITZLER TO ANNOUNCE DECISION
CAM SPO WALTON TRIBUTE
SOS ENT YOUTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PROFILED
BOS ENT CIRCUS IS IN TOWN
BOS INTL SOWETO UPRISING MARKED IN BOSTON
BOS STA GUN CONTROL CONTROVERSY
BOS POL SWITZLER TO DECIDE TONIGHT
SB CRI TEEN SHOOTING BY POLICE PROBED
BOS INTL CHERNOBYL DISCUSSED-LOCAL MD IV ? D
COH ENT FILM TO BE SHOT
NYC SPO SOX NEWS
BOS ENT REVIEW NOTED
X



































MAYOR OF AZORES IN REPORT
BLACK KIDS IV 3 BRIEFLY
MEL KING, LOCAL ANC REP.



























































BOS POL SWITZLER IS OUT
BOS IMTL SQWETO MARKED IN BOSTON
BOS CRI HOB BOSS MAY BE RELEASED
SB CRI TEEN SHOOTING PROBED
LYN CITY RESIDENTS PROTEST DOS LAW
BOS STA SUN CONTROL ADVOCATES LOBBY
NYC SPO SOX KIN
BOS SPO CELTS DRAFT
BOS NAT LOCAL REACTION TO SCALIA
BOS SPO BIAS PROFILED
BOS CRI LANDLORD CONVICTED ON BRIBE
BOS POL VOTER REACTION TO SWITZLER
CHR WISC PARADE REMEMBERS BUNKER HUL
BOS SPO DRAFT NEKS
BOS STA VIEWS ON SEABROOK
BOS POL SWITZLER' S DECISION
BOS POL TEACHERS ENDORSE BACHRACH
BOS CRI LANDLORD FOUND GUILTY
BOS CRI RIFLE AND EXPLOSIVES FOUND
MAT ACC TRAIN ACCIDENT KILLS WOMAN
BOS CRI LANDLORD SENTENCED
NYC SPO SOX KIN
BOS SPO BIAS PICKED
BOS SPO LOCAL DRAFTEES
BOS STA BOSTON ED CRITICIZED IN HEARING
BOS STA GOVERNOR WANTS SENTENCE REFORM
BOS STA STATE HOUSE MINORITIES
DOR ACC VICTIM'S BROTHER IV
D
DOR ACC FIRE BURNS HOUSE
BOS CRI TASK FORCE ON DRUGS
BOS CRI FOCUS ON CRACK
BOS MED COMMUNITY SHOW ENDS
NYC SPO SOX WIN
SOS STA BOSTON ED HEARIN6S
BOS STA OFFICIAL DISCUSS SEABROOK
BOS STA OFFICIALS DISCUSS ORUS ARREST
MED CRI KILLER OF CAMBODIAN CONVICTED
BOS NAT REACTION TO REHNQUIST IV W/ TRIAL ATTY
BOS PROP DANCE INSTRUCTOR
BOS OBIT DESESRE3AT0R DIES
SIC ACC NAVY COPTER FORCED DOWN
BOS MISC CHILDREN'S PROTECTION GROUP ANNOUNCED
DOR ACC FIRE BURNS HOUSE
DOR CRI DRU6 ARRESTS ON THE RISE
NYC SPO SOX WIN
BOS ENT KID DANCERS
BOS SPO BIAS DEAD
BOS SPO LOCAL REACTION TO BIAS
BOS SPO HD RESPONSE TO BIAS
MED CRI KILLER OF CAMBODIAN CONVICTED
BOS DTD NEW ARENA DISCUSSED
LOCAL ANC REP SHOWN















X REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK






















DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B H U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/19/36 CH. 2 BOS SPO BIAS DEATH X
06/19/86 CH. 2 MED CRI NAN FOUND GUILTY ON CAMBODIAN DEATH X
06/19/36 CH. 2 BOS SPO BIAS DEATH-IV W/ GLOBE COLUMNIST k MD
06/19/86 CH. 5 BOS SPO BIAS DEATH X
06/19/86 CH. 5 BOS SPO REACTION TO BIAS DEATH X
06/19/86 CH. 5 BOS SPO 50X NEWS
06/20/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO BIAS OEATH X
06/20/86 CH. 4 MAR CRI MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
06/20/86 CH. 4 SOS CRI INQUEST INTO POLICE SHOOTING QUESTIONED X
06/20/86 CH. 4 SOS SPO SHOOTOUT X
06/20/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO SOX NEWS X
06/20/86 CH. 4 B05 SPO HORSE RACE
06/20/86 CH. 4 BOS OBIT SPORTS EDITOR DIES
06/20/36 CH. 4 SOS MD CATARACT RESEARCH
06/20/86 CH. 4 BOS MD INFO ON COCAINE
06/20/36 CH. 4 SOS BUS BOSTON EDISON CRITIQUED
06/20/36 CH. 2 BOS IV MEXICO DEBT-LENGTHY IV W/ JK SALBRAITH
06/20/36 CH. 2 SOS EDU BLACK & WHITE FAILURE RATE IN SCHOOL X X
06/20/86- CH. 2 OC SPO BIAS DEATH X
06/20/36 CH. 2 SOS SPO SHOOTOUT X
06/20/86 CH. 5 SOS SPO BIAS OEATH X
06/20/86 CH. 5 BOS BUS SHAKEUP IN BOSTON EDISON COMPANY
06/20/86 CH. 5 BOS CRI GOV NAMES SPECIAL PROSECUTOR X
06/20/36 CH. 5 MAR CRI MAN PLEADS IN STABBING CASE
06/20/36 CH. 5 BOS SPO SOX FANS
06/20/86 CH. 5 BQS SPO SPECIAL OLYMPICS X
06/20/86 CH. 5 BALT SPO SOX LOSE X
06/20/36 CH. 5 SOS SPO SHOOTOUT X
06/20/86 CH. 5 SOS ENT COMEDY SHOW
06/23/86 HERALD OC OBIT BIAS FUNERAL u
06/23/36 HERALD BOS POL HYATT FUTURE DEBATED
06/23/86 HERALD DOR CRI DRUG SUSPECTS CHARGED
06/23/86 HERALD SON MO SCABIES EPIDEMIC PROBED
06/23/36 HERALD DOR CRI STABBING VICTIM STABILIZED
06/23/86 HERALD LOW MISC BA6SIN6 CONTEST HELD
06/23/36 HERALD NEE MED US-SOVIET SHOW TAPED
06/23/86 HERALD OC SPO 8IAS DEATH PROBED X
06/23/36 HERALD ROX ACC CHILD FALLS 3 STORIES FRON APT. WINDOW X
06/23/86 HERALD MAL CRI GRENADE FOUND X
06/23/86 HERALD BOS GOS TALENT BOOKER CHECKED
06/23/86 HERALD SOS PROE GOURMET RESTAURANTEUR MENTIONED
06/23/86 HERALD BOS BUS PUBLISHER SETS LETTER FRON REAGAN
06/23/36 HERALD BOS REST BAKERY MENTIONED
06/23/86 HERALD COH ENT JAZZ STARS TO APPEAR X
06/23/36 HERALD ASH PROA AUTHOR WRITES NEW BOOK
06/23/36 HERALD DOR CRI GRAD PARTY SHOOTING X
06/23/86 HERALD MAT CRI PARENTS REACT TO SHOOTING X
06/23/36 HERALD SOS CITY FLYNN TO PUSH PRISON REFORN
06/23/36 HERALD SOS CRI FUND FOR FALLEN POLICEMAN STARTED X
06/23/36 HERALD COH ENT TOWNSPEOPLE TRY FDR PART IN MOVIE X
06/23/36 HERALD MAR PROE TRAVEL AGENT SCORES ON JULY 4
06/23/86 HERALD SOS EDU NORTHEASTERN GRADUATES
BIAS, ML CARR
2 ASIAN COMM'TY REPS IV
D
BOTH MEN WHITE
VICTIM, 1 ATTY. BLACK
PLAYERS. COACHES
PLAYER (BAYLOR) IV D
BUS AND HISPS MENTIONED
PLAYERS, COACHES, FANS
PROSECUTOR IS BLACK









PHOTO OF THEIR KIDS SHOWN
ONE IN PHOTO IS BLACK





DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHKARY B M U CONTEXT COMMENTS
04/23/36 HERALD CAN SPO SPECIAL OLYMPICS HELD
06/23/86 HERALD BOS ENT MUSEUM OFFERS CLUB FOR KIDS
06/23/36 HERALD GW ENT MILES DAVIS SHOW REVIEWED
06/23/86 HERALD BOS ENT DANCE SHOW REVIEWED
06/23/86 HERALD BOS ENT BILLY OCEAN SHOW REVIEWED
06/23/86 HERALD BOS ENT ROCK t ROLL SHOW REVIEWED
06/23/86 HERALD STO BUS JET PRINTER SETS CONTRACT
06/23/86 HERALD BOS BUS FREELANCERS DO'S t DONT'S
06/23/86 HERALD 8R0 OBIT JEWISH LEADER DIES
06/23/34 HERALD QUI OBIT TEACHER DIES
06/23/36 HERALD RAN OBIT MOTOR VEHICLE SUPERVISOR DIES
06/23/86 HERALD WEL OBIT MUSIC TEACHER DIES
06/23/86 HERALD SOM OBIT CLOTHING STITCHER DIES
06/23/86 HERALD MIL OBIT STORE CLERK DIES
06/23/86 HERALD CAM OBIT WOMAN DIES
06/23/86 HERALD MAL OBIT MECHANIC DIES
06/23/36 HERALD BRK ACC MURSES AID IN CAR CRASH
06/23/86 HERALD BOS BUS ELECTRICITY BILL FOR BUSINESSES LOWER
06/23/36 HERALD BOS MED TV REVIEWS
06/23/36 HERALD BOS SPO LACROSSE TEAM NAMED (BOYS)
06/23/36 HERALD BOS SPO 60665 MAY NOT RETURN
06/23/36 HERALD BOS SFO PITCHERS HIT SOX
06/23/36 HERALD BOS SPO H.S. SHOOTOUT ENDS
06/23/86 HERALD BOS SPO SHOOTOUT HIGHLIGHTS
06/23/86 HERALD BOS SPO BRUINS NEWS
06/23/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX V. YANKS
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS SPO RECREATION FOR YOUTH
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS MED SATELLITE HOOKUP WITH MOSCOW
06/23/86 GLOBE WEL PROE UPSET TEACHER IN SPOTLIGHT
06/23/36 GLOBE MNS ENT MILES DAVIS SHOW
06/23/86 GLOBE BOS ENT JANIS IAN PREVIEWED
06/23/86 SLOBE CAM ENT UNDERGROUND RAILWAY THEATER PROFILED
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS ENT PLAYS REVIEWED
06/23/86 SLOBE PEA CITY TRAFFIC PROBLEMS
06/23/36 GLOBE DOR CRI SHOOTING KILLS MAN
06/23/36 GLOBE MAL CRI POLICE EXPLODE GRENADE
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS INTL ASUINO INVITED TO BOSTON
06/23/86 SLOBE BOS SPO SOCCER AHONS CITY KIDS
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS SPO DORCHESTER SPORTS LEAGUE PROFILED
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS CITY FLYNN WANTS JAIL TAKEOVER
06/23/86 GLOBE FOX ENT IRISH FESTIVAL
06/23/86 GLOBE HP CITY POOL REOPENS
06/23/36 GLOBE SOS EDU NORTHEASTERN GRADUATES
06/23/36 GLOBE DOR CRI STABBIN6S OCCUR
06/23/36 GLOBE EB CRI POLICEMAN INJURED IN CAR THEFT CASE
06/23/86 SLOBE BOS MED TV REVIEWS
06/23/86 SLOBE BOS SPO SOX LOSE
06/23/86 SLOBE BQS SPO SOX LOSE
06/23/36 SLOBE BOS SPO SOX NOTES
06/23/36 SLOBE BOS SPO LONG DISTANCE RUNNERS
06/23/36 GLOBE CAM SPO CYCLISTS PASS THROUGH TOWN
06/23/86 GLOBE BOS 3PQ SPORT NEWS

























DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B H U COMTEXT COMMENTS
06/23/36 GLOBE CAN SCI
06/23/86 GLOBE BRA OBIT
06/23/86 GLOBE BRO OBIT
06/23/36 GLOBE LEX OBIT
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS FIN
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS BUS
06/23/36 GLOBE BOS PROE
06/24/36 GLOBE DOR EDU
06/24/36 GLOBE 305 POL
06/24/86 GLOBE DC BUS
06/24/36 GLOBE DC NAT
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS STA
06/24/36 GLOBE SON CRI
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/24/36 GLOBE BRK PROE
06/24/36 GLOBE CHR HOU
06/24/36 GLOBE B05 EDU
06/24/36 GLOBE M CRI
06/24/36 GLOBE RQX CRI
06/24/86 GLOBE DOR CRI
06/24/86 GLOBE SGM BUS
06/24/36 GLOBE BOS STA
06/24/86 GLOBE SOS DTD
06/24/36 6L0BE SOS STA
06/24/36 GLOBE CAM OBIT
06/24/36 GLOBE HAV OBIT
06/24/36 GLOBE MRS OBIT
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS CRI
06/24/36 GLOBE SOS SCI
06/24/36 GLOBE BRK BUS
06/24/86 GLOBE CAM BUS
06/24/86 GLOBE CAN BUS
06/24/36 6L0BE NEW SOC
06/24/36 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/24/86 GLOBE KNS ENT
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS ENT
06/24/36 GLOBE BOS CITY
06/24/86 GLOBE DOR CRI
06/24/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/24/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/24/86 GLOBE BGS SPO
06/24/86 GLOBE SOS MED
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/24/86 GLOBE SOS SPO
06/24/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS NED
06/24/36 GLOBE DOR CRI
06/24/86 GLOBE SOS POL
06/24/36 GLOBE WES OBIT
06/24/86 GLOBE BOX OBIT






TAX REVISION AND BUSINESSES
LAWYERS SET DAY CARE
SPORTS FACILITIES DETERIORATING
DEMOCRATS CHARGE FORGERY
BOSTON LAW FIRH SUCCEEDS
MISC. POLITICAL NEWS
GOV WILL ASK FOR MONEY
DECISION DELAYED IN POLICE CHEATING
LAWYER IS CONVICTED
HISTORY TEACHER WINS AWARD
NEW HOMES BUILT
SCHOOL BUS DRIVES SIGN PACT
MAN MHO KILLED SIRLFRIEND SENT TO JURY
MAN HELD IN BAT SLAYIN6S
STORE OWNER FIRES AT ROBBER
LOCAL CGHPANY TO LIGHT LIBERTY-
GOV THINKING ON 3EABR0OK
WGRLD TRADE CENTER OPENS





COMPUTER MUSEUM SEEKS DONORS
MAN NAMED SHOE CO. PRES.
SHOW CO. REJECTS OFFER












H.S. SPORTS IN REVIEW
ALL-SCHOLASTIC HS PLAYERS HONORED
HORSE RACING NEWS
TV PREVIEWS




















4 OF 6 ILL. ARE BLK ATHL.





DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 8 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/24/86 GLOBE CHL OBIT
06/24/86 GLOBE BRO OBIT
06/24/86 SL03E HAL CRI
06/24/86 GLOBE BOS STA
06/24/86 HERALD DC POL
06/24/86 HERALD HAL CRI
06/24/86 HERALD BOS CITY
06/24/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/24/86 HERALD BOS POL
06/24/86 HERALD BOS EMT
06/24/86 HERALD ME GOS
06/24/86 HERALD BOS GOS
06/24/86 HERALD ROX CRI
06/24/86 HERALD BOS CITY
06/24/36 HERALD BOS POL
06/24/86 HERALD HAL CRI
06/24/36 HERALD UAL CRI
06/24/86 HERALD MR CRI
06/24/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/24/36 HERALD MNS EMT
06/24/86 HERALD BOS ART
06/24/36 HERALD BOS STA
06/24/36 HERALD BGS BUS
06/24/36 HERALD BOS BUS
06/24/36 HERALD CAM BUS
06/24/86 HERALD CAM BUS
06/24/36 HERALD CAM BUS
06/24/86 HERALD BOS PROE
06/24/86 HERALD COH BUS
06/24/36 HERALD BRK FIN
06/24/86 HERALD BOS MED
06/24/36 HERALD BOX OBIT
06/24/36 HERALD BUR OBIT
06/24/36 HERALD LYN OBIT
06/24/36 HERALD PEA OBIT
06/24/86 HERALD BRA OBIT
06/24/86 HERALD BED OBIT
06/24/36 HERALD CAM OBIT
06/24/86 HERALD CAM OBIT
06/24/86 HERALD PEM CRI
06/24/86 HERALD BOS EDU
06/24/36 HERALD BOS 3P0
06/24/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/24/36 HERALD BOS SPQ
06/24/86 HERALD BOS PROA
06/24/36 HERALD BOS PROA
06/24/36 HERALD BOS MED
06/24/36 HERALD BOS SPO
06/24/36 HERALD SOS PROA
06/24/86 HERALD BOS SPO
06/25/86 GLOBE PLY ENV
06/25/86 GLOBE BOS STA
COUNSELOR DIES
ATTORNEY DIES
TEACHERS TESTIFY IN SEX ABUSE TRIAL
HOUSE OK'S PAYROLL
Q'NEIL REBUFFS REAGAN
OFFICIALS LOOK FOR GRENADE PLANTER
PARKING PLACES SOUGHT
'
SWITZLER RETURNS TO HOUSE
DEMOCRATS CHARGE GOP CHEATED
RAITT SHOW REVIEWED
RESTAURANT SETS CALL FROM SERERIMAN
SWITZLER DILEMMA
MOTHER BEATEN TO DEATH
FLYNN SNUBS KENNEDY
SHERIFF'S CANDIDATE DEBATE
TEACHERS TESTIFY AT SEX ABUSE TRIAL
TRIAL OVER APARTHEID
MAN MHO BURIED WOMAN CAN BE TRIED
TOURISM BOOM EXPECTED
STEPHEN STILLS CONCERT
JAPANESE DANCE SHOW REVIEWED
UTILITIES DEAL WITH SEABROOK
COMMERCE* SECRETARY SPEAKS
VARIOUS BUSINESS DEALS
SHOE COMPANY IN DEAL
COMPUTER FIRM GOES PUBLIC
COMPUTER FIRM GETS DEAL
FINANCIAL ADVISOR IV'D
COMPANY MILL BUILD PLANT
BANK HILL CONVERT STORE
TV REVIEWS
















MARATHON LIABILITY THREATENS RACE
AUERBACH'S BOOK ON DRUGS
OFFICIALS DE3ATE HS HOCKEY
CANCER RATES ARE HIGH


















































































GLOBE DC HOU COLUMBIA PT PROJECT MOVES AHEAD X
GLOBE PAR SCI RESEARCHER DISCUSSES AIDS X
GLOBE CHL CITY AID BILL IS STALLED X
GLOBE BOS POL GOP READIES CANDIDATE DRAFT X
GLOBE SB CRI MURDER CHARGES DISMISSED X
GLOBE BOS CITY POLICE SUPERINTENDENT DOESN'T GET PAY X
GLOBE SB CRI STEROID SELLER ARRESTED ON DRUG CHARGES X
GLOBE DOR ACC BOY FALLS 3 STORIES X
GLOBE CHL CITY RESIDENTS DISCUSS CITY MONEY PROBLEMS X
GLOBE CHL CITY CITY ORDERED TO PAY TEACHERS X
GLOBE HP HOU DEVELOPER DROPS CONDO PLAN X
GLOBE 5E BUS AGENCY HELPS BUSINESS SET FURNITURE X
GLOBE BOS BUS BLUE CROSS LAUNCHES ALCQHULISM PROGRAM X
GLOBE SE CITY RESIDENTS ANGERED OVER JAIL AND TRASH ' X
GLOBE CHR ACC MAN FALLS TO HIS DEATH X
GLOBE BOS CRI MAN FOUND DEAD X
GLOBE BOS PROE BOSTON CATERER THRIVES X
GLOBE BOS BUS ORGANIC FOOD ARRIVES X
GLOBE BOS PROE FOCUS ON EEO COUNSELOR X
GLOBE BOS PROC FOSTER GRANDPARENT AWARDS X
GLOBE BOS STA GOV SETS RULES FOR TEACHERS
GLOBE BOS MD BOY FLOWN BACK TO ITALY AFTER SURGERY
GLOBE BOS STA CHILD-SUPPORT BILL PROPOSED
GLOBE BOS STA EYE-CARE PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
GLOBE BOS ENT MINELLI SHOW REVIEWED
GLOBE CAM ENT BASEBALL PLAY REVIEWED
GLOBE NNS ENT PALMER SHOW REVIEWED
GLOBE BOS ENT ROCK SHOW REVIEWED
GLOBE BOS ENT POPS SHOW REVIEWED
GLOBE BOS ENT COUNTRY SHOW REVIEWED
GLOBE HAL CRI BLDG. INSPECTOR PLEADS GUILTY
GLOBE WEY CRI MEN ACCUSED OF RAPING BOYS
GLOBE BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
GLOBE BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
GLOBE MOM SPO BRUINS PLAYER GET AWARD
GLOBE BOS SPO BLEACHER CROWD AT FENWAY
GLOBE BOS SPO SOX NOTES • X
GLOBE JP OBIT NEWSPAPER WOMAN DIES X
GLOBE RKL OBIT STORE EMPLOYEE DIES X
GLOBE BOS MED TV REVIEWS X
GLOBE 3QM CRI WOMAN MUST TESTIFY IN POLICE TRIAL X
GLOBE MAT CRI MAN CONVICTED IN FUNERAL HOME THEFTS X
GLOBE NOR BUS COMPUTER PLANT WILL CLOSE X
GLOBE BOS BUS INVESTORS BUY LAND - X
GLOBE WEST BUS COMPUTER FIRM BUYS INTEREST X
GLOBE WOB OBIT DRIVER DIES X
HERALD BOS SPO MCHALE WANTS DRUG TEST X
HERALD BOS STA GOV WANTS TO CUT OFF WESTFIELD MONEY X
HERALD CAN CRI SCHOOL BD MEMBERS ACCUSED OF DRUG DIST. X
HERALD MAT CRI ARHED ROBBER SENTENCED X
HERALD BOS BUS CVS BANS PORNO X
HERALD BOS CRI POLICE LOOK FOR KILLER OF SAGGED MAN X
BLK CHILD, POLICE OFFICER





DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE 5UHNARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/26/86 HERALD BOS STA GOV HONORS VETS
06/26/86 HERALD DC DTD TUNNEL BILL QK
?
D
06/26/86 HERALD BOS WISC CATS UP FOR ADOPTION
06/26/86 HERALD BOS FIN PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT CRITICIZES TAX BILL
06/26/36 HERALD PLY STA PILGRIM CHIEFS GRILLED
06/26/86 HERALD BOS EDU WILSON SETS RAISE
06/26/86 HERALD BOS EDU LAWYERS WERE HIRED WRONGLY
06/26/36 HERALD BOS BUS CHANNEL 7 STRIKE
06/26/36 HERALD BOS SOC PARTY TO CELEBRATE ABC BUYING CH. 5
06/26/86 HERALD BOS POL GOP TREASURER HAS TOUGH ADS
06/26/36 HERALD BOS REST CHEF LEAVES RESTAURANT
06/26/86 HERALD SOS BUS BRUIN HAKES PIZZA FOR A LIVING
06/26/36 HERALD BOS BOS KID WINS ART AWARD IN ITALY
06/26/36 HERALD BOS CITY BUDGET PASSED
06/26/86 HERALD BOS POL ROOSEVELT BUYS DEBATE TIME
06/26/86 HERALD ROX CRI POLICE NAB 32 DRUG DEALERS
06/26/86 HERALD BOS EDU STUDENT REACTION TO BIAS
06/26/86 HERALD BOS CRI BIAS DEATH AND LOCAL DRUG USE
06/26/86 HERALD COH ENT FILHERS SEEK EXTRAS
06/26/86 HERALD HAL CRI SEX ABUSE TRIAL NEWS
06/26/86 HERALD BOS CITY CITY COUNCIL TALKS AIDS
06/26/86 HERALD BOS CITY CITY COUNCIL WANTS NEW ARENA
06/26/86 HERALD BOS CRI POLICE OFFICER TOOK HONEY ILLEGALLY
06/26/36 HERALD BOS POL SOP CANDIDATE SPEAKS
06/26/36 HERALD JP CRI MAN KILLED BY GUNMAN
06/26/86 HERALD BOS STA SURCHARGE BILL WELCOMED
06/26/86 HERALD JP HOU FRATS GET HOUSING LICENSE DENIED
06/26/86 HERALD BOS CRI MAN CHARGED IN RAPE/PHOTO SCAH
06/26/36 HERALD DC INTL KERRY WANTS CONTRAS INVESTIGATED
06/26/86 HERALD MIL PROI SLAIN SOP'S WIFE CARRIES ON HIS WORK
06/26/86 HERALD SH ENT COSBY SHOW PREVIEWED
06/26/36 HERALD CAH PROA POPS CONDUCTOR IV
D
06/26/86 HERALD NHS ENT FUSION SHOW REVIEWED
06/26/86 HERALD HNS ENT ROBERT PALMER SHOW REVIEWED
06/26/36 HERALD BOS ART ARTIST DON'T HAVE GOOD WORK SPACE
06/26/86 HERALD HNS ENT JACKSON BROWNE SHOW REVIEWED
06/26/86 HERALD BOS STA GOV SPEAKS ABOUT SEABRQOK
06/26/86 HERALD BOS FIN BANK GROUPS MERGE
06/26/36 HERALD BOS FIN BANK OF NEW ENGLAND LINKS ATMS
06/26/86 HERALD BOS BUS COMPUTER COMPANY REVENUES INCREASE
06/26/36 HERALD HOP BUS BIOMEDICAL COMPANY ANNOUNCES NEWS
((6/26/86 HERALD CAH BUS NEWS FROM LOTUS CO.
06/26/36 HERALD MET BUS SOFTWARE FIRH LOSES MONEY
06/26/86 HERALD BOS BUS COMPUTER FIRM TRIES TO GO PUBLIC
06/26/36 HERALD BRO OBIT WOMAN DIES
06/26/86 HERALD HBO OBIT JUDGE DIES
06/26/36 HERALD HOB OBIT WORKER DIES
06/26/36 HERALD CON OBIT WOMAN DIES
06/26/36 HERALD EVE OBIT MAN DIES
06/26/36 HERALD ROCK OBIT HOSPITAL DIRECTOR DIES
06/26/86 HERALD CAH OBIT SECRETARY DIES































































































































































































PUBLIC SCHOOLS TOURNEY DISCUSSED
MARATHON DEAL SI5NED
PATRIOTS NEKS
INPSECTOR ADMITS TO EXTORTION
BACK BAY MAN FOUND STRANGLED
JUDGE KILL DECIDE FOSTER CARE CASE
BILL KILL BAR AIDS SCREENING
BILL TO FREEZE INSURANCE
SOP KANTS HYATT OUT
BOY SET TUMOR REMOVED
TAXI DRIVER SHOT IN HOLDUP
KEVIN KHITE BUYS BOAT
TYCOON'S FRIEND CATCHES BIS FISH
HARVARD COACH KILL MARRY
RAGS TO RICHES AWARDS GIVEN
PILGRIM PLANT STAYS SHUT DOWN
PARENTS OF GIRL KANT PHOTOS BACK
EX JUDGE PROMISES TOUGH PROBE
TESTIMONY IN SEX ABUSE CASE
HEADMASTER SET FAILING GRADES
TEACHERS UNION MAY SET HONEY
BOSTON SHIP KILL SAIL TO NEK YORK
HOSPITAL FACILITY PLAN PROGRESSES
GOV BANS TEACHER RESIDENCY RULE
SCHOOL BOARD MAY RAISE WILSON'S PAY
POLICE OFFICIAL TOOK MONEY WRONGLY
BLUE CROSS ANNOUNCES ALCOHOLISM PLAN
BILLY MARTIN TEACHES B-BALL CLINIC
LIZA MINNELLI SHOK REVIEWED
5TR SHOK REVIEWED
TONY BENNETT SHOW REVIEWED
FIRM ACCUSED OF STEALING PROPOSAL
LOCAL BIOTECH FIRMS REACT TO GUIDELINES
COMPUTER COMPANY BUYS FIRM
COMPUTER FIRM WILL BUILD PLANT








AUERBACH WANTS DRUG TESTS
FOCUS ON JOHN HANNAH
HANNAH WILL RETIRE



























DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/25/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX HAVE NEW STARTER X
06/25/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX NOTES X 1:'LAYERS
06/25/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
06/25/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
06/26/86 SLOBE DC JUS INDIANS ON CAPE DENIED RECOGNITION X
06/26/86 GLOBE BOS CITY ABANDONED CARS SCRAPPED X
06/26/86 SLOBE BOS PROE FOCUS ON PILECKI'S LAWYER X
06/26/86 SLOBE BOS POL GOP DISTANCES SELF FROM HYATT X
06/26/36 SLDBE BOS STA SOV TALKS ABOUT SEABROOK X
06/26/86 SLOBE STU CRI SCHOOL BD MEMBER ARRESTED FOR DRUG SALE . X
06/26/86 SLOBE RQX CRI 27 ARRESTED IN HEROIN BUST X
06/26/86 SLOBE COH CRI RESIDENT BANISHED FOR STEAL INS X
06/26/36 SLOBE DOR CRI FEAR OF CRIME AFTER RECENT SHOOTING X
06/26/36 SLOBE JP HQU FRAT WILL LEAVE X
06/26/36 SLOBE SB CRI INQUEST INTO POLICE 3H00TIN6 DELAYED X
06/26/86 SLOBE BEV CRI SHOOTING CONVICTION UPHELD X
06/26/86 SLOBE HAL CRI MAN FOUND STABBED X
06/26/86 SLOBE BOS STA STATE WORKS RADIO SERVICE FOR BLIND X
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS STA STATE HOMEMAKERS SET RAISE X
06/26/36 SLOBE CAM POL KENNEDY REJECTS DEBATE CHALLENGE X
06726/36 SLOBE DOR CRI MAN SENTENCED IN ROBBERIES X
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS CITY COUNCIL APPROVES BUDGET X
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS STA BOARD WANTS MORE MINORITIES HIRED X
06/26/36 SLOBE COR FIN HOHE BUYING HURT BY TAX BILL X VIETNAMESE MAI
06/26786 SLOBE BOS FIN DETERMINING BROKERAGE NEEDS X
06/26/36 SLOBE LOH BUS WANG BREAKS EVEN X
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS BUS CH. 66 IS UP FOR SALE X
06/26/36 SLOBE LEX BUS RAYTHEON PREVENTS TAKEOVER X
06/26/36 SLOBE CAH BUS INTERLEAF SHARES PRICED X
06/26/86 SLOBE CAH BUS LOTUS MAKES ACQUISITION i
06/26/86 SLOBE BRO STA STATE TO RENOVATE PARKS X
06/26/86 SLOBE BOS HED TV REVIEWSS X NOTHING BLACK
06/26/36 SLOBE MAR OBIT JUDSE DIES X
06/26/36 SLOBE NEW OBIT CLOTHING FIRH HANA6ER DIES X
06/26/86 SLOBE QUI OBIT BUSINESSWOMAN DIES X
06/26/86 SLOBE CAH OBIT HISTORY PROFESSOR DIES . i
06/26/86 SLOBE DOR OBIT LAWYER DIES X
06/26/86 SLOBE LEX OBIT ACTIVE CLUB MEMBER DIES X
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS STA MBTA PLANS FOR STRIKE X
06/26/86 SLOBE CAH OBIT PLANNING PROFESSOR DIES X
06/26/36 SLOBE SOS SPO SOX WIN X PLAYERS
06/26/86 SLOBE BOS SPO SOX MUSINGS X PLAYERS
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS PROA FOCUS ON SOX PITCHER X
06/26/86 SLOBE BOS SPO SOX NOTES X QUI NONES
06/26/36 SLOBE 3RK SPO HS STAR CHOSES MICHIGAN X
06/26/36 6LGBE BOS SPO HOCKEY TOURNEY PROPOSED X
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS STA BUDGET DEBATED X
-
06/26/36 SLOBE BOS EDU WILSON SETS RAISE X
06/26/36 SLQBE BOS DTD OFF RAHP DISPUTED X
06/26/86 SLQBE HP CRI 3 YEAR OLD RAPED BY POLICE CHIEF X
06/26/86 SLOBE JP CRI MAN DIES OF 6UNSK0T WOUNDS X





HATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/26/86 SLOSE BOS STA TOUSH DRUNK DR IV INS BILL BACKED X
04/26/96 GLOBE 80S. POP CAB DRIVERS ARE CHIC NGN X
06/26/36 SL03E BOS ENT DANCE CO. REVIEW X
06/26/96 GLOBE HNS ENT JACKSON BROWNE 3H0N X
06/26/86 GLOBE BOS ENT DANCE CO. TO PERFORM IN NEW YORK X
06/26/86 GLOBE BOS ENT JAZZ SHOW REVIEWED X
06/26/86 GLOBE BOS ART PAINTER MAKES DEBUT X
06/23/86 CH. 4 BOS SCI LOCAL COMMENTS ON AIDS DISCOVERY X
06/23/86 CH. 4 BOS POL WATT NAME FORGERY CASE X
06/' 23/86 CH. 4 BOS POL SWITZLER SPEAKS X
06/23/86 CH. 4 BOS DTD WORLD TRADE CENTER OPENS i REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK
06/23/86 CH. 4 BOS HOU SURPLUS HONEY MAY SO FOR HOUSING V*
06/23/36 CH. 4 DOR HOU COLUHBIA POINT PROJECT DEBATED X
06/23/36 CH. 4 SOS SPO SOX SAME IV WITH BARRETT X
06/23/36 CH. 4 DOR CRI DRUG BUST FOR 'CRACK* X
06/23/86 CH.2 80S DTD WORLD TRADE CENTER OPENS X
06/'23/ 36 CH.2 CAN BUS PHARMACUTICAL CO. OPENS NEW OFFICE X REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK
06/73/36 CH.2 B05 POL SWITZLER RETURNS TO CAPITOL X
06/23/86 CH. 5 BGS DTD WORLD TRADE CENTER OPENS X
06/23/86 CH. 5 BOS POL HYATT SIGNATURES PROBED X
06/23/36 CH. 5 BOS POL SWITZLER RETURNS X
06/23/86 CH. 5 BOS POL SHERIFF CANDIDATES DEBATE X GEDR6ETTE WATSON
06/23/86 CH. 5 BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
06/23/36 CH. 5 BOS 50C CH. 5 GALA X
06/24/86 CH. 4 BOS HD LOCAL MEDICAL REACTION TO BIAS DEATH X
-06/24/86 CH. 4 OC NAT KENNEDY'S REACTION TO TAX BILL X
06/24/86 CH. 4 BOS POL HYATT SIGNATURE SCANDAL
u
*
06/24/36 CH. 4 BOS STA GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES WITNESS PROGRAM X
06/24/36 CH. 4 BOS SPQ BILLY MARTIN DOES CLINIC X
06/24/86 CH. 4 BRO SPO SOX LOSE X
06/24/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO HANNAH MAY RETIRE X
06/24/36 CH, 4 CAN SPQ FORMER BRUINS HONORED X
06/24/36 CH. 4 ROX ACC CHILD FALLS FROM WINDOW IN HONE X
06/24/86 CH. 4 WEL JUS MAN WANTS GUN AS AN INVESTMENT X
06/24/86 CH. 2 BOS POL HYATT SIGNATURES CHALLENGED X
06/24/86 CH. 2 DOR RI SHOOTING DISCUSSED X RE3DNTS, COMM. ACTIVISTS
06/24/36 CH. 2 DC HOU COLUMBIA POINT PROJECT ARGUED X
06/24/86 CH. 2 DC NAT Q'NEIL BLASTS REAGAN X
06/24/86 CH. 5 PLY ENV CANCER STUDY X
06/24/36 CH. 5 SCI EHV STUDY WANTED X
06/24/86 CH. 5 DC NAT KENNEDY COMMENT ON TAX BILL X
06/24/36 CH. 5 DC NAT O'NEIL ON REAGAN X
06/24/36 CH. 5 BOS SPO SOX SAME X
06/25/86 CH. 4 BOS POL GOV WANTS NUKE TEST POSTPONED X
06/75/86 CH. 4 OC INTL C0N6RESSI0NAL REACTION TO CONTRAS X
06/25/86 CH. 4 BOS DTD COUNCIL WANTS NEW ARENA X REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK
06/25/86 CH. 4 STU CRI 3CH. BD. MEMBER ARRESTED ON DRUG CHAR6E X
06/25/36 Cti. 4 PLY ENV HEALTH RISKS OF NUKE PLANT X
06/25/36 CH. 4 BQS POL HYATT PETITION NEWS X
06/75/36 CH. 4 DC HOU COLUMBIA PT PROJECT NOTE X
06/25/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO HANNAH MAY RETIRE X





DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 6 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/25/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO
06/25/36 CH. 4 BOS STA
06/25/86 CH. 4 BOS MISC
06/25/36 CH. 2 BOS STA
06/25/36 CH. 2 BOS POL
06/25/86 CH. 2 BOS JUS
06/25/36 CH. 2 BOS STA
06/25/86 CH 5 DC NAT
06/25/86 CH 5 DUX ENV
06/25/86 CH 5 BOS STA
06/25/36 CH 5 STU CRI
06/25/36 CH 5 BOS EDU
06/25/36 CH 5 BOS POL
06/25/36 CH 5 HNS EMT
06/25/86 CH 5 SOS SPO
06/25/36 CH 5 BOS SPO
06/26/36 CH.4 BOS POL
06/26/86 CH.4 PLY ENV
06/26/36 CH.4 BOS STA
06/26/36 CH.4 REV CRI
06/26/36 CH.4 BOS CRI
06/26/36 CH.4 HAL CRI
06/26/36 CH.4 STU CRI
06/26/36 CH.4 MED CRI
06/26/86 CH.4 BOS JUS
06/26/36 CH.4 BOS SPO
06/26/36 CH.4 SOS SPO
06/26/36 CH.4 CAM POL
06/26/36 CH.4 BOS CITY-
06/26/36 CH.5 BOS POL
06/26/36 CH.5 BOS STA
06/ -6/ 36 CH.5 BGS ENV
06/26/86 CH.5 BOS NAT
06/26/36 CH.5 MAL CRI
06/26/86 CH.5 BOS JUS
06/26/36 CH.5 BOS PROI
06/26/36 CH.5 BOS SPO
06/26/36 CH.5 BOS SPO
06/27/86 GLOBE BOS STA
06/27/36 SLOBE SOS POL
06/27/86 SLOBE 30S STA
06/27/86 SLOBE BOS JUS
06/27/86 GLOBE DOR HOU
06/27/86 GLOBE MAL CRI
06/27/86 SLOBE REV CRI
06/27/86 SLOBE CAM DTD
06/27/86 SLOBE HUD JUS
06/27/36 GLOBE BOS STA
06/27/36 GLOBE BOS PROA
06/27/36 GLOBE BRO BUS
06/27/36 GLOBE SON BUS
06/27/36 SLOBE CAM ART
SOX GAME
SAFE ROADS ACT PUSHED
WEDNESDAY'S CHILD X
SOV URGES DELAY OF NUKE TEST LENGTHY IV
HYATT SIGNATURES
TOWN NOT LIABLE FOR DEATH
DRUNK' DRIVING BILL MOVES FORWARD X
HARKEY REACTION TO CONTRA AID
MEET INS ON NUKE PLANT X
GOV RAPS SEABROGK
PHARMACIST ARRESTED FOR DRUG SALES
WILSON MAY GET RAISE X
HYATT NEWS
JACKSON BROWNE SHOW REVIEWED
SOX WIN X
AUERBACH ON BIAS X
HYATT'S SIGNATURES
OFFICIAL CHARGES DESIGN FLAWS AT PILGRIM
BOSTON EDISON CRITICIZED
FBI: HAN TRIED TO INFLUENCE PEDDLE
TERRORISTS ARRAISNED
SEX ABUSE TRIAL CONTINUES X
SCHOOL COMMITTEE MAN ARREST
CAMBODIAN HAN'S KILLER BEGINS TERM . X
JUDGE: POOR AND HOMELESS ARE UNDERPAID
SOX GAME i
SEAVER RUHOR
GALLAGHER DROPS OUT OF RACE
WATER AND SEWER RATES ON THE RISE
SOP SEEKS CANDIDATES X
BOSTON EDISON DOESN'T GET RATE HIKES
SCIENTIST WARNS OF NUKE DESIGN FLAWS
GROUP PROTESTS CONTRA AID
DAY CARE TESTIMONY
RULING GIVES POOR MORE AID




BOSTON ED RAPPED BY UTILITY DEFT. X
HYATT SAYS HE 'S STILL RUNNING X
GOV WAS TOLD ABOUT PILECKI X
JUDGE ORDER WELFARE INCREASE X
COLUMBIA PT. PLAN (REACTION TO) X
SEX ABUSE CASE NEWS X
FBI ARREST ASSESOR X
DEVELOPER UNDER FIRE FOR PLAN X
TOWN NOT LIABLE FOR DRUNK DRIVING DEATHS X
TRAINS WILL SERVICE CAPE AND NEW YORK X






THEATER DOING WELL X
THEATER- COMPANY IN PARIS X
KIDS BLK, REPORTER WHITE
REPORTER ONLY IS SLACK
REPORTER ONLY- IS BLACK
PLAYERS








OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B M U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/27/86 SLDBE BOS EMT SYNTH-ROCK SHOW REVIEWED
06/27/36 GLOBE BOS ENT WBCN RUMBLE
06/27/36 SLQBE BOS STA AREA ENERSY NEEDS OK
06/27/36 SLDBE BOS BUS 6CA CORP. SUSPENDED
06/27/36 SLOBE BOS BUS GROWTH STRONG IN STATE
06/27/36 SLOBE WKF BUS ELECTRONICS FIRM TO CLOSE
06/27/36 SLQBE CAN BUS INTERLEAF OFFERINS SELLS
06/27/36 SLOBE CON BUS GEN RAO SALES DOWN
06/27/86 GLOBE WOB BUS SUIT AGAINST COMPANY DISMISSED
06/27/36 GLOBE CAM BUS UTILITY COMPANY DECLARES DIVIDENDS
06/27/36 GLOBE BOS KOU CO-OPS ON THE RISE
06/27/36 GLOBE DOR JUS MAN DISABLED IN ACCIDENT WINS AWARD
06/27/36 SLOBE BOS STA PENSION REORGANIZATION DEBATED
06/27/36 GLOBE COH ENT MOVIE MAKERS WANT EXTRAS
06/27/36 SLOBE MAT CRI POLICE SEEK MAN FOR ASSAULT ON GIRL
06/27/36 SLOBE BOS EDU MAYOR'S AIDE CRITICIZED SCHOOLS
06/27/36 SLOBE BOS EDU SCHOOL LAWYER POLICY QUESTIONED
06/27/86 SLOBE BOS SPO STADIUMS TO BE SOLD
06/27/36 GLOBE BOS CRI PATRIOTS PLAYER ACCUSED OF ASSAULT
06/27/86 GLOBE BOS SPO AIHSE SUPPORTS MCHALE
06/27/86 GLOBE BALT SPO SOX NEWS
06/27786 SLOBE BOS PROA FOCUS ON CLEMENS
06/27/86 GLOBE CAB POL GALLAGHER DROPS OUT OF RACE
06/27/86 SLOBE STU CRI OFFICIAL PLEADS INNOCENT TO DRU6 CHARGE
06/27/86 GLOBE BOS CRI TWO PLEAD INNOCENT ON COURT BOMBING
06/27/86 GLOBE MED CRI MAN SENTENCED IN CAMBODIAN KILLING
06/27/36 GLOBE ROS OBIT STATE SUPERVISOR DIES
06/27/86 SLOBE NEM OBIT INVESTOR DIES
06/27/86 GLOBE WCR OBIT BUILDING CONTRACTOR DIES
06/27/36 GLOBE CAM OBIT FEDERAL EMPLOYEE DIES
06/27/86 SLQBE WAT OBIT CANDYMAKER DIES
06/27/86 SLOBE BRO OBIT INVESTOR DIES
06/27/86 SLOBE ARL OBIT LAWYER DIES
06/27/86 SLQBE BOS JUS POLICE OFFICER PAY QUESTIONED
06/27/86 GLOBE BOS BUS MEDICAL FACILITIES GET GRANTS
06/27/86 SLOBE BOS POL LEGISLATORS DEBATE BUDGET
06/27/86 SLOBE BOS PQL COTRA VOTE PROTESTED
06/27/36 SLQBE NEE CRI MAN CONVICTED FOR DRUNK DRIVING
06/27/36 SLQBE WR CRI MAN DIES IN CAR COLLISION
06/27/86 SLQBE BOS CITY MBTA ADDS VANS
06727/86 HERALD BOS STA BOSTON ED CRITICIZED
06/27/86 HERALD CAM POL GALLAGHER DROP OUT
06/27/86 HERALD DC EDU NORTHEASTERN GETS MONEY
06/27/86 HERALD BOS MISC CATS FIND HME
06/27/86 HERALD BOS POL HYATT CONSIDERS WITHDRAWING
06/27/86 HERALD HEW MISC BARNEY FRANK SAINS WEIGHT
06/27/86 HERALD BOS ENT LIVE AID RAPPED
06/27/36 HERALD BOS STA NUKE PLANT CRITICIZED
06/27/36 HERALD PLY HOU NUKE PLANT NEIGHBORS SELL HOUSES
06/27/86 HERALD BOS JUS COURT RAISES WELFARE MONEY
06/27/86 HERALD DC 603 ANOTHER KENNEDY WEDDING
















DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHKARV 3 M U CCMTEXT COMMENTS
06/27/86 HERALD SOS 80S DANCE INSTRUCTOR VACATES X
06/27/86 HERALD BRO MED TV SYMDICATOR PRODUCES SHOW X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS MED ARBITRQN RATINGS RELEASED X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS BUS WOMAN SELECTED GREAT ENTREPEMEUR X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS PROA LIBERTY DESIGNER DID BOSTON WORK X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS IV PEDPLE ASKED VIEWS ON LIBERTY i
06/27/86 HERALD MED CRI MAN CONVICTED IN CAMBODIAN'S DEATH X
06/27/86 HERALD SE HOU OLDER RESIDENTS WANT LIGHTER TAXES X
06/27/86 HERALD CAN HOU CAMBRIDGE SUES OVER RENT CONTROL X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS EDU CITY COUNCIL MULLS WILSON'S PAY X WILSON MENTIONED
06/27/36 HERALD BOS EDU TEACHERS WANTS RESIDENCY RULE X
06/27/36 HERALD BOS EDU PARENT REVEALS CONFIDENTIAL FILE X
06/27/36 HERALD MAL CRI MAM TESTIFIES IK SEX ABUSE CASE X
06/27/36 HERALD BOS CRI BOSTON POLICE MAY HAVE TAKEN MONEY X
06/27/36 HERALD E3X CRI MAN ARRESTED FOR CRUELTY TO ANIMALS X
06/27/36 HERALD CAH EMT BASEBALL PLAY REVIEWED X BLACK CHARACTERS
06/27/86 HERALD BOS ENT JAZZ BANDS TO COME X t
06/27/36 HERALD BOS EMT JAZZ SYNTH SHOW REVIEWED X
06/27/36 HERALD 30S ART PAINTINGS ON SHOW X
06/27/36 HERALD BOS EMT RAGS REVIEWED X
06/27/36 HERALD BOS ENT WBCN RUMBLE REVIEWED X
06/27/36 HERALD BOS ENT 60' S BANDS FOCUSED ON X
06727/86 HERALD ME REST RESTAURANT REVIEWED X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS MED TV- REVIEWS X BRYANT SUMBEL
06/27/86 HERALD ARL OBIT TELEPHONE CO. WORKER DIES X
06/27/36 HERALD ROS OBIT STATE SUPERVISOR DIES X
06/27/36 HERALD QUI OBIT BUSINESS WOMAN OIES X
06/27/86 HERALD MED OBIT WOMAN DIES X
06/27/36 HERALD HAL OBIT MANUFACTURING CO. EXEC DIES X
06/27/86 HERALD wat OBIT CANDY MAKER DIES X
06/27/86 HERALD MEW OBIT SECURITIES VP DIES X
06/27/86 HERALD COM OBIT CLERK DIES i
06/27/36 HERALD 3T0 OBIT ENGINEER DIES X
06/27/36 HERALD REV OBIT CAFE OWNER DIES X
06/27/86 HERALD DC MAT INDIANS PRESS CASE FOR RECOGNITION X
06/27/36 HERALD REV CRI A5SES0R ARRESTED IK PROBE X
06/27/36 HERALD CHL CRI BUSINESSMAN ARRESTED FOR DRUG PEDDLING X
06/27/86 HERALD DAN HISC HAM PEDALS FOR CANCER FUNDS X
06/27/36 HERALD ARL PROA FISHERWOMAN FIGHTS SEXISM X
06/27/86 HERALD BOS PROA SOX PITCHER SAMBITO X
06/27/86 HERALD BQS JUS COURT RULES OK PATRIOTS CASE X
06/27/36 HERALD FOX SPO TRACK WILL GET SPRUCED UP X
06/27/36 EH. 4 BOS POL HYATT TO REMAIN OM BALLOT X
06/27/86 CH. 4 BOS POL SOP SEARCHES FOR CANDIDATES X
06/27/36 CH. 4 BOS JUS JUDGES SAYS GOP BALLOT IS OK X
06/27/86 CH. 4 BOS POS HOUSE MEMBERS SPEAK ON BUDGET X
06/27/86 CH. 4 SOS INTL CONTRA DEMONSTRATIONS X
06/27/86 CH. 4 WR IV REACTIOK TO IRISH DIVORCE RULING X
06/27/36 CH. 4 BOS POL ROAD MAY BE WIDENED X
06/27/86 CH. 4 BALT SPO SOX PRE SAME IV X
06/27/86 CH. 4 BOS BUS ECOKOMIC OUTLOOK X





































































































































































BOSTON ED CRITICIZED LENGTHY IV
HYATT NEWS
ECONOMIC FORECAST FOR STATE
ELECTRONICS FIRM CLOSES





PRISON OVERCROWD INS AT FACILITY




PUNK ROCK SHOW REVIEWED
CELTIC MUSIC REVIEWED
COPLEY STORES HAVE IMAGE PROBLEM
PHYSICIANS A3ST. JOB POPULAR
MARKET FOR TEACHERS IS FULL
CITY PLANS PATRIOTIC CELEBRATION
DEVELOPMENT CAUSES CONCERN
TEEN CENTER WANTS CLIENTS
MAYOR TOURS BAD HOUSING
GROUP EASES RACIAL TENSIONS
POLICEMAN SHOT
COCAINE BUST













STUDY TO LOOK AT COAST
BASEBALL PLAYER DIES
























DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/30/36 HERALD BOS RISC NESABUCKS NEWS
06/30/86 HERALD 80S IV FAN REACTION TO SEAVER
06/30/86 HERALD SE CRI POLICE OFFICER SHOT
06/30/86 HERALD COH ENT MOVIE FILMING
06/30/86 HERALD WES 60S BANK VP SETS OFF HOME ALARMS
06/30/36 HERALD SOS SOC BI6 SHOT WEDDIN6
06/30/86 HERALD SOS SOS PR MAN HAVE CAR FIRE
06/30/86 HERALD EB GOS MAN GRADUATES IN FASHION DESIGN
06/30/86 HERALD BOS SOS DEAN BOUNCES BACK
06/30/36 HERALD SOS SOC FUND RAISER ON CRUISE
06/30/36 HERALD BOS GOS WBCN CELEBS EAT AT RESTAURANT
06/30/36 HERALD DOR CRI ROBBERS SHOOT BYSTANDER
06/30/86 HERALD EB ENT COSBY STOPS AT RESTAURANT
06/30/86 HERALD BEV CRI HARVARD GRAD SENTENCED IN TOKYO
06/30/36 HERALD CAM SPO BIKE RACE
06/30/86 HERALD BR I CRI MAN HELD IN RAPE ATTEMPT
06/30/36 HERALD BOS PROE WEISEL ON PATRIOTISM
06/30/36 HERALD BOS IV WHAT DOES LIBERTY MEAN TO YOU?
06/30/36 HERALD BOS SOC SOCIAL NEWS
06/30/36 HERALD SOS ENT BRAZILIAN MUSIC REVIEWED
06/30/36 HERALD SOS ENT BLUES BAND REVIEWED
06/30/36 HERALD BOS ENT PUNK SHOW REVIEWED
06/30/36 HERALD BOS PROE WOMAN TEACHES EXECUTIVE WRITING
06/30/36 HERALD BOS ENT TV REVIEWS
06/30/86 HERALD NEW OBIT DOCTOR DIES
06/30/86 HERALD SRO OBIT BUSINESSMAN DIES
06/30/86 HERALD m OBIT MAN DIES
06/30/86 HERALD LEX OBIT BUSINESS OWNER DIES
06/30/86 HERALD DOR OBIT TEACHER DIES
06/30/36 HERALD REV OBIT LAUNDRY OWNER DIES
06/30/86 HERALD KIN OBIT MAN DIES
06/30/86 HERALD WEL OBIT WOMAN DIES
06/30/36 HERALD BOS POL SHAM IE MAY RUN
06/30/86 HERALD ROS ACC MAN DIES
06/30/36 HERALD RAN CRI DRUG BUST
06/30/86 HERALD BALT SPO SOX NOTES
06/30/86 HERALD BALT SPO SOX HEWS
06/30/86 HERALD BALT SPO SOX NEWS
06/ 30,' 36 HERALD 303 SPO SEAVER TRADE
06/30/36 HERALD BOS SPO SOX IN RETROSPECT
06/30/86 HERALD BOS PROA FOCUS ON CLEMENS













MEL KING WAS THERE TOO
1 HAN OF 2 IS BLACK







DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B hi U CONTEXT CORMENTS
06/30/86 HERALD SOS NISC MEBABUCKS NEWS
06/30/86 HERALD BOS IV FAN REACTION TO SEAVER
06/30/36 HERALD SE CRI POLICE OFFICER SHOT
06/30/86 HERALD COH ENT MOVIE FILNING
06/30/86 HERALD HES SOS BANK VP SETS OFF HONE ALARMS
06/30/86 HERALD BOS SOC BI6 SHOT ADDING
06/30/36 HERALD BOS GOS PR MAN HAVE CAR FIRE
06/30/86 HERALD EB SOS HAN GRADUATES IN FASHION DESIGN
06/30/86 HERALD BOS SOS DEAN BOUNCES BACK
06/30/86 HERALD BOS SOC FUND RAISER ON CRUISE
06/30/86 HERALD BOS GOS NBCN CELEBS EAT AT RESTAURANT
06/30/86 HERALD DOR CRI ROBBERS SHOOT BYSTANDER -
06/30/36 HERALD EB ENT COSBY STOPS AT RESTAURANT
06/30/86 HERALD BEV CRI HARVARD SRAD SENTENCED IN TOKYO
06/30/36 HERALD CAR SPO BIKE RACE
06/30/86 HERALD SRI CRI MAN HELD IN RAPE ATTEMPT
06/30/36 HERALD SOS PROE WEISEL ON PATRIOTISM
06/30/36 HERALD BOS IV WHAT DOES LIBERTY MEAN TO YOU?
06/30/36 HERALD BOS SOC SOCIAL NEWS
06/30/36 HERALD BOS ENT BRAZILIAN MUSIC REVIEWED
06/30/86 HERALD BOS ENT BLUES BAND REVIEWED
06/30.' 36 HERALD BOS ENT PUNK SHOW REVIEWED
06/30/36 HERALD BOS PROE WOMAN TEACHES EXECUTIVE WRITING
06/30/36 HERALD BOS ENT TV REVIEWS
06/30/36 HERALD HEM OBIT DOCTOR DIES
06/30/86 HERALD 3R0 OBIT BUSINESSMAN DIES
06/30/36 HERALD NAT OBIT MAN DIES
06/30/86 HERALD LEX OBIT BUSINESS OWNER DIES
06/30/86 HERALD DOR OBIT TEACHER DIES
06/30/86 HERALD REV OBIT LAUNDRY OWNER DIES
06/30/86 HERALD HIN OBIT HAN DIES
06/30/36 HERALD NEL OBIT WOMAN DIES
06/30/86 HERALD BOS POL SHANIE MAY RUN
06/30/86 HERALD ROS ACC MAN DIES
06/30/36 HERALD RAN CRI DRUG BUST
06/30/86 HERALD BALT SPO SOX NOTES
06/30/86 HERALD BALT SPO SOX NEWS
06/30/86 HERALD BALT SPO SOX NENS
06/30/36 HERALD BOS SPO SEAVER TRADE
06/30/36 HERALD BOS SPO SOX IN RETROSPECT
06/30/36 HERALD BOS PROA FOCUS ON CLEMENS
06/30/86 HERALD BOS SPO ALL SCHOLASTIC SOFTBALL TEAM HS
06/30/86 HERALD NEB SPO TRIATHLON HAPPENS
06/30/86 HERALD CAN SPO BIKE RACE
06/30/36 HERALD BOS POL SOP PONDERS MOVES
07/01/86 5L0BE CAN NO HOSPITALS SET RESEARCH MONEY
07/01/86 SLOBE BOS NO COCAINE WARNING FOR PRESNANCY
07/01/86 GLOBE WRE JUS COURT ORDER SCHOOL HON I TOR I NG
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS CITY MAYOR WANTS MUSEUM
07/01/86 GLOBE CAN POL LIBERALS BACK BACHRACH
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS OTD HARBOR WEIGHS ZONING
07/01/36 GLOBE ALL ACC FIRE HITS APT BLDG.
HEL KING WAS THERE TOO
1 MAN OF 2 IS BLACK










DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 8 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS HOU DEVELOPER AGREES WITH MAYOR
07/01 /8a GLOBE BOS STA NO BUDGET FOR FY
07/01/84 GLOBE BOS STA MALPRACTICE DEBATED IN LEGISLATURE
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS POL SWITZLER CORRECTS BIRTHOATE
07/01/84 GLOBE BOS STA CURBS ON PETITIONS FDR CANDIDACY URGED
07/01/86 GLOBE NEW REST PILLAR HOUSE KILL CLOSE FOR RENOVATION
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS REST KENMORE SQ. RESTAURANT OPENS
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS REST NEWBURY ST. REST OPENS
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS SPO BIKE CLUB CONTINUES
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS CRI MAN CHARGED WITH RACKETEERING
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS ENT CHUCK BERRY SHOW
07/01/86 SLQBE CAM ENT MARCOS SHOW REVIEWED
07/01/36 GLOBE BOS ENT SINGERS REVIEWED
07/01/36 GLOBE BOS ENT VARIOUS SHOWS
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS MED LOCAL REPORTERS NEWS
07/01/86 GLOBE BOS MED TV NOTES
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS HOU BU HOUSING DEBATED
07/01/34 GLOBE DED CRI ARRESTED MAN RUNS FROM KGB
07/01/84 SLGBE BOS CITY COUNCIL REJECTS JOB PANEL
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS PRQE FOCUS ON BOSTON ED PRESIDENT
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS BUS SHARED OFFICE SUITES ARE IN
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS BUS WHO'S WHO
07/01/34 GLOBE- . BOS BUS GLOBE'S PARENT CO. SELLS RADIO STATIONS
07/01/36 GLOBE "WEST BUS COMPUTE FIRM HAS LAYOFFS
07/01/84 GLOBE CAM BUS DIGITAL NAMES VPS
07/01/34 GLOBE LEX BUS RAYTHEON ADS CALLED EFFECTIVE
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS BUS TRAIN CAN'T GET INSURANCE
07/01/84 GLOBE CAM BUS LOTUS CONTRIBUTES FAMINE MONEY
07/01/84 GLOBE BOS JUS EDITOR SUES REAL ESTATE DEVELGPERS
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS SPO HANNAH RETIRES
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS SPO SOX WIN
07/01/84 GLOBE BOS SPO SOX WIN
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS PROA PITCHER FOR SOX 'WOODWARD)
07/01/34 GLOBE BOS SPO SOX NOTES
07/01/84 GLOBE CAN OBIT BANKER DIES
07/01/84 GLOBE LOW OBIT SCHOOL PRINCIPAL DIES
07/01/84 GLOBE LVN OBIT CAR WASH OWNER DIES
07/01/36 GLOBE NEE OBIT POSTAL WORKER DIES
07/01/36 GLOBE DOR CRI MAN KILLS WOMAN
07/01/36 HERALD BOS SPO FAN REACT TO SEAVER
07/01/86 HERALD BOS STA HOUSE AIDS CHELSEA
07/01/86 HERALD BOS ENT POPS NEWS
07/01/86 HERALD BOS MED TALK SHOW HOST REPLACED
07/01/36 HERALD BOS STA OFICIAL WANTS PETITION PROCESS IMPROVED
07/01/36 HERALD BOS POL SOP IN DISTRESS
07/01/86 HERALD BOS STA SHAHIE BOWS OUT
07/01/86 HERALD CHI EDU SCHOOL NAMED IN AWARD
07/01/86 HERALD BOS MD DOCTORS WARN ABOUT COCAINE
07/01/86 HERALD ALL ACC MEN KILLED IN FIRE
07/01/86 HERALD BOS EDU ROCK PROMOTER SNUBS NORTHEASTERN
07/01/86 HERALD BOS MED CH. 7 MAY STRIKE
07/01/86 HERALD BOS MED CH. 5 REPORTER TO LEAVE
X
















DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMHEMTS
07/01/36 HERALD BOS 60S
07/01/36 HERALD BOS NED
07/01/36 HERALD BOS PROE
07/01/36 HERALD BOS IV
07/01/86 HERALD 6LD PRO I
07/01/86 HERALD BOS HOU
07/01/86 HERALD BOS NED
07/01/36 HERALD PLY STA
07/01/36 HERALD PLY BUS
07/01/36 HERALD DOR CRI
07/01/86 HERALD BOS CRI
07/01/36 HERALD CAH ND
07/01/36 HERALD BOS STA
07/01/86 HERALD SS EHT
07/01/36 HERALD BOS ENT
07/01/86 HERALD JP EMT
07/01/36 HERALD WEST BUS
07/01/86 HERALD BOS BUS
07/01/86 HERALD CAH BUS
07/01/36 HERALD NEE BUS
07/01/86 HERALD BOS BUS
07/01/86 HERALD BOS NED
07/01/36 HERALD NIL OBIT
07/01/86 HERALD WD OBIT
07/01/86 HERALD DED OBIT
07/01/36 HERALD BOS OBIT
07/01/36 HERALD NC OBIT
07/01/86 HERALD BOS CITY
07/01/86 HERALD BQS PROA
07/01/36 HERALD BOS PROA
07/01/86 HERALD BOS PROA
07/01/36 HERALD BOS NED
07/01/36 HERALD BOS MED
07/01/36 HERALD BOS SPO
07/01/86 HERALO BOS PROA
07/01/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/01/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/01/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/01/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/02/86 GLOBE DC CITY
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS STA
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS STA
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS ND
07/02/36 GLOBE DC ND
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS STA
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS ND
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS STA
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS CITY
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS CITY
07/02/36 GLOBE CHR HOU
07/02/86 GLOBE IPS HOU
07/02/86 GL8BE BOS DTD
REALTOR PAYS 190,000 FOR PARKING SPACE X
WEATHERMAN CHANGES X
RESTAURANTEUR TALKS ABOUT AMERICAN DREAN X
MAT DOES THE STATUE MEAN TO YOU? X
SICK TEEN TO SEE LIBERTY X
DEVELOPER PROMISES TO CLEAN UP 3LDS. X
GLOBE EDITOR FIRED X
NUKE BAN ON BALLOT X
GUARDS FOR PLANT VOTE TO STRIKE X
MURDER SUSPECT TURNS SELF IN X
FBI NOLE GETS PRISON TERM X
HARVARD SETS AIDS RESEARCH HONEY X
STATE HAS NO BUDGET X
WOODY HERMAN X
DANCE COMPANY REVIEWED X
PLAY REOPENS X
COMPUTER FIRN LAYOFFS X
CH. 33 BOUGHT X
RUCKELSHAUS WILL HEAD FIRM X
BIOTECH FIRN NEWS X
BOSTON ED DILEMMA X
TV REVIEWS X
HERALD EMPLOYEE DIES X
TRUCKING OWNER DIES X
CANCER VICTIM DIES X
PHILOSOPHY PROF DIES X
EDUCATION EXEC DIES X











FOCUS ON CLEMENS X
LOGAN HAY BE PENALIZED X
BOSTON EDISON ORDER PROBE X
GOVERNOR INTERVENES ON REGENTS X
FAMILY HAS AIDS X
MASS. MD TESTIFIES ON AIDS X
REGENTS DECISION X
COCAINE HURTS INFANT X
MALPRACTICE MEASURE APPROVED X
POLICE COMMISSIONER WANTS JOB BACK X
SCHOOL CUSTODIANS INVESTIGATED X
YHCA RESIDENTS GET EVICTION NOTICE X
HOMELESSS FACILITY OPENS X




WIFE HAS ASIAN SURNAME
.iCTHER IN ROXBURY
Page Mo. 41 -97-
09/08/86
DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT
07/02/86 GLOBE PLY BUS PILSRIH GUARDS END STRIKE X
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS STA STATE BARS MATER DEAL X
07/02/36 GLOBE LOU OBIT WOMAN DIES X
07/02/36 GLOBE RKL OBIT HAN DIES X
07/02/36 GLOBE MEL OBIT ARBITRATOR DIES X t
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS OBIT CONTRACTOR DIES X
07/02/36 GLOBE GLO OBIT JEWELER DIES X
07/02/36 GLOBE NEE GBIT ADMINISTRATOR DIES X
07/02/36 GLOBE EB ACC HONAN HIT BY CAR X
u/.-Oi/eo oLOsc DOR CRI MAN ARRESTED IN SHOOT INS X
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS CRI STORE OWNERS TO FIGHT INJUNCTION X
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS CRI HOB 30SS IN COURT X
07/02/36 GLOBE 3R0 BUS HOSPITAL WORKERS STRIKE
It
07/02/36 GLOBE QUI FIRE HITS FIRMS X
07/02/36 SLOBE WEY OBIT TEACHER DIES X
07/02/36 GLOBE CAM INTL COLLEAGUES APPEAL FOR JOURNALIST X ZWELAKE SISIU
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS NISC IMMIGRANTS TO BECOME CITIZENS X COUNTRIES OF ORIS IN NAMED
07/02/36 GLOBE SOS STA STATE BUDGET NEWS X
07/02/36 GLOBE CHL POL AID BILL SIGNED X
07/02/36 GLOBE 303 CITY HEN CAN KEEP LICENSE X
07/02/36 SLOBE CAN BUS POLAROID ANNOUNCES EARNINGS X
07/02/36 SLOBE 60S BUS PHONE BUSINESS TO SELL X
07/02/36 GLOBE CAN BUS COMPUTER SUBSIDIARY FORMED X
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS BUS STATEMENT FILED W/FEC X
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS FIN BANK STOCK ANNOUNCED X
07/02.' 36 GLOBE BEV BUS CABLE TV FIRMS BOUGHT X
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS ENV EPA RESISTS DUMPING X
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS CRI SUARD FOUND GUILTY OF TAKING BRIBE X
07/02/36 GLOBE ROX CRI ROBBER FOUND GUILTY X
07/02/36 GLOBE 3QS EMI DANCE SHOW REVIEWED X JAPANESE CAST
07/02/86 SLOBE SOS ENT GUITARIST GILBERT REVIEWED X
07/02/36 GLOBE SOS IV WHAT PEOPLE ARE READIN6 THIS SUMMER X DON BAYLOR
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS FIN NEW INSURANCE LAW HELPS ELDERLY X
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS NED TV NOTES X
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS SPO HARPER'S CHARGES OF RACISM UPHELD X
07/02/86 GLOBE BOS SPO SEAVER WINS X
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS SPO SOX WIN X PLAYERS
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS PROA FOCUS ON CLEMENS X
07/02/36 GLOBE BOS SPO SOX NOTES X
07/02/36 SLOBE BOS HOU TENANTS MEET WITH REMISS DEVELOPER X
07/02/86 SLOBE DGR CRI RSDNTS. HONOR POLICE WHO CAUGHT BURGLAR X
07/02/86 HERALD BOS STA GOVERNOR DEMOTES RESENTS CHAR I MAN X
07/02/36 HERALD BOS EDU SCHOOL CUSTODIANS PROBED X
07/02/36 HERALD PLY BUS STRIKING 5UARDS RETURN X
07/02/86 HERALD DOR CRI POLICE HONORED FOR CATCHING RAPIST X
07/02/86 HERALD BRK CRI KILLER TO BE TRIED X
07/02/86 HERALD BOS ENT POPS NEWS X
07/02/36 HERALD DC CITY LOGAN MAY GET CERT X
07/02/36 HERALD BOS CRI DROP A DIME MAY AIR IN MOVIE X GEORGETTE WATSON IV
?
D
07/02/36 HERALD BOS IV WHAT DOES LIBERTY MEAN TO YOU? X
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SOS ACTRESS SETS 60WN STUCK X
07/02/86 HERALD BOS REL MONSIGNOR WILL MOVE X
comment:
12 OTHERS IV D ALSO





OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COHHEMTS
07/02/86 HERALD 80S GOS SOMEONE'S WEDDING
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SOS MEDIA DIRECTOR QUITS
07/02/86 HERALD BEV CRI COED FOUND STRANGLED
07/02/36 HERALD DC PROI SPRINGFIELD BOY TOURS WHITE HOUSE
07/02/86 HERALD BEV CRI PROFILE OF SLAIN COED
07/02/36 HERALD BOS MED RADIO HOST MOVES SLOT
07/02/86 HERALD CAN JUS MAN INJURED IN FALL WINS SUIT
07/02/36 HERALD HVL MISC FESTIVAL HELD
07/02/86 HERALO REA CRI MEN RANSACK HOUSE
07/02/36 HERALD BOS CITY POLICE CHIEF SWORN IN
07/02/36 HERALD BOS EDU SCHOOL POLICE CHIEF WANTS JCS BACK
07/02/36 HERALD BOS CITY FLYNN GN CONSTITUTION CELEBRATION
07/02/36 HERALD BOS BUS TS0NGA3 TO HEAD EDISON PANEL
07/02/36 HERALD BOS STA ATKINS ON SOP
07/02/36 HERALD BOS STA HYATT RULING EXPLAINED
07/02/36 HERALD BOS HSU DEVELOPER MEETS WITH TENANTS
07/02/36 HERALD BOS CITY FLYNN EXTENDS REDISTRICTING DEADLINE
07/02/36 HERALD ROX CRI MAN KILLED IN STABBING
07/02/86 HERALD BOS STA GOV IGNORED WARNINGS
07/02/36 HERALD ROX CRI CRACK USER FOUND KILLED BY GUNSHOT
07/02/86 HERALD BRO ENT HOSTAGE PLAY REVIEWED
07/02/36 HERALD 53 ENT COMEDY SHOW REVIEWED
07/02/36 HERALD BOS STA BOSTON ED MAY SELL PLANTS
07/02/36 HERALD BOS CRI BC TAKES ACTION AGAINST STORE
07/02/86 HERALD CAM BUS MIT SIGNS DEAL WITH DRUG FIRM
07/02/36 HERALD BOS MED TV NOTES
07/02/86 HERALD SOH OBIT POLITICIAN'S MOTHER DIES
07/02/36 HERALD NEE OBIT RED CROSS WORKER DIES
07/02/86 HERALD CAM OBIT WOMAN DIES
07/02/36 HERALD WAL OBIT BASEBALL MANAGER DIES
07/02/36 HERALD GLO OBIT JEWELER DIES
07/02/36 HERALD WAT OBIT UPHOLSTERER DIES
07/02/36 HERALD ROS OBIT WOMAN DIES
07/02/36 HERALD BOS STA NO FISCAL CRISIS FOR STATE
07/02/36 HERALD BOS STA MALPRACTICE BILL PASSES
07/02/86 HERALD BOS 5P0 EEOC CONFIRMS HARPER'S COMPLAINT
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SPO CH. 5 BROADCASTER ILL
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SPO SOX NOTES
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SPO SOX WIN
07/02/86 HERALD BOS PROA PITCHER FOR SOX-RCMINE
07/02/86 HERALD BOS SPO CATCHING FOR SEAVER
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SPO SOX AND THE FUTURE
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SPO SEAVER STUFF
07/02/36 HERALD FOX SPO COACHING CHANGE
07/02/86 HERALD BOS SPO DRUG TESTING WITH PATS
07/02/36 HERALD BOS SPO NATE ARCHIBALD OH DRUBS
07/03/86 HERALD BOS STA STATE HAS SURPLUS
07/03/86 HERALD BOS CITY POLICE CHIEF SWORN -IN
0-7/03/86 HERALD BOS ENT POPS NEWS
07/03/86 HERALD BOS NAT REACTION TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION RULING
07/03/86 HERALD BOS IV REACTION TO AFFIRM ACTION RULING
07/03/36 HERALD BOS MISC MAN IS NATURALIZED
BLK MALE IN EARLY 20S'











DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 8 W U CONTEXT COMfENTS
07/03/86 HERALD BOS IV
07/03/86 HERALD BOS 80S
07/03/86 HERALD BOS SOS
07/03/36 HERALD BOS NED
07/03/86 HERALD BOS SOS
07/03/86 HERALD BOS NED
07/03/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/36 HERALD BOS STA
07/03/36 HERALD SAL CRI
07/03/36 HERALD LAN CRI
07/03/36 HERALD SOS STA
07/03/86 HERALD BOS EDU
07/03/36 HERALD BOS EDU
07/03/36 HERALD BOS CRI
07/03/36 HERALD BOS CRI
07/03/36 HERALD BOS POL
07/03/86 HERALD EB CRI
07,03/86 HERALD BOS ACC
07/03/36 HERALD STO STA
07/03/86 HERALD DC IHTL
07/03/86 HERALD BOS CITY
07/03/36 HERALD BOS NISC
07/03/36 HERALD BOS STA
07/03/86 HERALD WKF BUS
07/03/36 HERALD CAN BUS
07/03/36 HERALD PLY FIN
07/03/86 HERALD BOS ENT
07/03/86 HERALD BOS PROP
07/03/36 HERALD BOS ENT
07/03/86 HERALD 8EV ENT
07/03/36 HERALD CAR ENT
07/03/36 HERALD HNS ENT
07/03/36 HERALD CAN ART
07/03/86 HERALD BOS NED
07/03/36 HERALD CHR REST
07/03/86 HERALD BOS ENT
07/03/86 HERALD BOS MED
07/03/86 HERALD MAR OBIT
07/03/86 HERALD DEC OBIT
07/03/86 HERALD BILL OBIT
07/03/36 HERALD KEY OBIT
07/03/86 HERALD REV OBIT
07/03/86 HERALD MEL OBIT
07/03/36 HERALD RKL OBIT
07/03/86 HERALD LOU OBIT
07/03/36 HERALD HUL SPO
07/03/86 HERALD QUI CRI
07/03/36 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/36 HERALD BRK SPO
07/03/86 HERALD BPS SPO
07/03/86 HERALD BRK SPO
07/03/86 HERALD BRK SPO
MAT DOES LIBERTY MEAN TO YOU?





SOX FANS 6RAB SOUVENIRS
HOUSE RALLIES AROUND NEW CHANCELLOR
POLICE SEARCH FOR CLUES IN COED SLAYING
TWO WOMEN STABBED TO DEATH
COMMITTEE OK'S BUDGET
JANITOR PROBE





HYATT WORKER ADMITS TO FORGIN SIGNATURES
STOLEN INSTRUMENTS RECOVERED
FIREMEN HONORED FOR SAVING VICTIMS
HIGHWAY HAS FLAWS
KENNEDY KELPS FAMILY WIN RELEASE
COUNCIL DK'S TEEN DRINKING BILL
IMMIGRANTS NATURALIZED
STATE EYES SHIPYARD
ELECTRONICS COMPANY OFFERS STOCK
COMPUTER TO FIRM HAS NEW DIVISION
BANK GOES PUBLIC WITH STOCK




















































DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHHARY B U U CONTEXT COMMENTS
07/03/36 HERALD 80S SPO
07/03/36 HERALD BOS NED
07/03/86 HERALD BOS PROA
07/03/36 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/36 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/86 HERALD BOS PROA
07/03/36 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/36 HERALD BOS SPO
07/03/36 C^. 4 SOS JUS
07/03/86 Cti. 4 BOS EDU
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS POL
07/03/86 CH. 4 BRK SPO
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS HISC
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS MISC
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS SPO
07/03/86 CH. 4 LAN CRI
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS HISC
07/03/86 CH. 2 BOS EDU
07/03/36 CH. CAN INTL
07/03/86 CH. L BOS 5TA
07/03/36 CH. i BRK SPO
07/03/86 CH. 1 BOS SPO
07/03/36 CH- 14. BGS HISC
07/03/86 CH. 5 BOS CITY
07/03/36 CH. 5 BOS HAT
07/03/86 CH. 5 LAN CRI
07/03/36 CH. 5 BOS POL
07/03/36 CH. 5 BOS 5TA
07/03/86 CH. 5 BOS SPO
07/03/36 CH. 5 BRK SPO
07/03/86 CH. 5 BOS SPO
06/30/86 CH. 4 BOS POL
06/30/86 CH. 4 BOS STA
06/30/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO
06/30/86 CH. 4 SRI ACC
06/30/36 CH. 4 BOS HOU
06/30/36 CH. 4 WRE JUS
06/30/86 CH. 4 BOS CITY
06/30/36 CH. 4 BOS SFO
06/30/36 CH. 4 BOS SPO
06/30/86 CH. 4 SOS STA
06/30/36 CH. 4 BOS JUS
06/30/86 CH. 4 BOS HD
06/30/36 CH. 4 SOS no
06/30/36 CH. 4 CHR PROI
06/30/36 CH. •j BOS NAT
06/30/86 CH. 2 BOS POL
06/30/86 CH. i. BOS NAT
06/30/86 CH. 2 BOS HD
06/30/86 CH. •j BOS SPO







HARPER HAS MIXED EMOTIONS
CELTICS WANT DRU6 TESTING
PLAYERS ON DRUG TESTING
HARPER DECISION BY EEOC
CHANCELLOR OF EDUCATION DISPUTE
HAN ADHITS TO FORGING HYATT SIGNATURES
HAGLER DECISION






HARVARD ASKS FOR JOURNALIST'S RELEASE
GOP NEWS
HAGLER DECISION
EEOC RULES IN FAVOR OF HARPER
IHHISRANTS NATURALIZED
ANT I TERROR I SH PLANS AT L06AN
LOCAL RX TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION RULING
TWO WOMEN HURDERED




BILL O'REILLY ON HARPER CASE
SHANIE AND KINS WON'T RUN
SECY OF STATE WANTS HORE AUTHORITY
SEAVER ARRIVES
FIRE IN BRIGHTON
DEVELOPER PROHISES SWIFT ACTION
MENTAL RETARDATION FACILITY IMPROVES
FLYNN ANNOUNCES CONSTITUION COHHISSION
SOX NOTES
JOHN HANNAH RETIRES
NO NEW BUDGET FOR STATE
LOCAL REACTION TO GAY RIGHTS CASE
HARVARD HOSPITALS SET AIDS CONTRACT
DOCTORS DEVELOP HEART VALVE TECHNIQUE
IHHIGRANT WORKS HARD
DETENTION OF IMMIGRANTS
SOP SEARCH GOES ON
DETENTION OF IMHIGRANTS-LENGTHY IV














REPORTER ONLY IS SLACK
REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK
BLACKS IN THE BACKGROUND
PLAYERS





DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE 3UHHARY B H U CONTEXT COHHENTS
04/30/86 CH. 5 BOS JUS SODOMY RULING LOCAL REACTION X
06/30/86 CH. 5 BOS ND HARVARD SETS AIDS HONEY X
06/30/86 CH. 5 BOS POL SOP HEETS TO DECIDE QN CANDIDATE X
06/30/86 CH. 5 BOS HOU DEVELOPER AGREES TO CLEANUP X
06/30/36 CH. 5 BOS SPO SOX WIN X PLAYERS




DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUHRARY 8 ¥ U CDMTtXT CCHMEMT3
07/OIy 3a CH. 4 BOS STA
07/01/36 CH. 4 LEX HOU
07/01/36 CH. 4 BOS STA
07/01/36 CH. 4 BOS FOL
07/01/36 CH. 4 BOS BED
07/01/36 CH. 4 SOS SPO
07/01/86 CH. 4 BOS SPO
07.01/86 CH. 4 QUI CRI
07/01/56. CH. 4 REA CRI
07/01/36 CH. 4 IPS tin
07/01/36 CH. 4 SOS CITY
07/01/36 CH. 4 ROX CRI
07/01/36 CH. 4 AME a isc
07/01/36 CH. j. BOS 31H
07/01/86 CH. BOS INTL
07/01/36 CH. i BOS STA
07/01/36 CH. 2 BOS HGU
07/01/36 CH. £ BOS IV
07/ 01/ 36 CH. ki 803 SPO
07/01/86 CH. 5 DC CITY
07/01/36 CH. 5 BOS STA
07/01/36 CH. 5 BOS STA
07/01/36 CH. 5 BOS HISC
07/01/36 CH. 5 BOS SPO
07/01/36 CH. Zl BOS SPO
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS ENT
07/03/36 CH. 4 BOS CRI
07/03/36 CH. 4 BGS STA
07/03/86 CH. 4 SOS CRI
07/03/86 CH. 4 DOS ACC
07/03/36 CH. 4 BGS STA
07/03/36 Ct\. 4 BGS STA
07/03/86 CH. 4 BGS ENT
07/03/36 CH. 4 BGS SPG
07/03/36 CH. 4 BGS PROE
07; Oa/86 CH. 4 BOS HISC
07/03/36 CH. £ BOS NAT
07/03/36 CH. L BOS STA
07/03/86 CH. 2 BGS STA
07/03/86 CH. BGS CRI
07/03/36 CH. £ ROX CRI
07/03/36 CH. "J BOS STA




07/03/86 CH. *( BOS HISC
07/03/86 CH. 5 DOR ACC
07/03/36 CH. BOS CRI




07/03/36 CH. 5 BOS SPO
07/04/36 CH. 4 BOS HISC
07/04/56 CH. 4 DOR CRI
CHANCELLOR DRAMA
MARKET SOARS FOR HCUSIN5
BOSTON EDISON POLISHES IMAGE
ELECTION COMMISSION ON HYATT
HD'S WARN ABOUT COCAINE IN PREGNANCY X
SEAVER DEBUT
SOX WIN
ARSON SUSPECTED IN FIRE
HONE RANSACKED
HGHELESS SHELTER OPENS
HDC SETS NEW TOP POLICE OFFICER
FAMILY SAYS HAN WAS SENTENCED BY MISTAKE X
BOOT CAMP FOR HISH SCHOOL KIDS X
CHANCELLOR FiSHT-LENSTHY IV
SOUTH AFRICAN DETENTION OF JOURNALIST
ELECTION BGARO MEWS
DEVELOPERS TAKE HEAT
DETENTION OF SO. AFR. .JOURN. -LENGTH Y IV X
SEAVER DEBUT
AIRPORT WARNED OF OVERCROWDINS
CHANCELLOR FIGHT X
BOSTON EDISON REPLIES TO CRITICS
IMMIGRANTS SWORN IN
scbVEk wins x




PGLICE INVESTIGATE SMALL EXPLGSIGN3
FIRE BREAKS GUT
ATTY. GEN'L WANTS NUKE PLAN OPPOSED




LIBERTY SCULPTOR LEFT HARK IN BOSTON




REFERENDUM TO HAVE ROXBURY SECEDE X
EMPLOYMENT RATE FOR STATE IS LOW
IMMIGRANTS REMEMBER LENGTHY IV
OFFICIAL FROTESTS SEABRGOK PLAN
JULY 4 CELEBRATION IN BOSTON X




OIL CAN BOYD LOSES X
SHIPS CELEBRATE HOLIDAY IN HARBOR X
DRUNK DRIVER KILLS WGMAN
WOMAN IV D «AS BLAO
JLiDGc i DEFENDANT
X













X NG MENTION OF BLACK AREAS
X
i





FLEETING GLIMPSES OF BLKS





DATE" OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT comment;
07/04/36 CH. 4 BOS
07/04/36 CH. 4 HAM
07/04/36 M. 4 SOS
07,04/36 CH. 4 EB
07/04/36 CH. 4 BOS
07/04/36 CH. 4 WEY
07/04/36 CH. 4 BOS
07/04/36 ZH. 2 BOS
07/04/36 CH. 5 BOS
07704/86 CH. 5 BOS
07/04/86 CH. 5 MIL
07/04/86 CH. 5 BOS








































CRI COCAINE TREATMENT X
MISC HOLIDAY CROWDS AT BEACH
3P0 SOX SAME X
5P0 HORSE RACING NEWS
IV WHAT PEOPLE THINK OF LIBERTY X X
MISC VIETNAM MEMORIAL UNVEILED
MISC BLACK IMMIGRATION TO BOSTON X
INTL RUSSIAN AND AMERICAN PEACE-LEN6THY IV




SPG CH. 5 SALUTES HISH SCHOOL ATHLETES X
SPO REACTION TO ROZELLE'S DRU6 RULING .
CRI DRUG CRACKDOWN X
STA CHANCELLOR RESISNS
EDU HOUSE SUPPORTS COLLINS FOR CHANCELLOR
CRI CUMBERLAND FARMS FINED IN WETLANDS CASE
NAT SOVIET LEAVES RUSSIA K/ KENNEDY'S HELP
SOS KENNEDY'S PRESS AIDE HAY LEAVE
PROP COLLINS HAS EXPERIENCE
ENT POPS. REHEARSAL X
PROI BIS SISTER HAS SUCE3S-IN PROGRAM X
CRI WGHAN STABBED TO DEATH i
POL SOP PONDERS NEXT MOVE X
HOU ARCHITECT AND UNION BOSS TEAM UP X
CITY CITY COUNCIL WANTS TEEN DRINKING FINE X
CITY RESIDENT TO REMOVE SATELLITE DISH X
MISC CONCERTS SET FOR 4TH X
CRI DOCTOR PLEADS GUILTY IN SEX CASE X
EDU CUSTODIAN SUPERVISORS TARSETED IN PROBE X
MED CH. 7 WALKOUT AVERTED X
CRI BAND RECOVERS INSTRUMENTS X
STA BUDGET APPROVED X
STA STUDY ON REVENUE CAP X
ENT POP GROUP REVIEWED X
ART PAINTING SHOW REVIEWED X
STA MALPRACTICE BILL COMPROMISE X
CRI SALEM STATE STUDENT HAD BEEN BEATEN X
EDU SCHQLARSIP LETTERS WERE A MISTAKE X
CRI CITY INSPECTOR IS SENTENCED X
FIN SAVINGS PLANS GROWING X
CITY LOGAN CONTROVERSY i
STA STATE SELLS BONDS X
FIN INVESTMENT FIRM OFFERS NEW FUNDS X
BUS CONRANS WILL OPEN OUTLET X
FIN BANK MAKE OFFERING
'
X
BUS COMPUTER FIRM MAKES OFFER X
BUS BIOTECH FIRM TO SELL STOCK X
FIN BANK MAKES OFFERING X
FIN OPERATIONS HOVE TO OFFICE PARK X
OBIT FUNERAL DIRECTOR DIES X
VICTIM AND DIRECTOR BLACK
FLAYERS
BLKS, 1 HIS?. 1 ASIAN 5 WHITES ALSO Iv'D
BLACK REPORTER TOO
BLK Se HISP ENTERTAINERS
5 BLACKS, 16 WHITES



































































































































































SUPER PATRIOT FINED FOR DRUNKEN DRIVING






TEEN KILLED IN BIKE CRASH
NAN FOUND DEAD IN BURNING CAR
FUM HANTS CUSTGM HGUSE HISTORIC
HOLIDAY SCHEDULES
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS DEPORTED
WHAT DOES LIBERTY HEAN TO YOU
LOCAL VENDOR SERVES JUL? 4 CELEBS
GOV WANTS DRUNK DRIVERS
MAN GETS GOODS SEATS FOR JULY 4 CONCERT
AWARDS AT THEATER
JULY 4 NOTES
INSPECCTOR IN EXTORTION CHARGE
TAX HOLIDAY ON BUDGET
STATE QK'S BUDGET
DEMOCRATS DROP. HYATT CHALLENGE
REACTION TO LIBERTY LIGHTING
RE5TAURANTEUR REMINISCES ON JULY 4
IMMIGRANT REMEMBERS
KILLER OF WOMEN CAUGHT
MAN WHO KILLED WIFE ON TRIAL
COLLINS TO STEP IN POST
FINAL EXAM CRITICIZED













HORSE RACING GETS BETTER TRACK
BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
















IOYCE CHEN FROM CHINA






BATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS STA COLLINS TO BEGIN EDUCATION POST X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS STA GOVERNOR GETS BUDGET X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS DTD CONTROVERSY OVER USE GF SPACE X
87/04/86 GLOBE ROX DTD BRA STOPS DEVELOPMENT IN WAKE OF SUIT X
07/04/36 6L0BE AH CITY T KILL LANDSCAPE X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS CITY FLYNN URGED TO PRESS STATE X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS CRI SENATE WILL VOTE ON WE3TFIELD PROBE X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS PROA WOMAN WROTE BOOK GN ANGER X
07/04/36 GLOBE CON OBIT RESTAURANT OWNER DIES X
07/04/86 GLOBE BRC OBIT HORTICULTURIST DIES X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS OBIT TEACHER DIES X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS POP COLLECTIBLES ARE POPULAR X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS ART PAINTING EXHIBITION X
07/04/36 GLOBE BGS ART PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS EHT LOCAL CONCERTS X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS ENT IRISH BAND REVIEWED X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS ENT ERIC BURDGN SHOW REVIEWED X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS 5PQ SOX LOSE X PLAYERS
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS 3P0 SOX LOSS X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS SPO SOX NOTES X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS 3P0 FISHING NEWS X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS BUS HARVARD WORKERS GET BETTER FAY X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS CITY FLYNN WANTS LANDMARK X
07/04/36 GLOBE DOR ACC FIRE IN HOUSE X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS STA ATTY GENERAL FILES SUIT X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS POL DEMOCRATS WGN'T BLOCK HYATT X
07/04/86 GLOBE 305 JUS COURT UPHOLDS LA ROUCHE FINES X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS STA SURPLUS DISPUTED X
07/04/86 GLOBE DOR CRI LANDLORD CHARGE WITH ASSAULT X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS STA JOBLESSNESS FALLS TO 3.6* X
07/04/86 GLGBE LEX BUS RAYTHEON CANCELS CONTRACT X
07/04/86 GLOBE LAW CRI NEIGHBOR OF SLAIN WOMEN ARRESTED X
07/04/86 GLOBE CAN CRI WOMAN SENTENCED IN DEATH OF BABY X
07/04/36 GLOBE BEV CRI POLICE SEEK CLUES IN CO-ED DEATH X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS MED TV NOTES X
07/04/36 GLOBE BOS MED STATION CHANGES FORMAT X
07/04/86 GLOBE BOS MED TV PREVIEWS X SARAH VAUGHAN
07/08/36 CH. 4 BOS NAT LOCAL REACTION TO STOCK MARKET DROP X
07/08/36 CH. 4 BOS STA STATEBAY RECEIVE OIL MONEY X
07/08/36 CH. 4 BOS STA TAX REPEAL GETS SUFPORT X
07/08/36 CH. 4 MAL CRI SEX ABUSE JURY RECESSES X
07/08/86 CH. 4 SOS POL GOP SEARCHES FOR CANDIDATE X
07/08/36 CH. 4 CAN ACC TRAIN COLLIDES WITH TRUCK X
07/08/36 CH. 4 BOS STA STATE GRAPPLES WITH TOXIC WASTE X REPORTER ONLY IS BLACK
07/08/86 CH. 4 BOS MD DEVICE DELIVERS IV CHEMICALS X
07/08/36 CH. 4 BOS SPO SOX LOSES X
07/08/36 CH. 4 BOS SPO WRESTLING NEWS -X
07/08/36 CH. 4 SOS CRI MAN PLEADS GUILTY IN LOBBYIST DEATH X
07/08/86 CH. 4 DC INTL KENNEDY WILL VISIT IRELAND X
07/08/86 CH. 4 BOS INTL LOCAL REACTION TO SOUTH AFRICA NEWS X
07/08/36 CH. 2 BOS STA COLLINS TO TAKE NEW JOB X




uATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMHARY 3 W U CONTEXT COHRENTS
07/ 08/86 CH. 2 BOS HD
07*08/86 CH. 2 BOS IV
07/08/86 CH. 2 BOS NAT
07/08/86 CH. 2 SOS STA
07/07/86 &Q8E BOS CRI
07/07/36 SLOBE BOS BUS
07/07/86 GLOBE MS ENT
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS PROA
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS HISC
07/07/86 SLOBE HUL POP
07/07/36 SLOBE BOS CRI
07/07/36 GLOBE wel POL
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS STA
07/07/86 SLOBE DOR CRI
07/07/36 SLOBE BOS CITY
07/07/86 GLOBE E5X ENV
07/07/36 SLOBE SAU ACC
07/07/36 SLOBE COH ENT
07/07/36 GLOBE BEV ENT
07/07/86 GLOBE HNS BIT
07/07/86 SLOBE IPS ENT.
07/07/36 "TJLQBE SB CRI
07/07/86 SLOBE DOR CRI
07/07/86 GLOBE BRI CRI
07/07/86 GLOBE RQX CRI
07/07/86 GLOBE DOR CRI
07/07/36 GLOBE BRA STA
07/07/86 SLOBE SOH CRI
07/07/36 SLOBE BOS MED
07/07/36; SLOBE BOS SPO
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS PROA
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS SPO
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS SPO
07/07/86 GLOBE BOS SPO
07/07/86 SLOBE CH SPO
07/07/86 GLOBE SEW SPO
07/07/86 GLOBE BRQ SPO
07/07/86 SLOBE DOR SPO
07/07/86 SLOBE HAN SPO
07/07/86 SLOBE HAT BUS
07/07/86 SLOBE NEW BUS
07/07/86 SLOBE BOS OBIT
07/07/36 GLOBE SOH OBIT
07/07/86 GLOBE CAR OBIT
07/07/86 GLOBE CON OBIT
07/07/36 SLOBE NEW OBIT
07/07/86 HERALD BOS POL
07/07/86 HERALD LAW CRI
07/07/36 HERALD CHR CRI
07/07/36 HERALD ROX CRI
07/07/86 HERALD BOS NAT
07/07/86 HERALD BOS ACC
HOSPITAL RATES FALL
LOCAL REACTION TO SANTIAGO DEATH X
TWA STRIKE - LOCAL REACTION X
COLLINS LENGTHY INTERVIEW
POLICE TO CRACK DOWN ON DRIVERS
ROGHATE HATCHERS THRIVE
VAN MORRISON SHOW




POLITICAL BATTLE HEATS UP
STATE WELCOMES IMMIGRANTS X X
WHAN FOILS BIKE THEFT X
TREASURE HUNT HELD X
RED TIDE LINGERS X
BODY OF TEEN DIVER FOUND X
ROY CLARK SHOW REVIEWED X
LOUIS ARMSTRONG MEMORIAL CONCERT REVIEW X
POP SHOW REVIEWED <
RAMPAL SHOW REVIEWED X
MAN CHARGED IN STABBING DEATH OF WOMAN X
MAN KILLS HIMSELF X
MAN HELD IN FIRING OF GUM I
MAN SHOT AFTER ALLEGED DRUG PURCHASE X
POLICE EXPECT ARREST IN FIREB0MBIH6 X
NQ WINNER IN LOTTERY X
SNIPER HITS 2 CARS X
TV PREVIEWS X







JUNIOR WILL COMPETE AT TENNIS
WOMAN WILL PLAY IN TENNIS TOURNEY X
AUTOMAKERS WILL SPONSOR TOURNAMENT
PROGRAM AIDS MINORITY ENTREPRENEURS X X




COUNSELOR TO STATE HOUSE DIES
COLLEGE SECRETARY DIES
HYATT'S CAMPAIGN IS ON HOLD
MURDER SUSPECT ARRAIGNED
KNIFING VICTIM FLEES POLICE
MAN SHOT IN DRUG DEAL
TRAFFIC JAMS BECAUSE OF 4TH JULY
ACCIDENTS CLAIM HOLIDAY VICTIM
CHILEAN >OUTH WAS VICTIM






















DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 H U CONTEXT COMMENTS
07/07/36 HERALD BOS CRI RESTAURANT FINED FOR ALCOHOL VIOLATION X
07/07/86 HERALD BOS SOS WEATHERMAN GETS SIFTS X
07/07/86 HERALD BOS 80S LINEAGE OF JOHN KERRY A
07/07/86 HERALD REV 60S WOHAN MILL SUE LETTERMAN OVER BENJI X
07/07/36 HERALD BOS CITY FLYNN RAPS EUROPEAN IMMIGRANT POLICIES X
07/07/36 HERALD BRK ENT BROCKTON FAIR OPENS X
07/07/36 HERALD HUL ENV SHARK NO LONGER AT BEACH X
07/07/36 HERALD SB CRI POLICE ARREST SUSPECT IN KILLING X
07/07/36 HERALD BOS PEL LAW CRITICIZES EXPULSION OF CLERGY X
07/07.36 HERALD ALL CRI WEAPONS SEIZED i
07/07/36 HERALD SOH CRI SNIPER HITS MOTORIST X
07/07/36 HERALD BOS STA NO LOTTERY WINNER X
07/07/86 HERALD SAU ACC DROWNING VICTIM FOUND X
07/07/86 HERALD HAL CRI SEX ABUSE CASE MAY CLOSE X
07/07/86 HERALO BOS IV WHAT IS GENIUS? X 1 OF 5
07/07/86 HERALD IPS ENT RAMPAL SHOW REVIEWED X
07/07/86 HERALD BOS PROP BROWNIE HCGEE IV
D
X
07/07*86 HERALD HNS ENT POP GROUP PLAYS i
07/07/86 HERALD BOS HED TV PREVIEWS X
07/07/86 HERALD HAL OBIT SECRETARY DIES X
07/07/36 HERALD SLO OBIT SECRETARY DIES X
07/07/86 HERALD HAV OBIT SHOE CO. EXEC DIES X
07/07/36 HERALD HEL OBIT POLICE OFFICER DIES X
07/07/36 HERALD LYN OBIT BANK WORKER DIES X
07/07/86 HERALD ROS OBIT CRANE OPERATOR DIES X
07/07/86 HERALD BOS OBIT POLICE GFFICER DIES X
07/07/86 HERALD HAL OBIT WOMAN DIES X
07/07/36 HERALD BOS SPO FISHING NEWS X
07/07/36 HERALD WCR SPO GOLF TOURNAMENT TO BEGIN X
07/07/86 HERALD BOS SPO SOX NEWS X FLAYERS
07/07/ 86 HERALD SOS SPO SHAVER WINS X PLAYERS
07/07/86 HERALD BOS SPO MARINERS LOSE HERE X
07/07/86 HERALD ENGL SPO HARVARD TEAM ROWS X
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS STA COLLINS RESIGNS HOUSE SEAT X
07/08/36 GLOBE PLY ENV PAMPERING HELPS TURTLES X
07/08/36 GLOBE LOW STA MOHAN TAKES CHARGE OF EOCD X
07/08/86 GLOBE SOS PROA AUTHOR OF CIA BOOK IVD X
07/08/36 GLOBE SOS HOU BOARD RAPS MAYOR'S HOUSING POLICY X
07/03/36 GLOBE MAR BUS HARBOR IS FULL X
07/08/36 GLOBE HAL CRI SEX CASE 60ES TO JUDGE X
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS STA SEAT BELT LAW WORKS X
07/08/86 GLOBE DOR CRI DRU6 TRADE SLOWS X
07/08/86 GLOBE SRO CRI CAB ROBBER HELD X
07/08/36 GLOBE CAM DTD CITY HALTS SEARS BLDS PLAN X
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS JUS COURT REFUSES TO HEAR MDC CASE X
07/08/86 GLOBE WIN ACC FIRE SENDS 3 TO HOSPITAL X
07/08/86 GLOBE CAM CRI LECTURER GUILTY IN PORNO CASE X
07/08/86 GLOBE HEL POL MINORITY LEADER MULLS RUN X
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS STA BILL WOULD ALLOW SCREENING X
07/08/36 GLOBE BOS STA BUDGET TO BE RECOMMENDED X
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS STA DENTISTS ANO M1DWIVES WANT COVERAGE X






DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS ENT
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS ENT
07/08/36 GLOBE GLO ENT
07/08/86 GLOBE CAN OBIT
07/08/36 GLOBE 3WP OBIT
07/08,-86 GLOBE KEY OBIT
07/08/36 GLOBE OED OBIT
07/08/36 GLOBE WIN OBIT
07/08/36 GLOBE SCI OBIT
07/08/86 GLOBE BRQ OBIT
07/03/86 GLOBE SRO OBIT
07/08/36 GLOBE SE OBIT
07/03/36 GLOBE BOS BUS
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS NED
07/08/36 GLOBE SOS SUS
07/03/36 GLOBE MED rROE
07/03/86 GLOBE BOS BUS
07/03/36 GLOBE BOS BUS
07/03/36 GLOBE BOS BUS
07/08/36 GLOBE B05 BUS
07/03/36 GLOBE ML SUS
07/08/36 GLOBE BOS CRI
07/08/86 GLOBE BOS FIN
07/03/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
07/03/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
07/03/36 GLOBE BOS 3PQ
07/08/36 GLOBE 303 SPO
07/08/36 GLOBE BOS SPO
07/08/86 GLOBE EB SPO
07/08/86 HERALD BOS SPO
07/08/36 HERALD BOS EDU
07/08/36 HERALD HAL CRI
07/08/36 HERALD CAN CRI
07/08/86 HERALD SB CRI
07/08/86 HERALD BRQ CRI
07/08/36 HERALD DC CITY
07/08/86 HERALD 80S IV
07/08/86 HERALD COH ENT
07/03/36 HERALD SOS 80S
07/08/36 HERALD BOS GOS
07/08/36 HERALD BOS STA
07/08/86 HERALD BOS 3TA
07/08/36 HERALD SOS BUS
07/08/36 HERALD HNS ENT
07/08/86 HERALD SOS EMT
07/08/36 HERALD BOS POL
07/03/86 HERALD BOS HOU
07/08/86 HERALD BOS CITY
07/08/86 HERALD DC JUS
07/08/86 HERALD WIN ACC
07/08/36 HERALD HP INSP















FOCUS ON NUKE PLANT FIRM
GAME INVENTORS PROFILED
BUSINESS PROMOTIONS LISTED
AD WOMAN 6ETS AWARD
TICKET VENDORS COMPETE
VENTURE "CAPITALIST SPEAKS
ELECTRONICS FIRM FINISHES STOCK
SEC PLANS STOCK PROBE
BANK LOWERS CREDIT CARD RATE
CLEMENS LOSES
RADAR TIMES CLEMENS




PATS TARGETED ON DRUGS
PARENTS RAP AIDS POLICY
SEX TRIAL GOES TO JURY
PROF ENTERS PORNO PLEA
MURDER SUSPECT PLEADS INNOCENT
MAN CHASED IN CAB HOLDUP
COMBAT ZONE CITED BY JUSTICE DEFT
'WHAT DO YOU THINK OF PORNO CURBS?'
LEWIS SHOW FINED
VISITING DIGNITARY NOT RECOGNIZED
NAACP MEETING
COLLINS SETS iOK FOR TV TIME




HYATT SAID TO KNOW ABOUT FORGERY
DEVELOPERS RAP HOUSING PLAN
ROACHE TOLD TO CURB PAY
COURT REJECTS AFFIRM ACTION SUIT
FIREMEN HURT IN BLAZE
KIDS SHIN IN MDC POOLS



















BL OFFICER WINS SUIT
ALL WHITE





DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY 3 W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
07/08/36 HERALD NED ENT TUFTS PLAY REVIEWED X
07/08/36 HERALD HNS ENT LABELLE SHOW REVIEWED X
07/08/86 HERALD BOS BUS LORAL EXEC SETS PROFIT X
07/08/86 HERALD CAM BUS CONRANS SETS SEARS STORE X
07/08/86 HERALD BOS 5TA BELOTTI OVERRULED ON HOSPITAL SALE X
07/08/36 HERALD BOS FIN BANK SUTS INTEREST RATE X
07/08/36 HERALD eos FIM INVESTMENT ADVICE X
07/08/86 HERALD BOS FIN SEC SETTLES CASE X
07/08/36 HERALD 303 MED TV PREVIEWS X
07/03/36 HERALD HE OBIT STITCHER DIES X
07/08/86 HERALD 3RK OBIT COURT STENOGRAPHER DIES X
07/08/36 HERALD MEL OBIT TEACHER DIES X
07/08/36 HERALD WAB OBIT SECRETARY DIES X
07/08/86 HERALD HOL OBIT CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVE DIES X
07/08/86 HERALD WKF OBIT BRAILIST DIES X
07/08/86 HERALD HUL OBIT WAITRESS DIES X
07/08/86 HERALD PT3 ENV TURTLES RAISED X
07/03/36 HERALD HBO SPO GOLF TOURNAMENT X
07=08/86 HERALD BOS 5P0 SOX NOTES X PLAYERS
07/08/36 HERALD BOS SFO SOX LOSE" X iLAYERS
07/08/36 HERALD SOS PROA CLEMENS OFF TRACK X
07/08/86 HERALD FOX SPO PATS SPLIT ON ROZELLE PLAN
'
X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS STA COLLINS MOVES INTO OFFICE X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS MD HORMONE MAY HELP AIDS X
07/09/36 GLOBE BOS BUS FIRM BUYS USA CINEMAS X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS MD IMPLANT TUBE DEVELOPED X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS STA COLLINS BATTLE X
07/09/86 SLOBE REV CITY TOWN HAS IMAGE PROBLEM X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS CRI MAN PLEADS 3UILTY IN LOBBYIST'S DEATH X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS CITY FLYNN DECLARES CURFEW FOR COMMONS X
07/09/86 SLOBE S3 SPO TUS-OF-WAR TEAM PRACTICES X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS POL HYATT DECIDES ON RACE X
07/09/86 SLOBE NEW DTD TOWN DEBATES Z0NIN6 X
07/09/36 SLOBE BDW MISC PHOTO OF CHILD AND STATUE
J
07/09/86 SLOBE EB DTD FLYNN WANTS DEVELOPMENT PANEL X
07/09/86 SLOBE WEL BUS PLAYHOUSE IS SOLD X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS CITY FLYNN WANTS BRIDGE X
07/09/36 SLOBE CHL CRI CITY SETS POLICE HELP X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS MISC RESIDENTS COPE WITH HEAT X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS CITY POLICE TO NAME WOMAN SUPERINTENDENT X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS CRI POLICE TO CHANGE RADIO FREQUENCIES X
07/09/36 SLOBE HAL CRI CHILD ABUSE CASE CONTINUES X
07/09/36 SLOBE ROX CRI SHOOTER OF POLICE OFFICER GETS SENTENCE X
07/09/36 SLOBE wat POL RACE OFFERS WIDE ARRAY OF CANDIDATES X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS MISC COAST GUARD PATROLS HARBOR X
07/09/36 SLOBE MAT ACC YOUTH DIES IN SCOOTER CRASH X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS CITY METCO PROGRAM THREATENED X
07/09/36 SLOBE CAM BUS LOTUS CLAIMS BREAKTHROUGH X
07/09/36 GLOBE CAM BUS HARVARD OFFICIAL TO PROBE BOSTON ED X
07/09/86 SLOBE HAL BUS NEW TECHNOLOGY COULD LOWER PHONE BILLS X
07/09/36 SLOBE BOS INTL DOCTOR DISCUSSES CHILEAN DEATH X
07/09/86 SLOBE BOS OBIT PRIEST DIES i
ALL WHITE. 2 WOKEN
-116-
APPENDIX C
NEWS STORIES APPEARING IN THE BLACK MEDIA
09/09/36
-117-

















































































































































































































APARTHEID FOE ELECTED TO HARVARD BOARD X
SROUP SUES BOS. REDEVELOPMENT AUTHOR I TYt
BATTLE TO FORCE MINORITY HIRES
FOSTER GRANDPARENTS SIVE TIME TO KIDS* X
WOMAN SELCT'D AM. CNCL. ON ED. FELLOW X
SIRL WINS FOUR-YEAR SCHOLARSHIP TO BUt X
VETERANS SRP EXEC DIR REC'S M.ED. DEGR.t
WOMAN GRADUATES FROM BRYANT COLLEGE
BC PROF ELECT' D LESLIE COLLET TRUSTEE*
BLACK MAN ORDAINED PRIESTI X
STUDENTS DISCUSS LIFE AT BLACK COLLEGES* X
HOW TO EASE TENSION BETW BLK MEN & WOM? X
MAN APPOINTED VP WITH UNITED WAY X
GANNETT FNDN HONORS COHMUN. SVC GROUPS
RACIAL VIOLENCE PANEL TO CONVENE
X
X
BLACK WOMEN ORGANIZE FOR POLITICAL CLOUT X
ALL 6 IV D ARE BLACK
STATE HONGRS FOSTER PARENTS X
WILD-AM RADIO FUNDRAISER X
WOMAN CO'LLASIST DISPLAYS WORK X
SCH STRESSES SELF-DISC k SELF-CONFIDENCE
RECEPTION FOR LOCAL ARTIST X
GATHERING MARKS SOWETO UPRISINGS X
PLAINTIFFS FILE SUIT AGAINST BRA*
SCHOOL BOARD PASSES "WILSON'S BUDGET
1
X
CLUB FAILS TO GET MEETING CENTER X
HS SENIORS RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIP X
HOU CONH'R ELECTED TO GOODWILL BOARD X
MAN REC'S SALVATION ARMY AWARD X
MAN REAPPOINTED TO LICENSING BOARD* X
38 YR VETERAN ATTY RETIRES X
HOUSING CONTRUCTION BEGINS X
'HOW CAN WE DRIVE OUT DRUGS?" X
CONTINUING ED DIR SETS PHD X
CRIME STATISTICS X
ARSON SUSPECTED IN FIRE X
SUSPECT TO SE ARRAIGNED FOR MURDER X
STUDENT ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT X
MEN CHARGED WITH DRUB TRAFFICKING X
MAN ARRESTED FOR SELLING ALCOHOL X
MAN SOUGHT FOR ROBBERY X
BUS DRIVER ARRESTED FOR DRU6 SALES X
BOMB SCARE AT SCHOOL X
MASONS AWARD STUDENT EFFORTS X
3-SPORT STUDENT ATHLETE SRADUATES* X
NEW PROGRAM FOR &DERLY STROKE VICTIMS* X
SORORITY VOLUNTEERS" AID WOMEN'S SHELTER X
JAZZ SAXOPHONIST TO PERFORM X
EXHIBITION EXPLORES BLACK EXPRESSION* X
TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL PREVIEWED X
PRESTON 3ANDIF0RD (MUSICIAN) DIES X
BOSTON NATIVE IS NEW MISS. COLL. PRES. X
MAN DIES X
BLK PARENTS SHOWN
X ONE CLASS BILINGUAL
WILSON INTERESTING HEADLINE
BLK i WH OFFICIALS SHOWN




DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B li U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/19/86 BANNER DOR OBIT
06/19/86 BANNER DOR OBIT
06/19/86 BANNER DOR OBIT
06/19/86 BANNER MED OBIT
06/19/86 BANNER BR I OBIT
06/19/36 BANNER COR OBIT
06/19/36 BANNER SOS OBIT
06/19/86 BANNER ROX OBIT
06/26/36 BANNER BOS HOU
06/26/86 BANNER BOS ECU
06/26/86 BANNER BOS CRI
06/ktutta BANNER MAT PROM
06/26/36 BANNER BOS EDU
06/26/S6 BANNER OOR MISC
06/26/86 BANNER ROX 3P0
06/26/36 BANNER SOS BUS
06/26/66 BANNER BOS HI3C
06/26/36 BANNER BOS PROI
06/26/36 BANNER BOS ENT
06/26/36 BANNER BOS IV
06/26/86 BANNER BOS PROE
06/26/36 BANNER OOR ACC
06/26/36 BANNER BOS CRI
06/26/36 BANNER OOR ACC
06/26/86 BANNER ROX CRI
06/26/86 BANNER DOR CRI
06/26/86 BANNER ROX CRI
06/26/36 BANNER BOS CITY
06/26/86 BANNER BOS CITY
06/26/86 BANNER ROX MISC
06/26/36 BANNER OOR CRI
06/26/86 BANNER OOR EDU
06/26/86 3ANNER BRO ART
06/26/36 BANNER BOS MED
06/26/86 BANNER BOS SPO
06/26/86 BANNER BOS MISC
07/03/86 BANNER DOR CRI
07/03/36 BANNER DC HOU
07/03/36 BANNER CHI CRI
07/03/86 BANNER 3E CITY
07/03/36 BANNER ROX BUS
07/03/86 BANNER SE POL
07/03/86 BANNER ROX MISC
07/03/86 BANNER OOR EDU
07/03/86 BANNER BOS MISC
07/03/86 BANNER BOS FIN
07/03/36 BANNER ROX CITY
07/03/86 3ANNER BOS IV
07/03/36 BANNER BUS PROE
07/03/86 BANNER DOR MISC
07/03/86 BANNER CAM POL







JAZZ MUSICIAN DIES X
WOMAN DIES X
COLUMBIA PT TENANTS PROTEST TAX PLAN X
SCHOOL BD TO CONSIDER MADISON MER6ER X WILSON
POLICE OFFICER ADMITS TO THEFT X OFFICER
BOY FIGHTS SICKLE CELL ANEMIA X
STUDENT ADDRESSES BU COMMENCEMENT X
WOMAN SLCT
?
D FOR MISS BLK MASS PAGEANT X
WOMAN NAMED COACH AT MIAMI SCHOOL* X
WOW HON'O AS PRES OF SNGLE MOM SUPPRT GP X
WOMAN SELECTED FOR MISS BLK MASS USA PAG X
WOMAN WINS MISS BLK TEEN MASS USA PA6NT X
NEW EDITION WINS RIGHT TO USE NAME X
•HOW WILL SO AFRICA CRISIS END?" i
FOCUS QN UMASS HISP LEADERSHIP FELLOW X
CHILD FALLS 35 FEET TO GROUND
LT. PROMOTED TO DEAL WITH DRUG PROBLEM
WOMAN AND MAN STRUCK BY TRAIN
YOUTH SHOT
RAID YIELDS DRUG & WEAPON ARRESTS
MAN FINED FOR DUMPING TRASH
POLICE GFFICER RECEIVES AWARD
MAYOR PRESSES FOR JOBS PANEL X
RESIDENTS TURN OUT TO SWEEP STREETS* X
SHOOTING AT COMMUNITY CENTER X
KIDS IN 'SAY NO TO DRUGS' PROGRAM X
ARTIST GETS MFA AWARD X
BLACK FRATERNITY ON TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL X
BASKETBALL SHOOTOUT X
COMMUNITY PAGEANT AWARDS LOCAL YOUTH X
ATTACK VICTIM WANTS PARDON FOR GUN USE X
COLUMBIA PT PROJECT SETS TAX EXEMPTION
DROP-A-OIME PROGRAM FOCUSES ON CHELSEA
ELDERLY RALLY FOR TAX RELIEF X
WOMAN RECEIVES EMPLOYEE OF YEAR AWARD* X
RAINBOW COALITION ELECTS OFFICERS X
WOMAN WINS WEEI-AM RADIO SWEEPSTAKES X
TWO WOMEN RECEIVE UNDERGRAD DIPLOMAS X
FREEDOM HOUSE ELECTS BOARD MEMBERS X
BANK PRES ENGINEERS PROFIT TURNAROUND X
CITY PROMISES TO CLEAN LOCAL LOTSI X
•HOW WILL BIAS DEATH AFFECT KIDS?' X
BU EQUAL OPP DIR SETS PROMOTION X
COALITONI BRINGS PARK JOBS TO YOUTH X
8TH DIST CANDIDATES APPEAR IN FORUM X MEL KINS
RESIDENTS PROTEST SEXUAL ASSAULTS X
SPANISH SURNAME
IS BLACK





FLYNN SHOWN Hi BLK3




DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY
07/03/36 BANNER DOR CRI
07/03/36 BANNER MAT CRI
07/03/36 BANNER RQX CRI
07/03/36 BANNER ROX CRI
07/03/36 BANNER ROX CRI
07/03/36 BANNER ROX CRI
07/03/36 BANNER ROX CRI
67/ 03/36 BANNER DOR CRI
07/03/36 BANNER BOS CITY
07/03/36 BANNER SOS CITY
07/03/86 BANNER NAT BUS
07/03/86 BANNER DOR BUS
07/03/86 BANNER BOS ENT
07/03/86 BANNER BOS ENT
07/03/36 BANNER ROX ART
07/03/86 BANNER BOS EDU
07/03/86 BANNER ROX CRI
07/03/86 BANNER BOS NISC
07/03/36 BANNER DOR EDU
06/20/36 B6NEWS 5E DTD
06/20/86 B6NEWS ROX EDU
06/20/36 BGNEWS BOS MISC
06/20/36 86NEWS BOS CRI
06/20/36 BGNEWS CAN POL
06/20/86 BGNEiiS BOS POL
06/20/86 BGNEWS BOS NED
06/20/86 86NEWS CAN POL
06/20/36 BGNEWS CAN POL
06/20/36 BGNEiiS BOS EDU
06/27/36 BGNEWS CP SPO
06/27/36 BGNEiiS DOR ACC
06/27/36 BGNEWS RQX EHP
06/27/86 BGNEWS BOS HQU
06/27/36 BGNEWS BOS CITY
06/27/86 BGNEWS BOS POL
06/27/36 BGNEWS BOS CITY
06/27/86 BGNEWS CAN POL
06/27/86 BGNEWS BOS EDU
07/04/86 BGNEWS BOS EDU
07/04/36 BGNEWS RQX CITY
07/04/86 BGNEWS BOS EDU
07/04/36 BGNEWS BOS NED
07/04/36 BGNEWS CAN POL
07/04/36 BGNEWS BOS EDU
07/11/36 BGNEWS BOS STA
06/30/36 RCC ROX CITY
06/30/86 RCC ROX HOU
06/30/86 RCC BOS CITY
06/30/86 RCC BOS STA
06/30/86 RCC ROX DTD
06/30/86 RCC BOS CITY
06/30/86 RCC SE ENT
STORE CITED FOR ALLOWING ALCOHOL CONSUH
NAN SHOT IN ROBBERY
DRUG RAID
NAN ARRESTED FOR SELLING STOLEN PROPERTY
WONAN ASSAULTED
BREAKING AND ENTERING AT A STORE
WONAN ROBBED
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CONFISCATED BY POLICE
POLICE DEPT SWEARS IN RECRUITS
CITY WILL REVIEW LOT SALES IN SOUTH £ND
MOHAN'S FABRIC STORE THRIVES!








DRUG ARRESTS MET 27 DEALERS
FOSTER AGENCY SEEKS FAMILY FOR BOY
SCHOLARSHIP FUND NAMED FOR ATHLETE
PROMINENT BUILDINGS WILL BE RENOVATED
ALLIANCE HONORS BLACK EDUCATORS!
COALITION FOR BLK WOMEN HOLD FUNDRAISER
DROP-A-OIME SPONSORS FORUM
KINS CAMPAIGN HOLDS FUNDRAISER
CITY COUNSELOR WINS PLACE ON BALLOT
WILD-AM RADIO HOSTS FUNDRAISING CRUISE
8TH DISTRICT CANDIDATES SPEAK
KINS CONDEMNS HARRASSMENT OF RIGHTS GRP
DAY CARE CENTER HOLDS GRADUATION
LEN BIAS DIES
TRUCK COLLIDES WITH CAR
PANEL DISCUSSES BLACK EMPOWERMENT!
GOV ANNOUNCES NEW HOUSING FUNDS
MAYOR DISTRIBUTES FREE OFFICE FURNITURE
CANDIDATE flEETS WITH BLK BUS COMMUNITY
COUNCIL PRES WANTS RESPONSIVE BUDGET
KINS OPPOSES PRESUMPTIVE SENTENCES
NORTHEASTERN OFFICIAL NAMED ATHL DIR
WILSON SETS PAY RAISE
RES DEMAND END TO NEIGHBORHOOD DUMPING!
BOSTON TEACHERS HONORED
WGBH AIRS PROSRAMS ON TEEN SUICIDE
MEL KING HANTS STATE DEFT ACTION
TEACHERS AWARDED HATH FELLOWSHIPS
FREE ENERGY GIVEN TO POOR HOUSEHOLDS
NEIGHBHD DEALS W/ PROSPECT OF NEW JAIL!
WHO ARE THE HOMELESS? (SERIES)
MAYOR TRANSFERS ENTERTAINMENT LICENSES
SR CITIZENS FILE HOCK MALPRCTCE CLAIM
GROUP SUES BOSTON REDEVEL AUTHORITY!
BOLLINS CRITICIZES JAIL PLAN
SANCTUARY PLAY ANNOUNCED









X HALF ARE 'MINORITIES'
X
X OWNER IS BLACK
X BLACK UNEMPLO RATE CITED
X




X BOY IS OF MIXED RACE














OATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT :ohnent<
06/30/36 P.CC BOS CITY CITY COUNSELOR WANTS GROUNDWATER TRUST X
06/30/36 RCC ROX CITY PARK RENAMED FOR MALCOLM XI I
06/30/36 RCC ROX BUS MAN APPOINTED DIR OF COMMUNICATIONS! X
06/30,36 RCC ROX BUS HAN WINS AFPT WITH CIVIL LIBERTIES 3RPt X
06/30/86 RCC BOS MD COPING WITH SUMMER HEAT X
06/30/86 RCC ROX MD PREVENTIVE EYE CAREt i
06/30/36 RCC SE DTD PROMINENT BLD63 TO BE RENOVATED X
06/30/56 RCC BOS INTL FACT SHEET ON SOUTH AFRICA X
06/30/86 RCC CAM INTL ACTIVIST CALLS FOR HARVARD DiVESTMENT X
06/13/36 WILD-AN ROX SPQ ALL-SCHOLASTIC ATHLETE DIES X
06/13/36 WILD-AH DOR MISC KIDS IN "SAY NO TO DRUGS' PROGRAM X
06/13/86 UILD-AR ROX MISC ANNUAL CLOTHING GIVEAWAY ANNOUNCED X
06/13/36 WILD-AM ROX EST •NEW EDITION" WINS RIGHT TO USE NAME X
06*13,36 aiLD-AK DOR CRI CABBIE SHOT BY WEST INDIAN MAN i
06/13/36 WILO-AM FRAH MISC CONFERENCE ON BLACK W0MEN3 EMPOWERMENT X
06/09/36 WILD-AM DOR BUS HOSPITAL STRIKE NEWS X
06/09/36 WILD-AN CHR CRI ROBBERIES INVESTIGATED X
06/09/86 WILD-AM MAT CRI COCAINE BUST i
06/09/S6 WILD-AM BOS 3P0 CELTICS WIN TITLE X
06/09/36 WILD-AM HWK 3P0 SOX LOSE X
06/09/36 WILD-AM CHL EDU SCHOOL OFFICIALS MAY STRIKE V.'I
06/10/36 WILD-AM DOR CRI 3US DRIVER TO BE ARRAIGNED X
06/10/86 WILD-AM SOS CRI POLICE TO CLOSE BUSINESSES FOR DRUGS X
06/10/36 WILD-AM BOS SPO CELTICS PRIDE DAY X
06/10/86 WILD-AM TOR 3fO SOX LOSE X
06/10/36 WILD-AM BOS STA BOSTON EDISON STRIKE MAY END X
06/11/36 WILD-AM ROX CRI MAN RAPES 59-YR.OLD WOMAN X
06/11/36 WILD-AM DOR BUS NURSES END STRIKE X
06/11/36 WILD-AM TGR SPO SOX WIN X
06/11/86 WILD-AH SOS SPO CELTICS PRIDE DAY WENT WELL X
06/11/86 WILD-AM MIL ACC FIRE 6UT3 BUILDING I
06/11/86 WILD-AM ROX MISC FREE CLOTHING AVAILABLE X
06/11/36 WILD-AM CAM PQL KING SPEAKS OUT AGAINST BREAK- IN X
06/12/86 WILD-AM ROX CITY RESIDENTS COLLECT SECESSION SIGNATURES* X
06/12/36 WILD-AM DOR CRI STORE PADLOCKED BY POLICE X
06/12/36 WILD-AM BOS STA SENIORS PROTEST MALPRACTICE LAWS s
06/12/36 WILD-AH DOR MISC ANTI-DRUG PROGRAM FOR KIDS X
06/12/36 WILD-AM BOS STA BOSTON EDISON STRIKE MAY BE OVER X
06/12/36 WILD-AH TOR SPO SOX WIN X
06/12/36 WILD-AM ROX DTD RESIDENTS SUE BRAt X
06/12/86 WILD-AM ROX HOU GROUND BROKEN FOR HOUSING PROJECT t X
06/13/36 WILD-AM ROX CRI WOMAN FACES DRUG CHARGES X
06/12/36 WILD-AM MED ACC TRAFFIC ACCIDENT X
06/12/36 WILD-AM CAM CRI D.A. TO INVESTIGATE BREAK-INS • X
06/12/36 WILD-AH 60S ACC TEENAGER ACCIDENTALLY SHOT X
06/12/36 WILD-AH BOS STA BOSTON EDISON STRIKE ENDS X
06/12/86 WILD-AM BOS SPO BENEFIT BASKETBALL SAME X
06/12/36 WILD-AM BOS EDU MAYOR WANTS LOWER DROPOUT P.ATE X
06/12/36 WILD-AM BOS SPO SGX RAINED OUT x
06/16/86 WILD-AM BOS ENT 'NEW EDITION' WINS RECORD CASE X
06/16/36 WILD-AM MAT CRI MAN SHOT IN FEUD X
06/16/86 WILD-AM NEW MD CARDIOLOGIST'S REPORT ON CHERNOBYL X
DAVID SCQNDRAS
NO KENT. MAJOR MEDIA
HQ MENTION MAJ MEDIA








DATE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B 4 U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/16/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
06/17/86 WIL0-AH CAM POL 3TH DIST CANDIDATES TO SPEAK X
06/17/36 WILD-AH BOS MISC RACIAL VIOLENCE TO BE DISCUSSED X
06/17/86 WILD-AH BOS STA SWITZLER BACKS OUT OF RACE X
06/17/86 WILD-AH NYC SPO SOX WIN X
06x17/36 WILD-AH BRQ CRI WOMAN INDICTED FOR SEXUAL ABUSE X
06/13/86 WILD-AH DC NAT SCALIA APPT. -REACTION FROM DRINAN X
06/13/86 WILD-AH ROX CITY RESIDENTS PROTEST D'JHP:N6 X
06/13/36 WILD-AH BOS BUS AT&T STRIKE X
06/13/86 WILD-AM NYC SPO SOX' WIN k
06/13/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO CELTICS CHOOSE BIAS
11
06/18/86 WILD-AH DOR ACC FAMILY HOSPITALIZED IN FIRE X
06/18/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO BOGSS IN SHOCK OVER MOTHER'S DEATH X
06/18/86 HILD-AH MAT ACC TRAIN COLLISION KILLS WOMAN X
06/18/36 tflLD-AM BOS MISC ABCD CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
V
A
06/19/86 WILD-AM BOS STA GOVERNOR WARNS ABOUT CRACK X
06/19/36 WILD-AH SOS HOU HOUSING AUTHORITY CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY X
06/19/36 MILD-AM BOS STA SENTENCING BILL IN TROUBLE X
06/19/86 WILD-AM BOS STA TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AT WORK X
06/19/36 WILD-AH BOS SPO BIAS DEATH X
06/19/36 WILD-AM NYC SPO SOX WIN 1
06/20/36 WILD-AH BOS SPO BIAS DEATH X
06/20/36 WILD-AH BOS DTD SPORTS COMPLEX DEBATED X
06/20/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX TO PLAY TONIGHT X
06/20/36 WILD-AH BOS SPO SHOOTOUT BEGINS i
06/20/36 WILD-AM BOS NAT MARCK TO PROTEST CONTRA AID X
06/20/36 WILD-AM CP SPO NEWS ABOUT BIAS X
06/23/36 WILD-AH BOS EDU STUDENT SCORES RELEASED X HUCCI 3U0TED
06/23/86 WILD-AH BOS STA RIBBON-CUTTING AT TRANSPORTATION DEFT. A
06/23/86 WILD-AH ROX CRI BRUTAL MURDER COMMITTED X
06/23/36 WILD-AH BOS STA HYATT MAY BE FORCED OUT X
06/23/86 WILD-AH DOR CRI FIVE FACE DRUG CHARGES X
06/23/36 WILD-AH BOS CRI TWO HOMICIDES OCCUR A
06/23/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
06/23/86 WILD-AH NEE MED SHOW LINKS US/SOVIET WOMEN X DONAHUE MENTIONED
06/23/86 WILD-AH BOS EMT CONCERTS WILL BEGIN X
06/23/86 WILD-AH m SPO HASLETS BROTHER BOXES X
06/23/36 WILD-AH CP SPO NEWS ABOUT BIAS X
06/24/36 WILD-AH ROX CRI POLICE SEARCH FOR CAB ROBBERS X WEST INDIAN SUSPECTS
06/24/86 WILD-AH BOS HOU HAYOR TO HELP COLUMBIA POINT X FLYNN
06/24/36 WILD-AH BOS POL HYATT UNDER SCRUTINY X
06/24/86 WILD-AH BOS POL SHERIFF'S CANDIDATE DEBATE X WATSON
06/24/86 WILD-AH CP SPO BIAS DEATH NEWS X
06/24/36 WILD-AH BOS STA SEX SCANDAL NEWS AT HESTFIELD X
06/24/36 HILD-AH BRK SPO B0XIN6 NEWS X HAGLER'S BROTHER MEN
06/24/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
06/25/36 WILD-AH BOS STA INSURANCE INDUSTRY WANTS STATE HELP X
06/25/86 WILD-AH BOS BUS BUS RUN IS CANCELLED X -
06/25/86 WILD-AH CP SPO BIAS DEATH NEWS X
06/25/86 WILD-AH BOS STA GOVERNOR DEFENDS WESTFIELD PROBE X RUDOLF PIERCE
06/25/86 WILD-AH JP CRI MURDER SUSPECT SOUGHT X




DmTE OUTLET CITY TYPE SUMMARY B W U CONTEXT COMMENTS
06/26/86 WILD-AM FRAH MISC CONFERENCE ON BLACK WOMEN X
06/26/86 UILO-AK BOS CRI DRUG RAID AT ORCHARD PARK X
06/26/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX WIN X AL NIPPER
06/27/86 HILD-hM ROX REL CHURCH TO DO MISSIONARY WORK WITH KIDSt X
06/27/86 WILD-AH FRAM MISC CONFERENCE ON BLACK WGMEN X
06/27/36 WILD-AH BOS STA GOVERNOR SUSPENDS COLLEGE PRESIDENT X
06/27/86 WILD-AH ROX MISC PLAYGROUND CLEAN-UP I X
06/27/86 WILD-AM 303 POL HYATT CHALLENGE X HYATT
06/27/36 WILD-AM NS CRI DRUG DEALER ARRESTED I
06/27/36 WILD-AM CHL CRI COCAINE DISCOVERY I
06/27/36 WILD-AM BALT SPO SOX WILL PLAY X
06/30/36 WILD-AM BOS STA GOVERNOR ENDORSES PROGRAM FOR BLIND X
06/30/36 WILD-AM BOS POL REPUBLICANS MEET TO DECIDE STRATE5Y X
06/30/36 WILD-AM BOS CITY MAYOR CHALLENGES DEVELOPER i
06/30/36 WILD-AH BR I ACC REFUGEES DIE IN FIRE X CAMBODIANS
06/30/86 WILD-AM SE CRI HOLDUP FOILED X
06/30/36 WILD-AM BALT SPO SOX WIN X 3EAVER MENTIONED
07/01/36 WILD-AH BOS STA GOV. RECEIVES MENTAL RETARDATION REPORT X
07/01/36 WILD-AM ROX CRI POLICE INVESTIGATE MURDERS X
07/01/36 WILD-AM BQS STA GOVERNOR ENDORSES STATE X
07/01/86 WILD-AM REA CRI HOME RANSACKED X
07/01/86 WILD-AM BOS POL REPUBLICANS WANT NEW CANDIDATE X
07/01/36 WILD-AM BOS MD SCIENTISTS GET AIDS MONEY- X
07/01/36 WILD-AM SOS 5F0 SOX WIN X
07/01/36 WILD-AM BOS SPO JOHN HANNAH RETIRES X
07/02/86 WILD-AM BOS CITY NEW POLICE CHIEF NAMED X
07/02/86 WILD-AM BOS STA GOVERNOR TAKES HEAT ON RESENTS DECISION X
07/02/36 WILD-AM BOS EHT FILH ON DROP-A-DIHE DRUG FROSRAH X WATSON MENTIONED
07/02/36 WILD-AM BOS CITY AIRPORT HAY FACE RESTRICTIONS X
07/02/86 WILD-AM BOS SPO SOX UNHAPPY ABOUT HARPER DECISION X TOMMY HARPER
07/02/36 WILD-AH 30S HOU MAYOR ASKED FOR HOUSING AID X
07/02/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX WIN X
07/03/86 WILD-AH BOS NAT RALLY TO PROTEST SOUTH AFRICA X
07/03/86 WILD-AH BOS STA REGENTS SEARCH X
07/03/36 WILD-AH NEE STA TAX DEBATE X
07/03/86 WILD-AH BOS CRI BODY FOUND IN TRUNK X
07/03/36 WILD-AH BOS STA BUDGET DEBATED X
07/03/36 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX LOSE X
07/03/86 WILD-AH BRK SPO HAGLER MAY RETIRE X
07/07/36 WILD-AH SB CRI MURDER INVESTIGATED
1
1
07/07/86 WILD-AH SAU ACC DROWNING DEATH X
07/07/36 WILD-AH BOS ACC FIREWORKS INJURIES X
07/07/36 WILD-AH HAL CRI SEX ABUSE TRIAL NEARS END X
07/07/36 WILD-AH BOS STA COLLINS RESIGNS POST X
07/07/86 WILD-AM BQS SPO SOX WIN X
07/08/86 WILD-AH BOS STA COLLINS BEGINS WORK X
07/08/36 WILD-AH ROX CRI FAMILY FEUD TURNS FATAL X
07/08/86 WILD-AH HAL CRI SEX TRIAL NEWS X
07/08/86 WILD-AH BOS SPO SOX LSOE X
07/09/36 WILD-AH BQS CITY MAYOR BEGINS CURFEW AT BOSTON COMMON X
07/09/36 WILD-AH MAL CRI SEX TRIAL ENDS X










BOS EDU NEM AIDS POLICY FOR EDUCATION DEPT.
DOR CRI ROBBERY OCCURS
DOR ACC BOY KILLED ON SCOOTER
BOS STA STATE TO GET OIL MGNEY










NEWS STORIES FROM ROXBURY AND MATTAPAN





















































































































































PIANIST AND BANDLEADER DIES X
RICHARD ATMATER SETS ANOTHER TERM X
RESIDENTS SUE CITY OVER DEVELOP. PLANS X
FALL VOTE LET COMH DECIDE ON CITY STATUS X
RESIDENTS SUE OVER DEVELOPMENT PLAN X
BANDLEADER DIES X
ROXBURY VOTERS DECIDE ON SECESSION X
TEACHER ARRESTED FOR ROBBERY -GETS FAY X
SUIT CHARGES ILLEGAL LAND DISFOSAL X
TEEN ARRESTED FOR DRUG TRAFFICKING X
ACTIVIST TO RUN FOR STATE REP
SCUFFLE LEADS TO GUNSHOT MOUND X
DRUG DEALER ARRESTED
MOHAN HELD IN COCAINE BUST
RESIDENTS PROTEST NEIGHBORHOOD DUMPING X
DRUG TRAFFICKER ARRESTED X
ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING OF TEEN X
SEARS MORKERS STRIKE
CHILD FALLS 3 STORIES FROM AFT. MINDOfc X
MAN HELD IN BAT SLAYINSS
MOTHER BEATEN TO DEATH
POLICE NAB 32 DRUG DEALERS I
27 ARRESTED IN HEROIN BUST X




MAN KILLED IN STABBING X
CRACK USER FOUND KILLED BY 3UN3K0T X
FAMILY SAYS MAN MAS SENTENCED BY MISTAKE X
REFERENDUM TO HAVE ROXBURY SECEDE
BRA STOPS DEVELOPMENT IN MAKE OF SUIT
HAN SHOT AFTER ALLEGED DRUG PURCHASE
PROGRAM AIDS MINORITY ENTREPRENEURS
MAN SHOT IN DRUG DEAL
SHOOTER OF POLICE OFFICER 6ETS SENTENCE
YOUTH DIES IN SCOOTER CRASH




BLACK VICTIM IN PHOTO
X
X
VICTIM SHGWN TO BE BLACK









06/12/86 BANNER ROX DTD GROUP SUES BOS. REDEVELOPMENT AUTHOR ITYt
06/12/86 BANNER ROX MISC FOSTER 6RANDPARENTS GIVE TIME TO KIDSt X
06/12/86 BANNER ROX EDU 5IRL WINS FOUR-YEAR SCHOLARSHIP TO BUS X
06/12/36 BANNER ROX EDU VETERANS SRP EXEC DIR REC'S M.ED. DEBR.t
06/12/86 BANNER HAT EDU BC PROF ELECT' D LESLIE COLLEGE TRUSTEE!
06/12/86 BANNER ROX REL BLACK MAN ORDAINED PRIEST t X
06/12/86 BANNER ROX EDU STUDENTS DISCUSS LIFE AT BLACK COLLESESt X
06/19/36 BANNER ROX CITY PLAINTIFFS FILE SUIT A6AINST BRAt
06/19/86 BANNER ROX CITY HAN REAPPOINTED TO LICENSING BOARDt
06/19/86 BANNER ROX CRI CRIHE STATISTICS
06/19/86 BANNER ROX CRI ARSON SUSPECTED IN FIRE
06/19/86 BANNER HAT CRI STUDENT ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT
06/19/86 BANNER HAT CRI HEN CHARGED WITH DRUB TRAFFICKING
06/19/86 BANNER ROX CRI HAN SOUGHT FOR ROBBERY





















































































































3-SPORT STUDENT ATHLETE 6RADUATES!
NEH PROSRAH FOR ELDERLY STROKE VICTIMSt
EXHIBITION EXPLORES BLACK EXPRESSION!
PRESTON SANDIFORD (MUSICIAN) DIES
HOHAN DIES
BOY FISHTS SICKLE CELL ANEMIA
HOHAN NAMED COACH AT HIAHI SCHOOL
!
YOUTH SHOT
HAN FINED FOR DUMPING TRASH
RESIDENTS TURN OUT fO SHEEP STREETS!
HOHAN RECEIVES EMPLOYEE OF YEAR AHARDt
HOHAN HINS HEEI-AH RADIO SWEEPSTAKES
CITY PROMISES TO CLEAN LOCAL LOTS!
HAN SHOT IN ROBBERY
DRUG RAID
HAN ARRESTED FOR SELLING STOLEN PROPERTY
HOHAN ASSAULTED




DRUG ARRESTS NET 27 DEALERS
ALLIANCE HONORS BLACK EDUCATORS!
PANEL DISCUSSES BLACK EMPOWERMENT!
RES DEMAND END TO NEIGHBORHOOD DUMPING!
NEIGHBHD DEALS H/ PROSPECT OF NEH JAIL!
HHO ARE THE HOMELESS? i SERIES)
6R0UP SUES BOSTON REDEVEL AUTHORITY!
PARK RENAMED FOR MALCOLH X!
HAN APPOINTED DIP OF COMMUNICATIONS!
MAN KIRS APPT HITH CIVIL LIBERTIES SRP!
PREVENTIVE EYE CARE!
ALL-SCHOLASTIC ATHLETE DIES
ANNUAL CLOTHING SIVEAHAY ANNOUNCED
•NEH EDITION' HINS RIGHT TO USE NAME
COCAINE BUST
MAN RAPES 59-YR.OLD WOMAN
FREE CLOTHING AVAILABLE
RESIDENTS COLLECT SECESSION SIGNATURES!
RESIDENTS SUE BRA!
6ROUK0 BROKEN FOR HOUSING PROJECT!
HOHAN FACES DRUG CHARGES
HAN SHOT IN FEUD
RESIDENTS PROTEST DUMPING
TRAIN COLLISION KILLS HOHAN
BRUTAL MURDER COMHITTED
POLICE SEARCH FOR CAB ROBBERS
CHURCH TO DO MISSIONARY HORK HITH KIDS!
PLAYGROUND CLEAN-UP!
POLICE INVESTIGATE MURDERS










NO MENT. MAJOR MEDIA
NO MENT 10?* MAJ MEDIA










Gay Community News Anti-Racism Plan
L INTRODUCTION
Cay Community News is t national gay/lesbian liberation newsweekly with a commitment to anti-racism, feminism and
social change. We attempt to provide a forum for many of the diverse groups that make up the lesbian and gay community. As
lesbians and gay men, we understand the alienation, the isolation, and the invisibility which oppression creates. Freedom and
human dignity mean that all people take control over their lives including where we live, our education and work, and what we
do with our bodies. We understand that any hope of achieving these goals involves fundamental social change. Simply read-
justing the hierarchy to include some lesbians and gay men is not sufficient.
Cay Community News exists in a racist world. Although eradicating racism in a society where oppression is institu-
tionalized is an enormous task, as a lesbian and gay institution we take responsibility for identifying, confronting and
erad icating racism in our organizational structure, our newspaper, our community and ourselves. As part of our commitment
to work against racism, we have developed this anti-racism plan. It includes education of our membership and readership and
evaluation and change of our internal processes,
Our goal is to be a multi-racial and anti-racist organization, but we recognize that even as a predominantly white organiza-
tion we can work against racism. We support the autonomous organizing of lesbians and gay men of color and we support the
publications by lesbians and gay men of color. We hope that by using this plan as a starting point, the structure, content, and
processes of CCN will change as it begins to function as an anti-racist and multi-racial organization.
•
IL Goafs
Because CCN is a Boston-based organization, most of our volunteers and staffers come from Boston. Therefore, we have
set hiring, volunteer outreach, and content goals which attempt to reflect the percentage of people of color in the Boston
population. The following percentage goals will be re-evaluated annually to make sure that they are constructive and at-
tainable. The following percentages are minimum goals.
A. By the end of the first year after this plan is implemented, the staff, board and volunteer membership of CCN will be
20 percent people of color. By the end of the second year, they will be 25 percent people of color.
B~ 20 percent of the content of the paper, including the cover, news stories, news notes, feature articles, book reviews
,
calendar, photographs and other graphics, will depict and deal with issues of particular relevance to the third world les-
bian and gay community, including anti-racist organizing by lesbians and gay men. 25 percent the second year.
C. 20 percent of the promotional budget will be used to do special outreach to gay people of color. 25 percent the second
year.
D. CCN*s typesetting business will give preference to third world groups, individuals and publications when accepting
new business.
E. GOV will give special consideration to minority owned, as well as gay or woman owned, businesses when purchasing
goods and services.
m. Strategies
A. Volunteer Outreach: Because most of the people who work at CCN do so as volunteers, effective recruitment of
volunteers who are people of color is crucial to meeting our goals. Other groups and individuals with whom we consulted
about affirmative action agreed that personal contacts were the most successful way to recruit both volunteers and paid
staffers. Therefore, many of the strategies in this section and the hiring section aim to "plug-in" CCN to networks of
gay third world groups and individuals.
1. Members of the anti-racism committee will meet with third world gay and lesbian groups in Boston and, whenever
possible, nationally. The purpose of the meetings would be to find out what the perceptions of the groups' members
are of CCN and how CCN could better meet the groups' needs. We would also ask people to volunteer at CCN and
explain what kinds of volunteer positions are available and how the paper works. We would ask for news or features
story leads, calendar listings and other suggestions.
2. Current members and staffers at CCN would be asked to submit names of people of color whom they know who
might be interested in working on CCN to the Anti-Racism Committee. They would also be encouraged to contact
people themselves if they prefer.
3. Notices would be placed in CCN and other gay media, particularly third world gay media, that we are looking for
volunteers who are people of color. The notices would list the kinds of work that CCN volunteers do.
4. Send notices to colleges that CCN is looking for interns, especially third world interns. In addition to sending
-129-
notices to school employment offices, they would be sent to third world student groups, gay student groups and to
teachers and courses which teach skills GCN can use, such as photography, art, journalism or writing courses.
5. Contact ga> people of color who work for other gay media and organizations to see if they would be interested in
volunteering at GCN.
6. When this anti-racism/affirmative action plan is officially- adopted, print an article about it and about the anti-
racism committee in GCN.
7. Create a system of volunteer orientation, including a semi-annual meeting for volunteers to talk about their ex-
perience » mA problems, and a regular agenda item at membership meetings for volunteer issues.
Create a volunteer committee to put together a pamphlet for volunteers about GC/sPs history and structure, and
eventually, to handle training and assessment.
8. Improve the distribution of GCN to third world readers through stores and community groups. Drop complimen-
tary copies of GCN at third world gay groups and neighborhoods.
9. GCN*s ad manager will do outreach to minority businesses to encourage them to advertise their services in GCN.
10. The anti-racism committee should immediately revive the minority networking breakfasts at Cafe Calypso. This
involves obtaining the mailing list and sending out invitations and contacting the criers cf the Cafe.
B. Staff Recruitment
1. Advertising Job Openings: GOV jobs will be announced in the following places:
a. Ads in GCN.
b. Ads in other gay and feminist media. The Committee will compile a list of such media.
c. Ads in publications which reach people of color. The Committee will compile a list of publications.
d. The anti-racism committee will assist in mailing flyers about jobs to a list it will compile of third world gay
groups, gay bookstores and community centers, and individual people of color. Flyers will be followed-up with
phone calls. Flyers will include: job description; salary and benefits; affirmative action/anti-racism statement.
e. Flyers will also be sent to hiring offices, gay groups, third world groups and relevant courses at local colleges.
2. Interviewing and Hiring.
a. All people of color applying for a position will be interviewed.
b. All applicants will be asked to fill out an OPTIONAL Affirmative Action Questionnaire which will include ques-
tions asking how the applicant found out about the job; whether the applicant is Black, white, latino/latina. Native
American, Asian, or other; whether the applicant wishes to be notified about future job openings at GCN if he or
she doesn't get this job. Resumes and questionnaires from each job search will be kept on file.
c. Staff people are asked to give as much notice as possible before they leave. If a person of color is not found to
fill the job by the time the staffer leaves, then the hiring committee chooses the next most appropriate candidate.
This policy will be re-evaluated after one year. (Alternative proposal which was not passed but may be considered
in the future: If a person of color is not found to fill a position by the time a staffer leaves, then GCN hires a tem-
porary person for a specified time up to six months. If a person of color is still not found to fill the position by the
end of six months, the hiring committee chooses the next most appropriate candidate.
d. A member of the anti-racism committee will attend the first meeting of each hiring committee to explain the af-
firmative action process.),
e. Hiring committees must give preference to people of color, with the following considerations:
t. Required Qualifications:
•Applicants must have some basic skills appropriate to the job, which will be defined by the hiring committee,
although GCN is willing to train people for jobs.
•Familiarity with third world lesbian and gay issues and communities.
•Commitment to gay liberation and feminism.
ii. Preferred Qualifications:




•Experience working with volunteers.
•Experience working on a collective.
•Experience working on a newspaper.
3. Follow-up
a. The hiring process for each job opening will be documented by the Managing Editor, who will keep on file: list of
advertisements; list of flyers sent; resumes received; breakdown of white and third world applicants; who was
hired.
b. Every March, the anti-racism'committee will review these documents and make a written report to the member-
ship evaluating our efforts and making suggestions for improvement.
c. In the absence of a personnel committee, a representative of the anti-racism committee will meet with all newly
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